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Larry Steckler, EHF, CET
Editor-In -Chief & Publisher

A look into the 2000's and other

things!

Where are we going? Before that question can be answered,
should present a few facts.

I

remember a statement made in 1960, "Every American
closet should have a reel -to -reel tape recorder." Yes, audio buffs
were buying up tape machines in a mad rush. Large computer
users bought billions of miles of tape. Then came the cassette,
and its makers claimed that it was good for voice recording; but
for music, not so good. Well, the cassette grew up and found a
place in every corner of the audio universe and elsewhere.
Computers used them. even saw a naval torpedo with a built -in
cassette deck -why? never found out. even have a back -up
tape drive in my PC, and more video tapes than the local video rental store (according to my wife). Now consumers are talking
about digital audio -tape recorders and the like.
I

I

Art Kleiman, editorial director
Julian S. Martin, KA2GUN, editor
Robert A. Young, associate editor
Herb Friedman, W2ZLF, associate editor
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Fishman, advertising director
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Ferrous -, chrome -, and metal- coated tapes have come a long
way! But, are they approaching the end of their useful life? Will
magnetic tape follow the path of the dinosaur to its doom? Is the
year 2000 Tape Deck Dooms Day? believe so!
I

Optical -disk recorders will soon be mass -market items. CompuSonic of Palo Alto, CA, has a device that can record over two
hours on an optical disk. What's more, the device can be interfaced with a compatible PC, and the computer can edit music,
rearrange song playlists, restore old music, and permanently
store it in digital form.
Will the tape and floppy disk of the future be a polished Mylarlike product? Without expensive coating, the cost will drop ten
fold making it a shoe -in. So what if you can only record once, with
all the space available on optical media, you can make thousands of revisions and still not use up a disc. And, as sure as
Superman Vwill follow Superman IV, someone will find a way to
erase optical disks before the decade is out.
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Sell your magnetic -tape stocks now, folks, if you plan to retire
in the 2000's.
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Editor

As a service to readers. Mends-on Electronics publishes avallab,
plans or information relating to newsworthy products technique,
and scientific and technological developments Because of poss
ble variances in Jr* quality and condition of mater ais and work
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Hands -on Electronics, 500B Bi- County Boulevard, Farmingdale, New York 11735
Tank You
enjoyed your article in the March issue of Hands -On Electronics entitled
Electronic Fundamentals. You cover the
water front very well. There are two areas
to which would invite your attention: In
question 8 you should have gone
through the algebra. If you had, I believe
that your formula would read:
I

I

fr

- 1/6.28 \

LC

With the values given for L and C, fr
would equal 112 Hz. In question 9 your
answer is correct - but no where do you
show taking the square root of the LC
product, although you did.
In question 20, you show that for a
series circuit:
Q =XL'R

However, in question 26 no mention is
made of the fact that in a parallel circuit:
Q

R., XL

The more you load the parallel circuit by
decreasing R, the lower the Q, the wider
the bandwidth, and the lower the Z. Also,
any value of Q below 10 gives an incorrect answer for Z when using Q.
All in all, you did a lot of people a great
service. hope you will continue such a
series.
-W.R., Silver Springs, MD
I

Thanks for the corrections. That first

mistake occurred because the manuscript we received was done on a dot matrix printer without square root symbols, so the roots had to be added after
and that one got by. The second mistake
is just one of the reminders of just how
human editors can be.

Gotta Have Heart
Would it be possible to modify the
electronic stethoscope (HO Feb. 87) to
function as a fetal monitor? Any information towards its construction would be
greatly appreciated.
-S.D.. Bothell. WA
imagine that it can be done, but we
have no experience in this matter, and
could not suggest any such use in good
conscience.
I

Location Unknown
am interested in building metal detectors. Not the cheap ones that use
transistor radios as receivers. Do you
know where could obtain plans for a
more sophisticated unit, or do you know
of any kits that are available?
The price of the top of the line commercial models runs around $600. That
seems unreasonable to me when you
can buy a mini -TV for fifty bucks. also
don't understand why the circuitry could
not be put on a chip, but then I'm not an
I

I

I

electronics expert.
-R.E.L., Molalla, OR
Last month there was a review for a
book in bookshelf on building metal locators.
In regard to your technical question,
most of a locator circuit can be placed on
a chip, but not the most important part
the sensing device. That is because the
sensors are either inductors and thus
bulky, or capacitors and easily affected
by other portions of the circuit.

-

Another Side
was dismayed, and more than a little
annoyed, to read, on page 15 of the July
1987 issue, the following: "Live near an
airport, Coast Guard station, or ham
who keeps screwing up your TV reception? Well you may not be able to trap
them into admitting they're the source of
the trouble..."
Shame on you! You, Hands -on Electronics. of all magazines, should know
that it normally is the poorly- designed
front end of the TV receiver, not the ham,
that is the source of the trouble! Printed
innuendo such as this, in supposedly
knowledgeable magazines, helps to fuel
the anti -amateur sentiment that seems
to be on the increase in our society.
How about printing a retraction of that
part of the writeup?
I

-G.E.M., Naperville.

IL

Unfortunately, not everyone practices
their hobbies in an inoffensive manner.
There will always be people who spoil it
for us all. For that reason that terrestrial
traps can be marketed. No one supplies
that for which there is no demand.

ID for an IC
would like to see an article on how to
identify ICs. I got hold of about two dozen used ones at a second -hand electronic -parts place that stripped down
everything from pinball machines to replaced Tele- communications equipment, for only 30 to 50 cents. The place
has now closed down and could only
correctly identify about seven with a lot
of research. and a lot more luck. But
have not even come close with the
others, although know two of them are
some type of memory chip. Some examples of numbers shown on ICs are:
N825100F (V8302). D1- 0165 -5 (8047),
SN7407 (8114). SN72720N (P7349),
916C102X55R (7543).
would like to know what those are
and I'm sure a lot of other readers have
the same problem. Keep up the good
work because I've learned a lot from
your magazine and your sister magazine Radio Electronics. Thanks for the
information and education.
-B.B.K.. St. Louis, MO
I

I

I

I

That's a great idea. So great in fact,
that the story ran in the January February 1986 issue. If You don't want to get a
reprint of the article from our reprint
bookstore (see the ad in the back pages)
then you may want to try the book How to
Identify Unmarked ICs by K.H. Recorr.
Its available from Electronics Technology Today. PO Box 240. Massapequa, NY 11762.

Lawful Letter
never advocate censorship, but do
believe you should think twice about
I

I

publishing articles which encourage
readers to break the law- especially
when doing so can directly endanger
others. am referring to the Hide -a -way
Stealth Radar Detector System by J.L.
Pearson in the August 1987 issue. Total
disregard for the law is expressed in the
I

cover -blurb about the "Trooper Proof...system." The author even di-

rectly encourages the reader to ignore
the law, claiming it is "....safer to drive
with the flow of traffic." In exceptional
circumstances it may be marginally
safer, but that is very rare.

0o

YOU

REALLY

sir ixe BEST BUY
FROM

THEM?
N.

et 's face it There will always be some outfit
that can undercut a published price. They
do it by having no overhead, and no
responsibility to you, the consumer.

"So, you want that Jerrold 450
combo? The one that PXIIIccaia
Co.. loc.. is offering for $19900?
Well, that's a good price, but
here's what I'll do..." What may
happen is that you may save a
couple of bucks at the time. But suppose
there's a problem (and it happens to the best
of them,) and you call that "Dealer "... This could be wnat you'll hear:
"No, Steve isn't here. He moved out, the bum! And he owes me $43700 on the phone Dill! No, don't
know about any guarantees on your Gerald, who's that? Listen, if you see that creep..." etc.
At faclflc Cable Co., you've got an established company who will be here for you, time after time. We may be tough competitors, but we've
got a soft spot tor our clients! Try us, and be treated right -and we'll prove it by giving a one -year warranty on everything we sell.
I

Check our prices on Scientific Atlanta Unitsl
ITEM
RCA 36 Channel Converter (Ch 3 output only,
Panasonic Wireless Converter our best buy)
400 or 450 Converter (manual fine tune)

'Jerrold 400 Combo
Jerrold 400 Hand Remote Control

Jerrold 450 Combo
'Jerrold 450 Hand Remote Control
Jerrold SB- Add -On

t

10 OR

UNIT

MORE

2900

1800

88 00

69 00

8800

6900

169.00

11900

2900
19900
2900
8900

18.00

Jerrold SB- AddOn with Tnmode

99 00

M -35
M -35

9900

B Combo unit (Ch 3

output only)

13900
1800
58.00

7000
7000
7500

10900

B Combo unit with VanSync

CHECK US OUT -WE'LL
MEET OR BEAT THE OTHER'S
ADVERTISED WHOLESALE

Quantity

ITEM

Minicode IN -12)
Minicode IN-12) with vari Sync
Minicode VariSync with Auto On-Off
Econocode (mimcode substitute)
Econocode with VanSync

1

10 OR

UNIT

MORE

8900
99 00

5800
6200

14500

10500

7900

5200
5600
5800
5800
12500
1400

8900

MLD- 1200'3(Ch 3 output)
MLD -1200 -2 (Ch 2 output)
Zenith SSAVI Cable Ready

9900
991x1

17500

2400

Interference Filters (Ch 3 only)
PD -3 Descrambler (Ch 3 output only)
*Scientific Atlanta Add -on Replacement Descrambler

Eagle

119.00
119.00

Pace

Output
Channel

Item

6500
7500

TOTAL
PRICE

Each

OR RETAIL PRICES!
MasterCard

VISA

SUBTOTAL

Californ a Penal Code 8593 -D forbids us from
shipping any cable descrambling unit to anyone
residing in the state of California.
Prices subject to change without notice

Pacific Cable Co., Inc.

Naine

Reseda, CA 91335
(818) 716 -5914 (818) 716 -5140

Address
State ____

IMPORTANT When ordering, please have
the make and model number of the equipment
used in your area --Thank you!

*Call for availability
Prices subject to change without notice
Jerrold is

a

registered trademark

or

Genera, Inseumerls Corp

Acct

COD

A

Credo

Cards-Add

5'.e

City
-

Zip

:'. Cashier's Check

NO COLLECT CALLS!

$3 00 per unit

TOTAL

PLEASE PRINT

73251/2 Reseda Blvd., Dept. H -11

Shipping Add

Phone Number

(

D Money Order

I

D C.O.D.

Visa

Mastercard

Exp Date

>r

Signature

-

FOR OUR RECORDS

1,
the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of penury
DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE
that all products purchased. now and m the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper
authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and
state laws.

Dated

Signed
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In almost all circumstances, if you
don't speed to please some moron behind you, he will either pass you, continuing on in his reckless fashion, or slow
down to a safer speed. What Pearson
suggests is both illegal and stupid.
If you must publish articles in support
of radar detectors, I think you ought to
include a disclaimer to the effect that the
sole function of such devices is to aid in
breaking the law. Why would anybody
consider buying a radar detector if they
didn't intend to speed?
Contrary to popular belief, radar detectors are not protected by the Communications Act. Those devices are not
communications receivers. They only
detect the presence or absence of an
unencoded carrier signal.
Even if they were communications receivers, the Communications Act does
permit the restriction of certain types of
receivers in moving vehicles. For example, it is perfectly legal for airlines to restrict the use of radios on board. If you
want to use a radar detector in your
home, fine. But if you have one in your
car it is reasonable (and 100% legal) to
assume you intend to break the law. That
is the only reason to have a radar detec-

tor.

-D.T.H., Columbia, MO

No Smoking
read with interest your article on
using a smoke detector for a security
system, etc. in Hands -on Electronics
of May 1987. Now have a problem that
would like to use a smoke detector for,
but don't know how; I hope you can help
me. have a coal and wood furnace that
sometimes when open the door smoke
comes out, now can put an upside
down box on the ceiling above the furnace to catch the smoke and have a
ceiling fan to drive the smoke outside.
But I would like it to be automatic,
using a smoke detector. How could
connect a smoke detector to a 110 -volt
fan to remove the smoke? Maybe you
could have Mr. Mangieri or Mr. Pearson
solve that problem for me.
Names of smoke detectors purchased in my town are: Dicon Systems,
719 Clayson Road, Toronto, Ontario
M9M 2H4, Norton Industries, Mississauga, Ontario L5T IH9, Canadian
Tire Master, Craft Models 52- 0254 -2,
522 -0256 -8c, 52- 0259 -2c.
-W.D., Cape Breton, Nova Scotia

I will submit that most owners of radar
detectors do intend to break the law,
however we present articles on electronic circuits, not legal controversy.
While radar detectors are used for mainly one purpose, the circuitry presented in
the Stealth would be useful in a very
wide variety of applications. To refuse to
present such material would be to violate our resonsibi!ity to the more -legal
readers who would put our projects to
good use. Anything can be put to a bad
use, or a good use.
And what of our readers in states
where use of a detector is lawful?
Wouldn't we be doing them an even
greater diservice by denying them of a
directly useful project?
Further, the FCC has restricted use of
receiving equipment for the sole pupose
of preventing interference problems in
special circumstances. Not so local legislatures can scrape more dollars up
from their speed traps. To date l know of
no report of a radar detector interferring
with a transmission of any kind.
We do appreciate the opinion of all our
readers, and if there are more people
with strong feelings on this subject
please write in and tell us what you think.
This is your column, not just ours.
Please voice your oppinions.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Such a project is not a good idea. If a
real fire were to start, the fans would only
fume the flames. I don't think you would
want that.

Surface

Power Supplies
3

MOUNT

Artwork Patterns

,
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deep yellow fruits and vcgeu
hies rich in vitamins A and t
3. Include cannage. bri K l "11
brussels sprouts, kohirahi and

Oversize 3t2 digit display
with 0 3% basic accuracy
Audible continuity test.
transistor HFE and diode test

i

4.

msuni i
lion of salt cured, smoked. ant
Fk moderate in

ea

nitntecured furls
5. Cutafown on local fat in

f,

11111

clude over 700 styles of donuts, connectors, DIPs, letters, numbers
and fabrication symbols.
The complete DATAK catalog describes these and hundreds of
other unique printed circuit products, dry transfer electronic titles,
drafting symbols, wiremarkers, and protective coatings. Write for
it today!
DATAK Corp. 3117 Paterson Plank Rd. N. Bergen, NJ 07047
CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

cabinet
3 capacity ranges from
2000 PFD -20UFD
2 frequency ranges 20 KHz
and 2

KHz

5 DC

volt ranges from 200

My -1000 volts

6.
7.

MV

Avoidi,hc-suy
He moderate in e'onsump
non of alcoholic beverages
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

JotDraftm" rub-down PC drafting patterns now include a complete
range of 4X, 2X and 1 X SMD patterns conforming to the latest
industry practice and to IPC -SM -782. These rugged transfers in-

UNDER $100.00
35 ranges with professional
carrying case and ruggedued

take from animal sources and
ills and oils

iacçs e anc er aH n

1111

I

amp non -regulated

DMR -45 4v2 Digit Multitester

DM 3520 CF

cauliflower

1-

6

Follow these modiûcauuns in
your daily diet to reduce
chances of-getting cancer
I. Eat more high -fiber fix xi.
.uk h a. fruits and vegetables

4

specs

Single 30 Position Rotary
Switch with 5- High Contrast
Auto -Overrange and
LCD
Diode
DC Auto Polarity
Test. Transistor HFE Test.
Audible Continuity Test, Data
Hold AC -DC Volts. AC -DC
Dual
Current. Resistance
Slope Integration A -D
Converter Systems

Thure is evidence that
diet and cancer are related

while grain cereals
2. Include dark green and

`1ffi

i

in your kitchen.

and

1111111

L 3

A defense
against cancer
C5111 be C()OkIL'd up

amp

with self reset circuit breaker and cigarette lighter attachment. Under S25 and
under 528.00. Meets all Canadian and US standard

u

volt ranges from 200
750 volts

5 AC
-

6 DC current ranges
200 UA - 20 amps
5 AC current ranges

from
from

2

MA - 20 AMPS
Resistance ranges from 200
ohm - 20 megohm

Available at your local distributor
Single 8 Dual Trace Scopes
Analog 8 Digital Multimeters
Power Supplies
High Voltage 8 Low Cap. Probes
RF S Sine/Square Wave Generators

Digital Capacity Meters

EMCO ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 327, Plainview, NY 11803
Send for your free catalog.
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BLACK LIGHT ASSEMBLY
Complete,
functioning
assembly
includes ballast,

D

on -off

1

200 MHz Digital Storage Scope
As wide -band scopes go this one is
stacked. The PM3320 provides a 250
Megasample /s maximum sample rate for
a high 4 -ns resolution; glitch -catching circuitry ensures capture of details as small

dom sampling system ensures maximum
signal resolution and allows pre- trigger
display even in sampling mode.
The PM3320 is fully programmable
using an optional card for both GPIB
(IEEE 488/IEC 625) instrument bus and
RS232 serial interfacing. As well as being

-

)

\`

.+

mA METER
1

Modutec 0 -1 mA signal
strength meter with KLM

'

logo. 1/4" X 1 3/4" X 7/8" deep.
CATO MET -2 $2.00 each

PUSHBUTTON PHONE

CIRCLE

61 ON FREE
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Spectra -phone Model* OP -1
1 piece telephone with
rotary (pulse) output.
Operates on most rotary or
touch tone systems. Features
last minute redial and mute
button. Includes coil cord
with standard modular plug.
IVORY.
CAT* PHN -1 $8.50 EACH
2 FOR $15.00

as 3 ns, even at the lowest timebase set-

fast measuring speeds and high
throughput. The statistically -based ran-

!'

power cord, sockets and
F4T5 -BL blacklight. Mounted on a
7 1/8" X 3 1/8" metal plate.
Use for special effects lighting
or erasing EPROMS.
CAT* BLTA
$10.00 EACH

DIE
tings. Functions include DC offset, roll
mode. and mathematical operations such
as multiply, peak to peak, risetime, and
mean value.
Versatile trigger facilities -dual slope,
positive and negative delay, event and
multiple shot -simplify signal capture.
Memory length is 4096 x IO bits for
single -channel or 2048 x IO bits per
channel in dual -channel operation- and
at least 512 x IO bits can be stored in
single -shot mode. Random sampling allows both pre- and post-trigger display
over the full 200 -MHz bandwidth.
A clear IO x 12 -cm screen with 8 x
10 -cm trace area provides setting details
and cursors for direct on -screen measurement. A sophisticated autoset speeds signal location.
Operation is simple, with main controls leading to softkey menu selection for
subsidiary functions. Over 200 functions
can be accessed using the logical control
hierarchy with the softkey choice displayed on the edge of the CRT. Menu
selection is fast and the front -panel control memory allows settings to be stored
for regular routine measurements.
The large screen allows full details of
instrument settings to be provided continuously on the top and bottom of the
CRT-both for current and previouslystored settings.
Cursors and markers can be used to
select signal details for mathematical operations or for re- recording with higher
resolution.
A specially designed hardware dataprocessing unit allows realtime processing of the digitized signal and also performs the mathematical and storage
functions. Realtime processing ensures

switch,

INFORMATION CARD

able to take the captured signal Crum the
unit, a remote controller can use the os-

cilloscope display to provide instructions
to the user.
Multimaster bus operation internally
makes it possible to use up to three different processors within the instrument
That allows easy integration of the programming facility and will simplify the
addition of other options and upgrading to
meet future requirements.
The PM3320 is priced at $9,900. For
more information contact Philips Test &
Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee
Dr., Mahwah, NJ 07430; Tel. 201/
529 -3800.
.

Handheld DMM
Tegam's Model I35A is a 4 -1/2 digit
handheld multimeter that combines high
precision with portability. The I35A's 4 -1/2
digit resolution provides 3 to 4 times better accuracy than the best 3 -1/2 digit
DMM's. Its rugged ABS plastic case and
shock- mounted circuit -board design protect it from the harsh use normally given
to portable instruments.
The I35A provides 0.05% basic DC
accuracy and measures 5 functions on 17
ranges from 100 microvolts to 1000 volts,
10 microamp to IO amps, and from 100
milliohms to 20 megohms. Diode checks
are easily made on the 20 kilohm range.
The 135A's versatility and accuracy
makes it well suited for any application
where precision measurement is likely to
be important.
The instrument has a color-coded front
panel and two large rotary switches with
thumbwheel notches and deep blades for
easy operation with either hand. Large
0.6 -in. digits on the LCD display are easy
to read, and the input jack panel is slanted
to keep test leads out of the way. The

+
S
.41-1

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
Compact, well regulated switching
power supply designed to power Texas
Instruments computer equipment.
INPUT:14 -25 vac @ 1 amp
OUTPUT: +12 vdc @ 350 ma.
+5 vdc @ 1.2 amp
-5 vdc @ 200 ma.
SIZE: 4 3/4" square.
Includes 18 Vac
1 amp
wall transformer designed
to power this supply.
q
CAT* PS -TX $5.00 / SET
10 FOR $45.00

i

'

¡'I,.

@

SLIM LINE FANS
TOYON TF92115A New 115 Vac
cooling fan. 3 5/8" square
X 1" deep. Metal housing.
5 blade impeller.
CAT* SCFE -115 $8.50 each
10 for $75.00

,'
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VIC 20 MOTHERBOARD
ICs including
6502A, 6560.
26

2

ea. 6128,

t1t

4,

0°-

IIIágLiojiui.(;--

ea. 901486,
3 ea. 2114. Not guaranteed but great
for replacement or experimentation.
CAT N VIC -20
$15.00 each
2

25LM044

ELECTRET CONDENSER MIKE

Mouser*
Highly sensitive
mini microphone. 6" wire leads.
.39" dia. X .27" high. Omni
directional. Operates on 2 -10 Vdc
@ less than 1 mA. 1K impedance.
50 to 8 K Hz range.
CATO MKE -1 $1.00 EACH

12VDC.

-

4PDT RELAY

Guardian* 1315P 5 amp contacts.
-0.? 150 ohm coil. P.C. terminals.
1VÌ Clear
plastic dustcover.
__
NVIt
CAT* 4PRLY -12PC $3.50 each
10 for $30.00

SEND FOR FREErOUR
48 PAGE
AN

1987 CATALOG `v
TOLL FR[E OROERI
800 -S26 -5432
INFO (818) 804 -0524
FAX (818) 781 -2653

CIRCLE
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NEW ADDRESS IS
P.O. BOX 567
NUYS, CA 91408

800- 826 -5432
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tough. durable, ABS- plastic case resists
impact damage and features external accers for the battery and fuse. For more
information. contact Tegam. Incorporated. 7230 North Ridge Road, Madison.
OH 44057: Tel. 2 (, 4214-7505.

Features of the unit include: 45 watts on
2 m. 35 watts on 70 cm, and 5 watts
(adjustable) on low: A high-performance
Kenwood GaAs FET front -end receiver:
Selectable full -duplex cross -band ( "telephone style") operation: Cross -band re-

peater operation possible (A control
operator is needed I'm repeater operation):
A compact size of only 5.9 x 1.97 x
7.87 -in. and weighs less than 4 pounds:
Frequency coverage of 142 -149 MHz (allows operation on certain MARS and
CAP frequencies) and 440-449.995
MHz. Programmable band scan and
memory scan with memory channel lockout are included.
The unit is easy to operate. Only 3
knobs and 8 keys are on the front panel
containing a large, illuminated LCD display and main knob, Iòr visibility in direct
sunlight or darkness
The unit also has selectable frequency,
steps: Front panel -selectable CTCSS tone
(when optional TU -7 is installed): 10
memory channels: Lithium- battery meni-

I

Dual -Band Transceiver
Kenwood has updated their "FM Dual
Bander.- The second generation Dual
Bander (called the TW- 4100A) is 45 watts
on 2 ni. and 35 watts on 70 cm.

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

ory back up: Store frequency. offset subtone. Two channels store the transmit and
receive frequencies independently for odd
split- or cross -band operation. A non -volatile operating system (even after the
memory back up cell dies. all operating
features remain intact!) No reprogram ming or board- swapping necessary!
Separate antenna poils for VHF and
UHF minimize loss and increase reliability and performance.
Some options available are: a digital
channel link, a multi -function voice synthesizer VS -2, MU -1 DCL modem unit.
PG-2N Extra DC cable, MA -4000 dual
band mobile antenna with duplexer

(mount not included). and an MB-11 extra
mobile mount. Suggested retail price is
$649.95. For more information contact
Kenwood, 2201 E. Dominguez Street,
Long Beach, CA 90810: Tel. 213/
639 -9(X)0.

Velleman Electronics Kits
Looking for a kit supplier for some special projects? Hobby Electronics presents
to you one of the leading electronic kit
producers. Their engineers have designed
kits with quality that incorporate the latest
CAD -technologies. A Velleman kit -PCB
has a clear layout and is very easy to solder. A special solder mask prohibits un-

YOU WANT IT!
OLD IT ANYWHERE
to position, tilt and rotate

holding systems allow you
H
PanaVise electronic work
them
your projects without removing
With over
from their holding devices!
made -in -USA
30 years experience and
reliable, longquality, PanaVise ensures
lasting service.

f
Eight
CIRCUIT BOARD HOLDER:
and
-angle
tilt
position rotation,
six positive height adjustments plusvertical plane
lock positions in the
versatility!
mean convenience and
circuit
Spring- loaded arm holds
quick,
boards securely, but allows
Perreplacement.
and
removal
easy
soland
insertion
component
fect for
work
maximum
for
dering: a must
efficiency Model #333. $45.95.
-

CENTER:
MULTI -PURPOSE WORK

Self -Centering Extra Wide" Opt ball"
(opens to 9"),
p lanes),
Standard Base (moves in three
Mount (with
and convenient Tray Base Ií
hold

parts

ems withsease! Model #350$49.95

HOLDER:
ELECTRONICS CHASSIS
with our
Hold up to 100 lbs. (45 Kg)
FeaHolder.
Chassis
efficient
sturdy,
positive
height,
center
tures 9" pivotfriction
metal
all
and
lock detents,
use. Knobs
brakes for left /right -handseated operafor
angle
natural
a
at
are
convenient!
tor. Rugged, durable and clamps for
Model #601 (with scissor
Model
odd- shaped chassis). S199.95.
extra
self
-centering,
(with
#602
opening heads). $ 199.95.
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mu.t

ur.
your local cict tron t. upplter
for the source nearest )ou
PanaVise
A 0806; (213) 595.7621trcct;
Long BeacProducts,

See

PanaVise

can even earn your Associate in
Applied Science Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology. Of
course, you set your own pace, and,
if you ever have questions or
problems, our instructors are only
a toll-free phone call away.

first step

IDyours.
yours.
To find out more, mail in the
coupon below. Or, if you prefer,

1-800-321-2155
(in Ohio, 1-800-523-9109).
We'll send you a copy of CIE's
school catalog and a complete
package of enrollment information.
call toll-free

For your convenience, we'll try to
have a representative contact you

CIE MAKES THE WORLD
OF ELECTRONICS YOURS.
Today's world is the world of electronics. But to be a part of it, you

need the right kind of training, the
kind you get from CIE, the kind that
can take you to a fast growing career
in business, medicine, science,
government, aerospace,
communications, and more.
SVcialized

-aining.
You learn best from a specialist,
and that's CIE. We're the leader

in teaching electronics through
independent study, we teach only
electronics and we've been doing
it for over 50 years. You can put
that experience to work for you
just like more than 25,000 CIE
students are currently doing
all around the world.

tactical
raining.
You learn best with practical training,
so CIE's Auto-Programmed® lessons
are designed to take you step -by-step,
principle-by- principle. You also get

valuable hands -on experience at every
stage with sophisticated electronics
tools CIE -designed for teaching. Our

to answer your questions.

4K RAM Microprocessor Training
Laboratory, for example, trains you to
work with a broad range of computers in a way that working with a
single, stock computer simply can't.

trsonalized
raining.
You learn best with flexible

training, so we let you choose from
a broad range of courses. You start
with what you know, a little or a
lot, and you go wherever you want,
as far as you want. With CIE, you
A HO-69

CIECleveland
1776 East 17th

Institute of Electronics

St., Cleveland. Ohio 44114

YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog including details about
the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in:
computer repair
television/high fidelity service
telecommunications
medical electronics
robotics /automation
broadcast engineering
other
Print Name

Apt.

Address

City

State

Area Code/Phone Na

Age

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits
TI Veteran
Active Duty
CIRCLE

Zip
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KITBUILDERS:

NEW PRODUCTS SHOWCASE

WHY BUY A GOOD

METER
WHEN
YOU
CAN

BuILD
A GREAT ONE!
A super 20K

/V analog multimeter kit that measures DCV, ACV,

DCmA. Resistance. and hFE. Has 24 ranges. Includes test leads.
hFE test set, spare fuse and 20 page operation manual.
This interactive kit is assembled and tested in a series of infor
mative circuit explorations, which are detailed in the 48 page

assembly manual.

Only

$ 24 95

ALL THE TOOLS
YOU'LL NEED
FOR THIS & MOST OTHER
PROJECTS ARE IN MARCRAFT'S

TTK -2001 Technician's

Tool Kit

V

The TTK.2001 contains 23 of the most essential tools you will
need in building kits. Including many items not usually found in
tool kits at this low price. Includes: tool box with storage tray, 3 pc
standard screwdriver set, 4 pc precision screwdriver set, 3 pc nut
driver set (3/16 ", 114" & 5/16 "), 1 pc miniature long nose pliers, 1 pc
miniature diagonal cutter pliers, 1 pc wire stripper /cutter, 1 pr
safety goggles, 1 pc 25 watt soldering iron, 1 pc soldering iron
stand, 1 pc soldering aid pick, 1 pc desolder vacuum pump. 1 roll
desolder wick, 1 tube solder and 2 pc heat sink set.

Only

$2495
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popular solder links for ease of use by the
inexperienced.
All components are selected for optimum performance. Manuals are
provided with step -by -step mounting instructions, full diagrams, and application
data in four languages; English, French,
German, and Dutch. Velleman kits are
packed in solid transport plastic boxes.
Free kit catalogs are now available
through Hobby Electronics by writing to
Tapco Corp., PO Box 1339, Claremont,
NH 03743.

Alfac Rubdowns
Almost every amateur or professional
involved in the production or design of
printed-circuit boards will be interested in
the ALFAC range of electro and electronic transfer PCB drafting aids. The
range caters to the hobbyist who wishes to
produce "one of" PCB, or to the professional designer who needs master-layouts
tirr use with a photographic process.

quality photographic reproduction. ALFAC tapes are made in

a

variety of 36
,Ili

800 - 441 -6006

i
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Because the Hayes Smart Modem command set is included. Dial Modem 24+
($549) can be used with any of the popular software communications packages on
the market. It also features automatic
adaptive equalization. assuring that data
is being transmitted and received at the
same rate. In an answer mode this device
can convert calls of 24(X). 12(X). or 300
bps to the host computer's baud rate,
thereby eliminating the need to provide
three separate ports tier incoming calls.

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

A half-card version of the Dial Modem
24 + ($499) is adaptable to asynchronous
and synchronous communication up to
24(X) bps, and can be installed in PCs. It

Modem 24 +

.

of the Black Box Catalog contains seven pages of modems,
including the Dial Modem 24+ and the
Dial Modem 24+ Half Card. For your
free copy of that publication write: Black
Box Catalog, PO Box 12800, Pittsburgh,
PA 15241: Tel. 412/746- 55(X).
The newest issue

Mail orders, phone orders. Visa. Master Charge, MO and
COD's accepted. Add $4.95 per unit for ship. d hdlg. WA
res. add lax. (WA call 509.783.73591

INTERNATIONAL, CORP.

CIRCLE 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

24 + is compatible
with many dial -up standards -CCITT
V.22 bis and V.22. and Bell 212A and 103
A/J -enabling the user to link up systems
internationally as well as expand lines of
communication.

offers features identical to the Dial

111UUDIIIIPII

FAST DELIVERY

100 N. Morain St., Kennewick, WA 99336

Dial Modem 24+

"fie Dial Modcm

The range of etch- resist transfers probably offers the widest selection of electronic symbols available in the US
including terminal, solid, oval, square.
and offset pads, together with connectors,
curved and straight tracks, transistor symbols, dual in-line. etc.
In addition to the etch -resist transfers.
ALFAC offers black, flexible, crepe paper
tapes, specially formulated for high -

TOLL FREE ORDERS

MARCRAFT

different widths in both imperial and metric sizes. Each tape is individually blister
packed for easy storage and permanent
protection.
The ALFAC Electro products range is
completed with an extensive number of
symbols printed on film, and are produced
primarily for the professional designer for
master layouts. The symbols can be easily
and accurately transferred onto polyester
film or precision grids (also available) and
each symbol has a thickness of 25 microns. They are tough, opaque, and extremely easy to use.
Alfac is one of Europe's best known
manufacturer of rubdowns, and is known
for its excellent quality. Their product -line
includes rubdowns for direct -etch (presented in the Hobby Catalog) and an extensive line of professional products
presented in a separate catalog.
Free ALFAC catalogs, and pamphlets
are now available through Hobby Electronics by contacting Tapco Corp., PO
Box 1339, Claremont, NH 03743.
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Weatherproof Loudspeakers

wall- mounted speaker system. Keyhole
receptacles on the hack of the loudspeakers enable them to he hung on

a

wall.
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Unlike most other indoor-outdoor
speakers which are ported and thus vulnerable to the elements. the Altee Lansing
loudspeakers are housed in a thick -walled

cabinet constructed of high temperature.
glass -filled ABS. Special rubber gaskets
are used to totally seal out weather. Polyurethane -foam hinges for the woofer
cones provide additional weatherproofing. Two heavy -duty, spring- loaded input
terminals assure firm contact for the wire
leads even
hen under adverse weather
conditions.
The materials used tier the drivers are
impervious to moisture and will withstand temperature extremes with no deterioration of performance. Each loudspeaker features a 4 -in. woofer cone
constructed of carbon -fiber cloth reinforced with epoxy and a 20 -mm. polyimide, dome tweeter. Strontium magnets
are used for the drivers.
Specifications include: Frequency response of +3 dB 85 -20 kHz, power handling is 40 -watts nominal 80 watts maximum. impedance is 4 ohms.
The loudspeakers, retail for about $250
per pair. For additional information contact Altec Lansing Consumer Products,

Milfirrd,

PA 18337.

R1090 Scanner
Designed for beginners as well as veteran scanning enthusiasts. the Regency
R1090 covers more than 15.0(0 frequencies from six of the most popular VHF and
UHF bands. Coverage includes VHF-

Low (30 -50 MHz). VHF -Amateur
(144 -148 MHz). VHF-High (148 -174
MHz). UHF- Amateur (440 -450 MHz).
UHF (450- 470MHz) and UHF -T
(470 -512 MHz). Forty -five of the most
popular frequencies are preprogrammed
at the

of the box.
The scanner can he programmed to
scan as many as 45 channels. or search
entire frequency ranges to find active new
frequencies. A numbered keypad and a
dual -level vacuum tlourescent display that
flashes visual messages. makes entering
frequencies as easy as dialing a pushbutton telephone.
For added convenience. frequencies
can he grouped into any of four channel
banks for bank scanning. (For example.
bank one could include all common police frequencies. bank two can include fire
channels, etc. t All four banks can be
scanned at once. or individual banks can
he scanned if necessary to speed up the
scanning cycle.
While the scanner keeps listeners
abreast of all of the latest developments in
their community. it also provides up -tothe- minute weather bulletins from the National Weather Service at the touch of a
single key. When the WEATHER SCAN key
is pressed. the scanner automatically
searches all National Weather Service frequencies to find the active frequency in
seconds.
Other deluxe features include a priority
channel, which overrides all other calls so
that broadcasts are not missed: channel
lockout. for skipping channels not of current interest: fast and slow scan speeds:
and a memory back -up system that uses a
capacitor instead of batteries to save frequencies during power outages and when
the scanner is unplugged.

easure down
to -328 °F
with great
repeatability.

ated right out

A truly weatherproof indoor /outdoor
acoustic- suspension loudspeaker system,
the Model 55. will hit the streets in time to
play your Christmas carols this year.
Sized (7 x 9 -'Ys x 5 5/H, -in.) to provide
a variety of placement options. the Altec
Model 55 can be used outdoors on decks
and patios and indoors as a bookshelf or

factory so that the unit can he oper-

Using any standard K or J thermocouple
probe, the new Fluke 51 delivers accurate
measurements to 1 /10th of a degree, time after
time.

Ifs designed to make tough jobs easy. With
simple, push -button features to hold measurements, select °C or °F; even an automatic
self -test to check the battery and all critical
functions.
And it's designed to last. With a rugged,
drop -resistant case and a 3 -year warranty
the longest in the industry.
Get yours today. Or ask about the new dual input Fluke 52 with extra capabilities.
The Fluke 50 Series. Priced from $119.
For the name of your local supplier and a
free brochure call toll -free 1 -800-227 -3800,

-

Ext. 229.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN
HANDHELD TEST INSTRUMENTS.
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The Regency R1090 scanner has a suggested retail price of $239.95 and is
backed by a full one -year warranty. The
basic package includes an AC power-supply cord, telescoping antenna. and an
easy-to- follow instruction manual.
Complete details are available from Regency scanner dealers or by writing directly to Regency Electronics Inc.. 7707
Records Street, Indianapolis. IN 45226.

FLUKE 51/52 THERMOMETERS
Ma,remmt

J-type -2o0°C lo +760°C

(- 328°F to

+2498°F)

(-328°F to +1400°F)

Accuracy.
K -type is

2(0.1% of reading +07 °C or 1.3°F)

J -type is

z(0.1% of reading +0.8°C or 14°F)

°C or °F Selectable

Hold Mode

Scan. Differential. and MaVMae Recording Modes (52 only)

Standard mom-connector input
1200 pour 9V battery life

General- purpose

©1986

Tri -band CB Antennas
Midland Model 18 -2985 is a cellular
look -alike magnetic-mount antenna with

ange

K-type -200°C lo +1370°C

K-type

3-year warranty
bead probe included (two with 52)

Fluke

FLUKE
CIRCLE 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Pride, quality,
When you unpackage a Heathkit product, you open up a special world, a world
providing a unique blend of achievement and fun. With your Heathkit product, you'll enjoy the pride of building it yourself, and the confidence that it's built
right. Along with the convenience and assurance of knowing how to keep it
running at peak performance. Plus you'll learn about new and emerging
technologies. For knowledge that gives you that added edge in your field. But
most important, with a Heathkit product you're buying from a company whose
name is synonymous with quality and enjoyment. From our easy -to- follow
documentation to our renowned technical support, we make sure your
kitbuilding experience is fun and relaxing - as well as rewarding.
And when you're done, your pride will be matched by the
satisfaction of owning a product that you know inside out.
And that will last a long time. Thousands of people
have discovered this unique dimension in
product ownership. We'd like you
to discover it, too.
For information on all our quality kits,
send NOW for your FREE four -color
Heathkit Catalog.
Send to: Heath Company, Dept. 107 -594
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

.

GR -9009 9" AC/DC

Color TV - ONLY $249.95

or'
---

L --

,..---

fun... Heathkit
Enter the Heathkit world with...
_..

-

x..v

The Heathkit ID -4001
Weather Computer, which puts

weather information at your fingertips. With the
press of a button, you can instantly know temperature, wind speed and direction, and barometric
pressure for the exact location in which you live. For
planning outdoor activities with greater assurance
than ever.
And its all done with unsurpassed accuracy.
Long life IR LED's act as sensors to make both the
wind speed cups and the wind direction vane as sensitive and as accurate as a costly laboratory instrument. While active solid state devices reliably
measure indoor and outdoor temperatures, all stored
by a microprocessor for later recall.
Attractively designed, the ID -4001 will give you
extraordinary performance unheard of at such a
reasonable price,

$399.95.

The IC -1001 Logic
Analyzer is the perfect answer for trans-

forming a PC- compatible computer or standard
terminal into a versatile logic analyzer.
A top -grade troubleshooter and design aid, the
compact Logic Analyzer includes 16 data lines plus
clock and two qualifier lines, checksum capability,
and state and timing displays with hex, octal and
ASCII equivalents. You can even use it in circuits
with clock speeds up to 10 MHz, trigger on any digital
word and view events 2,000 pulses before trigger and
up to 50,000 pulses after. High impedance inputs
virtually eliminate circuit loading.
And it's easy to use! The highly intuitive user friendly software makes the IC -1001 fully keyboard configurable and menu -driven. All in one portable unit.
Put this most advanced technology to work for
you - for only

$269.00.

toll-free 1- 800 -253-0570.
Ask for Operator 411.

To order, call

We also have 66 Heath /Zenith

Computers &
Electronics stores in North America.
Call 616- 982 -3614 for the store location nearest you.
Heathkit is

a

registered trademark of t-éath Company, a subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation

Prices, product availability and specifications are subject to change without notice
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Heathkit®
Heath
Company
KB-103

-1111111111O.

AMAZING

NEW PRODUCTS SHOWCASE

SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS
PLANS

B,

LC7- BURNING

Yoursell -All Parts Available In Stock

RUM-PORTABLE LASER RAY PISTOL

20 00
20 00

SEPARATE TESLA COIL
PLANS TO15 MEV

20 00

TCC1

CUTTING CO2 LASER

S

-3

ORA1- GRAVITY GENERATOR

1000
1000

EML1- ELECTRO MAGNET

600

1061 -ION RAY GUN
COIL GUN/LAUNCHER

KITS
MET 1K -FM VOICE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE

VWPMSK- TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE
BTC3K- 250,00 VOLT 1014' SPARK TESLA COIL
LHE2K- SIMULATEDMULTICOLOR LASER
BLS1K- 100,000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEVICE

ITM1K- 100.000 V01T 20'

49 50

39.50
199 50

3950
69.50

AFFECTIVE

RANGE INTIMIDATOR

PSP4K -TIME VARIANT SHOCK WAVE PISTOL

6950
5950

PTG1K-SPECTACULAR PLASMA
TORNADO GENERATOR

149.50

MVP1K SEE IN DARK KIT

16950

ASSEMBLED
PG70H- MULTICOLORED VARIABLE
MODE PLASMA GLOBE 7"
BTC10- 50.000 VOLT-WORLDS SMALLEST

425 00
44 50

TESLA COIL
LGU40 -1MW Helve VISIBLE RED LASER GUN
TAT20 AUTO TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE
GPVIO -SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS I? VIEWER

299 50
24 50

299 50

LIST10- SNOOPER PHONE INFINITY TRANSMITTER
IPG70- INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR

169 50

MULTI MODE

74.50

-

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR S1 000R INCLUDED FREE

WITH ALL ABOVE ORDERS
PLEASE INCLUDE S3 00 PH ON ALL KITS AND PRODUCTS
PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID SEND CHECK. MO. VISA. MC IN
US FUNDS

INFORMATION UNLIMITED
P.O.

80X71 6 DEPT. H O AMHERST. NH 03031

ATTENTION!
TR
Ns
ELECpNiCs
IA

1

ANN411

EARN YOUR

\

B.S.E.E.
DEGREE
THROUGH HOME STUDY
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced-Place
ment Program for experienced Electronic Tech
nicians grants credit for previous Schooling an
Professional Experience, and can greatly reduce the time required to complete Program and
reach graduation. No residence schooling required for qualified Electronic Technicians
Through this Special Program you can pull all of
the loose ends of your electronics background
together and earn your B. S.E.E Degree. Upgrade your status and pay to the Engineering
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50
States and throughout the World. Established
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Literature
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the unique air-wound cellular style coil.
The antenna's whip is tough 17 -7 stainless
steel in jet black. Midland's Hi -Pro coil
assures maximum coverage and talk
power. Model 18 -2985 is prewired, factory tuned. skinpacked in a display package. and has a suggested list price of only

$34.95.

Model

18 -236.

another Midland

mobile antenna, includes a splitter to run
AM /FM standard broadcast radio plus CB
radio. With a rugged I6 -in. rubber mast
and 12 feet of cable. the antenna is well suited for cars, trucks. vans. RVs. and
motorcycles. Suggested retail price is a
mere $29.95.
For more information on Midland's CB
antennas. contact Midland International.
Consumer Products Division. 1690 N.
Topping. Kansas City, MO 64120.

Self -Study Ham Radio Course
Now there's a Novice Voice Class
Course for people just getting started in
ham radio. The course contains a 112 page fully -illustrated text book. two long play stereo cassettes. an amateur radio
Form 610 application. and a ready-to-go
Novice examination in a sealed envelope.
all enclosed in a colorful cassette binder.
The course is authored by Fred Maia,
W5Y1 and Gordon West. WB6NOA,
hoth nationally known and respected amateur radio educators and examiners.
The package was commissioned and

COOK'S INSTITUTE
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

CZÉ

347 RAYMOND ROAD
P.O. BOX 20345

JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI 39209
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professionally produced by a publishing
house who have already received commitments for thousands of copies to be distributed across the nation.
The text book. with graphics. takes a
fun approach to learning how to be a ham
radio operator. Its chapters not only contain the Novice Element 2 question set,
complete with multiple choice answers
and explanations, but a general overview
of the amateur radio hobby, history of the
Novice class, how to complete the paperwork. how to find an examination. who
may give the test, what to expect at an
examination. how to pass the test. and
even guidelines for the volunteer examiners on how to conduct the examination.
Its accompanying two audio cassettes.
produced by Gordon West. WB6NOA
stress that learning the code should be
easy and fun. In short, everything needed
to prepare for and pass the Novice Voice
Class license requirements is included in
the self-study package.
The package is retailed at $19.95. For
more information contact VEC, PO Box
10101. Dallas, TX 75207; Tel. 817/
461 -6443.

EaZy PC
The EaZy PC-Zenith's lowest priced.
a compact,
personal computer ever
one -piece PC /XT-compatible system offering superior video technology. advanced 3.5 -inch disk drives and features
needed by most PC users.

-is

Working with Microsoft Corp., ZDS
operating
system interface tòr the EaZy PC. called
MS -DOS Manager. MS -DOS Manager
uses windows and drop -down menus
which means on -screen instructions make
the next steps obvious. That allows EaZy
PC users first MS -DOS PC with the ease of- operation usually attributed to Apple's
Macintosh.
Tutorial software included with the
computer provides simple instruction for
fast and efficient use of the EaZy pc and
MS -DOS Manager.
Microsoft's new MS -DOS Manager
eliminates the need to memorize the many
DOS commands. MS -DOS Manager and
its easy-to- understand drop -down menus
let you sail smoothly through complex
directories using only the cursor and return keys.
The EaZy PC's all -in -one system design eliminates the sometimes confusing
array of wires connecting the computer
and monitor. To make it even easier to
use. the EaZy PC's many connection
ports are labeled in simple English. For
example. ZDS has designated the key hoard connection "keyboard." the mouse
port "mouse." and the printer parallel
port "printer."
The EaZy PC features a I4 -in. monochrome monitor that displays high- resoluhas designed an easy-to -use
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lion graphics and text on

a

white

background, resembling a printed page.
The monitor uses the same double -scan
CGA video technology employed by
IBM's new Personal System /2 Model 30.
That technology doubles the resolution of
standard CGA video to 400 horizontal
lines while maintaining full compatibility
with all standard CGA software. The
monitor can be adjusted to virtually any
angle on its tilt -swivel base.
The EaZy PC uses an Intel 8088 -compatible microprocessor running at 7.16
megahertz. Standard features of the three
EaZy PC models include 512 kilobytes of
random access memory (RAM) expandable to 640K, Zenith's standard professional desktop keyboard. MS -DOS 3.2 MSDOS Manager, and mouse. and parallel
ports.
Zenith Data Systems offers three configurations of the EaZy PC. Model I has
one 720K 3.5 -inch disk drive and a suggested retail price of $999. Model 2 feature two 720K 3.5 -inch disk drives and
has a suggested retail price of $1.199.
Model 20 includes a 20 megabyte hard disk drive and a 3.5 -inch floppy drive. Its
suggested retail price is $1.699.
The disk drives are located on the right
side of the system. One red LED on the
front panel signals when the drives are
being accessed. A green LED indicates

power on.
The EaZy PC's RAM can be expanded
to 640K through two options available in
August. Option EZA-I provides a 1,200
baud modem, serial port, CPS communications software and I28K RAM. Option
EXA-4 is a I28K RAM kit. ZDS also
offers a real -time clock for the EaZy PC.
The EaZy PC's dimensions am 13 x 13
x 14 -in., and the system weighs 28
pounds. The EaZy PC is covered by ZDS'
one -year carry-in warranty. For further information contact Zenith Data Systems,
1000 Milwaukee Avenue, Glenview, IL
60025; Tel. 800/842-90(8).

Personal Logic Analyzer
Finally, a full- function, truly portable,
logic analyzer that fits in your
tool kit or briefcase. Don't let the size of
this powerful diagnostic tool fool you.
(Continued on page 23)
16- channel,

AN OLD FRIEND...
A NEW FRIEND...

Ale logic

probe. Familiar. 'trusted. It
has served you well. Unfortunately. it is
also slow, limited in the number of points
it an test simultaneously, and difficult to
uu when debugging today's high speed

circuits.
Enter the BitWise logic analyzer. The
Logic 10, 8. New. Capable of sampling
data at up to 10 Mhz, storing the data in
high speed memory, and displaying up to
eight digital waveforms on your computer
screen simultaneously. Other Bit Wise
models boast speeds of up to 100 Mhz and
can display up to 32 waveforms.
Logic analyzers have long been essential
but expensive tools for professional
designers with big budgets. Now Bit Wise
makes a logic analyzer th a YOU can
afford.

Bit Wise logic analyzers are available
in kit form from Knight Electronics:

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS
10940 ALDER CIRCLE
DALLAS, TX 75238
(214) 340-0265

By using the

existing architecture of the

IBM -PC:. Bit Wise can bring the total
functionality of it logic analyzer to your
desk starting at the unheard of price of

Price includes all hardware, software,
pods, leads, and documentation. And all of
our units carry a 30 day, no questions
asked. money back guarantee.
Want to know more? Gel our free booklet
5.195.

entitled "Introduction to Logic Analysis ".
For more information:and a demonstration
disk all (8(8)) 367- 5906.
In NY, call (518) 27.1 -0755.

1-81wISE
BITWISE DESIGNS, INC.
297 RIVER ST.
SUITE 501
TROY, NY 12180

TELEX: 710 -110 -1708
FAX: 518 -462 -9637
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By Herb Friedman

ON COMPUTERS
Modernize! Let no one else's work evade your eyes!
['WORK AT HOME. CHIT-CHATS ON A
computerized CB network. School or
business research. Bank -at -home. Stock
quotes. Buying and selling of stocks and

bonds. Travel arrangements. Airline
schedules. Jewelry. Home furnishings.
Whatever you can possibly think of,
there's someone out there ready to sell you
the service or the product without your
having to leave the comfort of your own
home.
All you need is a personal computer, a
computer-to-telephone -line hardware interface, and some kind of software that
lets your computer communicate with another computer via the telephone lines.
The computer-to- telephone-line interface -called a modem
a device that
converts your computer's electrical signals to audio tones that are within the
frequency passband of the dial -up telephone circuit. At the other end of the
circuit, another modem interfaces the line
to its computer. The problem is, however,
that several kinds of modems are available
for personal computers, and if the salesman in the store is primarily interested in
pushing the stuff that brings the largest
profit, there's a good chance that you'll
end up with a modem that might not meet
your specific needs.

-is

The 2400 -baud modems are relatively
expensive and usually can communicate
only with other 2400 -baud equipment, so
they are generally used only for dedicated
communications, where speed is of utmost importance on the dial -up telephone. (Special telephone circuits are
generally used for baud rates higher than

2400.)
Today, most modems -even the
lowliest of the low -cost models -are auto answer/originate, meaning they can be
"sitting" on the telephone line, ready to
automatically answer any other computer
calling in, or they can call another computer or a computerized information service by using automated dialing.
While there are many different kinds of
modems, most use the def wto- standard
"Hayes commands;" the commands used
by the D.C. Hayes modems. The D.C.
Hayes modems are the most popular;

hence, their command -set has become the
standard -of- reference for personal computers. Also, since many communications programs were designed for the
hardware circuits and switching of the
Hayes modems, virtually all modems attempt to emulate the Hayes modem's
handshaking signals. Those modems that
don't fully emulate the Hayes hardware
have either fallen by the wayside, or have a
tough time in the marketplace.

The Missing Handshake
Here's just one example why Hayes
compatibility is so important. One of the
features of a Hayes modem is that it outputs a signal when receiving the "carrier"
from another modem. If the other modem
drops off the line, the Hayes modem interrupts its carrier -handshake signal.
Now there is a popular bulletin- board,
software package that allows inexpensive
(Continued on page 22)

The Modem
Let us avoid the hardware- hacker stuff
and go right to the nitty-gritty details that
make the system work. We'll start off
with the baud rate- which, in plain English, means how fast the modem will
transmit data. For all intents and purposes, baud rate means bits -per-second.
Early modems were intended for the dial up telephone system operated at 110 baud,
then 300 baud, then 1200 baud: today we
go as high as 2400 baud.
No matter what anyone says, 300 baud
is much too slow except for hobbyists who
must keep modem costs at rock- bottom.
1200 baud is the more-or-less universally
accepted "standard" speed, and dual speed, 300/1200 -baud modems can be

purchased for as little as $100. Most
300/1200 baud modems will automatically switch to the correct baud rate as
determined by the software or the incoming signal.

i

This is what's called a "half- slot" internal modem; it fits the short slot of
an IBM PC XT computer or compatible. While it functions well as a modem. what
appears to be a speaker at the upper left hand corner functions more like a buzzer
for dial tone. Its slight response to ringing and busy signals, and voice, is
usually obscured by even the slight noise of the computer's internal fan.

SATELLITE
ELECTRONICS

ROBOTICS

41(

Catch the Excitement!
Today, High -Tech Job
Opportunities are
Everywhere!

mobile robot. You get professional
instruments and up-to -date training to
prepare you to handle the technology
that's changing the face of industry today.

Now you can take
control of your future
with NRI's newest hands-on
training and carve out your own
place in today's electronics world.
Select a new career field or start a
business of your own. Now the choice is

Install and 'troubleshoot Your Own
Home Satellite TV Equipment as
You Learn Satellite Electronics.

yours. And only NRI gets you where you're
going with the latest professional
instruments and test equipment you build
and keep as you learn at home.
No other school of its kind
has prepared so many people for
successful careers in electronics.
For over 70 years, NRI technical
engineers and educators have
demonstrated a unique ability to
spot and anticipate the important technological trends, then
develop state-of- the -art training
that's prepared over 1.3 million
ambitious people for successful
careers in each new emerging
field.
Now NRI presents three
new state-of-the -art training
opportunities in today's fastest growing
electronics fields.

DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS SERVICING

You've seen them in backyards, beside
motels, atop office buildings, and in military installations- those sensitive dishes reaching out
for TV programs, computer transmissions, data
signals, and messages of all kinds from the
growing number of satellites stationed 22,300
miles above the earth. Now NRI training can
get you in on the ground floor of a new career
or even a business of your own in
this exciting new growth field.
NRI trains you to service consumer TVRO systems, as well as
the larger commercial and military
equipment used to transmit and
receive worldwide communications:
news, weather. national security &
defense transmissions and all types
of voice, data and video signals.
Learn to install satellite
systems ... adjust, troubleshoot
and repair dishes, amplifiers,
converters, antennas and
receivers. And get "hands-on"
experience as you install your own satellite
TVRO system that will bring TV signals from
around the world into your home.

Only NRI trains you
for so manu careers
O the lea e e
O f tO day's electronics
revolution.

Build Your Own IBM- Compatible
Computer as You Learn Digital
Electronics Servicing.

A hrurd new course for an exciting new
field
servicing computer peripherals (disk
drives, printers, display terminals, modems, etc.)
and the latest digital equipment found in industry
today. Job opportunities for the trained digital
technician have never been greater. It takes
skilled personnel to keep today's digitally
automated production lines and manufacturing
equipment rolling. NRI trains you to be a high demand digital technician or prepares you for
your own independent service business.
As you learn, you get practical hands-on
experience building your own 256K, IBMcompatible NRI Model XT computer-complete
with disk drive and monitor. When you add
NRI's exclusive diagnostic software, you
transform your computer into a dedicated digital
testing device for troubleshooting video displays

...

and terminals, disk drives, and more
You also build and learn to use and service your
own triggered -sweep oscilloscope, digital logic
probe, and digital multimeter ... instruments
used by todays digital electronics professionals.
When you select NRI training in Digital
Electronics Servicing, you'll be preparing
yourself to move into one of today's hottest
electronics careers!

Build an Operating Robot as You Learn
Robotics and Industrial Control.
Already. advanced robotics systems are
producing everything from electronic circuits
to automobiles. By 1990, over 100,000
"smart" robots will be in use, creating over
30,000 new technical jobs.
NRI trains you to operate, program, service
and troubleshoot industrial robots as you build
your own remote controlled, programmable

Send for Free Catalog of High-Tech
Career Opportunities.
Now you, too, can catch the excitement
Just send for your free copy of the 100 -page NRI
High -tech Electronics Careers catalog. See the
future open up for you as you explore exciting
new opportunities for higher pay, advancement
-even your own business. Review the complete
descriptions of the training you get, the equipment that makes each opportunity come to life.
Send today and get your start on tomorrow.
If the card is missing, write to us.

%School
of Electronics
lit l
Ii t,

mLuuung Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20016
Well main You For 7bmorrow.
.k61-.1,.
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BUILD -IT BOOKS
FOR EXPERIMENTERS
BP /06- MODERN OP-

Modern Op an,p

Project

AMP PROJECTS

..

$5.00. Wide range of build
it

See
e

-

projects that use op-

amps. Easy to build board
layouts provided for most A
variety of protects of all
kinds are included.

223-PROJECTS

....

19

USING THE CA3130
$5.00. 50 different ways to
put this op -amp to work in-

cluding audio. RF. test
equipment, household and
miscellaneous protects.

IC..s.by..l.

4

BP44 -IC 555 PROJECTS
$5.95. Included
are basic and general timer
circuits, automobile and

....

model railroad circuits
alarms and noise makers
as well as a section on 556.
558. and 559 timers.

MOMO Sc

q.I.w
.224 -50 CMOS
PROJECTS

....

IC O.

S5.25.

w_

These ICs are suitable for
an extraordinary range of

applications This book
shows you lust how much
you can do with them

C

IC10eM

4

lire/olds

L__

BP59 -2ND BOOK OF
CMOS IC PROJECTS ...
55.00. Still more ways to
use these versatile devices
None of these protects overlap those in book #224
The pair make a wonderful
circuit reference set.

BP84- DIGITAL
PROJECTS

....

IC P.
S5.25.

reader develop a knowledge of the workings of digr
lal circuits. A number of
hoard layouts are included

Hayes standard includes lights for modem
ready, terminal ready, sending data, re-

MAIL TO: Electronic Technology Today Inc.
P.O. Box 240
Massapequa Park. NY 11762 -0240
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA 8 CANADA
$0.01 to $5.00.... $1.00 $30.01 to 40.00... $4.75
$5.01 to $10.00 ...$1.75 $40.01 to 50.00...$5.75
$10.01 to 20.00...$2.75 $50.01 and above $7.00
$20.01 to 30.00...$3.75
OUTSIDE USA & CANADA

Total Enclosed

2

4

for sea mail
for air mail
$
$

$
$

$

Name
Address
City

IL
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(Continued front patio /8)
Radio Shack computers to function as a
Bulletin Board, commonly referred to as a
BBS. (Lot's of computer hobbyists enjoy
running a local BBS for their friends.)
The problem is, the software resets when
it loses the carrier-detect handshake signal from the modem-that's how it knows
the caller has signed off, or has simply left
the BBS.
There's a very famous, budget- priced
modem that's sold tens of thousands of
units because it has good pertilrmance and
responds to the Hayes commands. Untbrtunately, as many BBS operators learned
after many hours or days of troubleshooting, that particular modem saved a few
pennies by not providing the carrier -detect
handshake: the carrier-detect signal was
always forced "high."
As far as the program is concerned, the
modem is always receiving a carrier, so
the BBS tries to hold the modem on the
line. Either the modem must be modified
to provide a real carrier -handshake signal,
or the user must purchase a true Hayes
modem or one that is truly 100% Hayes compatible. Of course, it's somewhat disconcerting to expend the money and energy to set up and then troubleshoot a BBS,
only to find the problem lies with a Hayes compatible modem that isn't really 100%
compatible.
Now even if you don't intend to run a
BBS, some of the very best communications software requires that the modem
provide all the Hayes' handshakes for optimum performance, so full- Hayes' compatibility is always a prime consideration
when upgrading your computer with a
modem.

Signal Lights
Another thing that you might want to
consider are a modem's signal lights,
which are usually a row of LED's. The

Both simple and more advanced projects to help the

Multiply Shipping by
Multiply Shipping by
Total price of merchandise
Shipping (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (NYS only)

FRIEDMAN ON COMPUTERS

Zip

ceiving data, off-hook (the modem is connected to the telephone line), carrier
detect, auto -answer mode, and high speed
(12(X) baud). As you can see, the Hayes'

lights tell the user a lot about what's happening.
If anything goes wrong with either
making connection to the telephone or the
other computer, or it'something goes awry
with the connection itself, the user can get
a reasonably -good idea of what's awry, or
what went wrong.
Although some Hayes -compatible
modems provide all the lights, some only
provide the major lights, such as transmit
and receive data, high -low baud rate, and
carrier detect. Still others provide only a
single light, for carrier detect; based, I
guess, on the belief that if the carrier is

lost, the modem connection is lost, so
anything else is unimportant. (The Hayes series of lights cannot be appreciated until
every attempt to use the modem produces
a screen full of garbage characters.)

Hear No Evil
Another outstanding feature of fullyHayes compatible modems is complete
telephone monitoring. Up until the two
modems link up, a small speaker within
the modem keeps you informed about
what's happening on the telephone line.
As soon as your software tells the modem
to go on -line, you hear the dial tone, then
you hear the dialing, next the ringing signal, finally, the other modem's carrier.
When the two modem's link, the speaker shuts off. If the telephone number
you've dialed is busy, you'll actually hear
the busy signal. If you have inadvertently
dialed the wrong number, you'll hear a
voice answer "Hello...hello." At all
times you know what's happening. Some
modems don't have a speaker; instead,
they provide some or all of these screen
cues: Dial Trine, Ringing, Busy, Connect,
Carrier Lost, Party Hung -Up, Disconnected. While not as convenient as a
monitoring speaker, it's the next best
thing.
A variation on the usual modem is the
internal design intended for installation
within the computer. Some, like the
Hayes models, provide almost the same
features as their larger brothers. And
while they don't have the signal lights,
they do have a monitoring speaker, and
screen cues. Lately, the size of the internal
modems have been shrunk to half -size,
such as the model shown in the photograph, which is intended for an IBM
PC's "short" expansion slot.
Unfortunately, while some of the internal modems appear to have a built -in
speaker, the speaker is really a buzzer that
is most efficient at the dial -tone frequency. When the modem goes on line, you
can hear the dial done, and maybe even
the dialing pulses or tones. But response
to the ringing and busy signals, and voice,
is so low that the sounds are essentially
impossible to hear over the sound of the
computer's cooling fan. In short, they are
a pain -in -the -bit to use.
Of course, they do provide screen cues,
but is the cue No Carrier a substitute for a
voice shouting "Who is this ?" While "No
Carrier" or "No Connection" can mean
anything from dialing the wrong number
10 the BBS being shut down, an irate voice
really tells you that you've made a dialing
mistake.
As a general rule, at least for personal
communications, even if you must cut
communication costs to rock- bottom, try
to get as much Hayes compatibility as you

can, along with all -signal speaker
monitoring of the telephone line.

NEW PRODUCTS SHOWCASE
(Continued from page 17)
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The PrimeLine Model PLA -33(X) l'Cl mina! Logic Analyzer perfürms three analyzer functions- State. Timing and
Signature Analysis. The analyzer uses
LCD technolog to provide a large. lowpower display that allows operation from a

built -in rechargeable Ni -Cad power
source or operates from conventional line
power without the need for an AC adaptor.
External DC can also be used.
The Model PLA -33(X) has just about
everything: a 10 -MHz clock rate that
yields up to 1(0 nanosecond resolution: l6
channels for data input with 256 hits/
channel of acquisition memory and a reference memory of 256 bits /channel firr

comparative analysis: 15 nanosecond
glitch detection: powerful triggers using
words: 3 function display of state. timing
and signature. with state display being
provided with choice of binary, hexadecimal, ASCII or octal. data acquisition in 3 modes including x 4 expanded
window display. histogram and variable delay trigger function. And, if this is not
enough. how about an auto power-off
function if you forget to turn off the unit
(yes. all data in memory is preserved for
analysis later). The PLA-330( will even
run a diagnostic self test to let you know
all is working at top pertirrmance.
Priced at $1,995.00. complete with
manual and input probe. For the name of a
local distributor, call 800/525-5554. or in

California 818/764 -5400. Or write:
PrimeLine, Division of Soltec Corporation, PO Box 670. San Fernando. CA
91341 -0670.

Car -Stereo Amplifiers
If you'd like to switch between sets of
auto speakers this item will be of interest
to you: The new Dcltasonik line of amplifiers offers some new features, such as
choice of two. three. or 'bur channel operation.

maximum source compatibility. discrete
power output transistors and mil -spec epoxy printed -circuit hoards lirr years of reliability. discrete power- output transistors
and mil -spec epoxy printed circuit hoards
for years of reliability and sonic excel-

The D -360. is capable of two. three or
four- channel operation. depending on the
molex harness specified with the product.
The power output of the I) -360 is 180 watts per channel, 4 ohms. into two channels. l.0(/ THD or I50- watts. per channel. 4 ohms. at 0.01/ THD.
Features on the D -360 include a pulse width modulated power supply for tight
bass and performance immune to batteryvoltage surges. The unit also features
Deltasonik's exclusive Permuted protection circuitry. low and high level inputs
with continuously variable sensitivity for

lence
Suggested retail price

of the D-360

is

$475.
For complete infirmation and specifications on the Deltasonik line, contact
Alphasonik, Inc.. 701 Heinz Avenue.
Berkeley, CA 94710: Tel. 4l5/548- 4(X)5.
(Continued on page 99)

Your Career in ELECTRONICS or COMPUTERS
Put Professional Knowledge and a

COLLEGE DEGREE
in your Technical Career through

HOME
STUDY

e

Grantham College of Engineering is
a specialized institution catering to
mature individuals who are employed
in electronics and allied fields such as
computers. These fields are so enormous that advancement opportunity
is always present. Promotions and
natural turn -over make desirable positions available to those who are prepared to move up!
Advancement in your career is made
easier and more certain by ( I) superior
knowledge and (2) documentation of
both of which are
that knowledge
obtainable through Grantham distance
education, fully accredited by NHSC.

-

No commuting to class. Study at your
own pace, while you continue on
your present job. Learn from easy -tounderstand lessons, with help from
your instructors when you need it.
Grantham offers two B.S. degree programs
one with major emphasis in
ELECTRONICS and the other with
major emphasis in COMPUTERS.
Either program can be completed by
correspondence (also known as "distance education "), NHSC accredited.

-

The sooner you get started, the sooner
you can be ready to benefit from greater
knowledge and your B.S. degree.

Our free catalog gives full details of
both degree programs. For your copy
of the free catalog write to the address
shown below, or phone (2 13) 493-4422
(no collect calls); ask for Catalog H11.

Grantham's home study (distance education) programs leading to the

B. S. DEGREE
may fill an important need for you.
These are comprehensive correspondence programs in which you first review
some things you already know, in
preparation for the studies that come
later. Some previous knowledge in
electronics is presumed, but is thoroughly reviewed in depth, so as to give
you a thorough foundation for the
level of studies you have not previously
undertaken. Even though some students hold associate degrees before enrolling, an A. S. Degree is awarded
along the way toward ttte B. S. Degree.

For full information, write for Catalog

H11.

Grantham College of Engineering
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Los

10570 Humbolt Street
P. 0. Box 539
Alamitos, California 90720
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Understanding Digital Computers
By Forrest Mims, Ill

('tmgxrtc users 'v ho want to
understand the fascinating circuits and
principles behind the digital computer
will discover the basics of binary.
sequential. and arithmetic logic in this
tem. The hook also discusses the
power of computer memories and
w- kr.Lamlln,

uy;it.,I r,leth

.

ili

ter

memory devices. from magnetic tape
and floppy disks to magnetic bubbles
and laser disks. Topics covered
include: what's a computer?. number
systems. binary logic. combinational
logic. sequential logic. arithmetic
logic. memories. and computer
programming.
Understanding Digital Computers.
is 320 pages and retails tier $15.95. It's
available from: Howard W. Sams &
Co. Inc.. Dept. R40, 43(X) W. 62nd
St.. Indianapolis. IN 46268: Tel.
8(0428 -SAMS.

Electronic Life -Style
By Gordon McComb

xAl
..

---).__FI

.-
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Whether it's a sophisticated home
security system. an elaborate stereo
system. or merely a dishwasher, the
explosion of electronics technology

has affected our everyday lives. Not
since the Industrial Revolution has
such an impact been made on our

society.

This book describes in everyday
language how the Electronic
Revolution came into existence. how it
has impacted our lives. and what kind
of products and conveniences it has
made possible. The hook differs from
other books on electronics because it
explains what the electronic- managed
products do and how they do it. Thus
the reader has the opportunity to make
more intelligent purchases.
Full of color photos and
illustrations. the 160 -page book offers
a refreshing. fun look at the many
facets of life that have been influenced
by electronics. Interesting reading for
the entire family, the book allows the

What Strikes You?
Product Selection
Convenient Ordering

I_

Fast, Dependable Service

Low Prices

-

With the new MCM Catalog, lightning strikes in all four places
not
just one! From products to prices, we have what you're looking for.
We also have the people who can help you weather any storm.
Courteous sales reps on our TOLL -FREE phones, experienced
technicians to answer your questions and warehouse experts who
guarantee fast, efficient delivery.

Discover the difference our new
catalog and our company can make
for you. Call TODAY for your FRE
copy!

Call Toll Free
Ali':

tilt

1

-800- 543 -4330

1

In Ohio, 1.800- 762.4315
In Alaska and Hawaii, 1. 800. 858 -1849

MCM ELECTRONICS

858

E. CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459
A PREMIER Company

CIRCLE
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ELECTRONIC

LFE-STYLE
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reader to enjoy learning about
electronics that are the products u.ed
everyday -TVs. stereos; Telephones.
appliances. automobiles. A wide array
of products including shop tools.

security systems, home computers.
entertainment systems, and exercise
equipment are reviewed.
In non -technical language. the hook
clarifies the somewhat mystifying
world of electronics for those who are
overwhelmed by modern technology.
Intended for the everyday consumer, as
well as the professional, meaningful
information is given on the history.
applications. affects, and future of
consumer electronics.
Electronic Life -Style may be
purchased at Radio Shack stores fix
$9.95.

IBM PC 8088 Assembly Language

Programming
By Richard Haskell
Hero's a hook designed to make
learning 8088 assembly language
easier. In an introductory offer a
person may purchase the book. firr $28
(shipping included) and receive free, a
powerful 8088 tutor monitor program
that will run on any IBM PC or PC
compatible (including XTs and ATs).
The memory can load any disk file

for detailed examination, will
disassemble any 8088 code, and has
breakpoint and single -step capabilities
that can be used to debug any EXE or
COM file generated with the IBM
macro assembler. The hook uses the
tutor monitor as an integral part of its
detailed discussions of the 8088
assembly language and the inner
workings of the IBM PC. If the
customer is not completely satisfied
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with the hook, he or she may return it
fier a full refund and keep the tutor
monitor free of charge.
For further information. or to order
the hook and software for $28
including shipping and handling,
contact REHI Books. 54 N. Adams.
Suite 130 -N. Rochester Hills. MI
48063; Tel. 313/375 -0629.
25 Fun -to -Build Projects for

Learning Theory
By the Editors of Elementary
Electronics
This is a collection of projects that
makes learning electronics theory
incredibly easy and enjoy able. With its
hands -on. here's- how -it's -done
approach. even the most elusive
concepts of electronics and electricity
become easy to understand and
apply...making it the ideal first hook
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of projects for the beginning hobbyist
a perfect supplementary text for
high school and vo -tech courses.
You'll get complete instructions.
diagrams. and schematics for 25
fascinating and useful electronic
devices that can be put together in
only a few hours time from easily
available and low -cost components.
The projects you'll build range from a
supercharger battery charger. battery
monitor, and U- pick -It guitar box to a
tape tester, spiderweb receiver, radio
antennas. a dashboard digital
voltmeter. and many more. Best of all.
these are projects that not only teach
electronics-they're devices that really
function when they're completed.
Not only will you find many
exciting projects which you can build.
you will also find clear, easy -tounderstand information on the
electronics theories these projects
demonstrate. Starting with a quick
overview of electrical and electronic
basics. this indispensable guide will
introduce you to transformers,
transistors. regulated power supplies.
the breadboard system. inductance and
capacitance. phase and frequency.
logic circuits. and much more. Well written and designed to inspire you to
go on to develop your own original
project variations and improvements.
this is a teach-yourself-electronics
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MACINTOSH
NOTEBOOKS
PRENTICE HALL BOOKS BY JOHN HEIL BORN
BUY ALL 3AND GET 1 FREE
1/2 BY 11" WELL ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
V ITH EASY TO READ TYPE EACH IS OVER
fA
200 PAGES AND IS FILLED WITH HINTS.AND,
SHORTCUTS KNOVN ONLY TO PROGRAM DESIGNERS
MacPaint I HAVE USED M cPeunt FOR TVO
8

`)

YEARS AND THIS BOOK TAUGHT ME SOME NEW TRICKS

MacWrtte THIS BOOK :AN CUT YOUR TIME BY 20%
WHILE IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE OF YOU WORK
MultiPlan ALL THE HINTS AND SHORTCUTS THE
ONWER

-5

MANUAL LET OUT ARE IN THIS BOOK

NISDOS 3 BOOK SET

1599

BY MICRO SOFT

USERS GUIDE DEBUG UTILITY
PROGRAMMERS REFERENCE
BUY THIS 3 BOOK SET AND LEARN "DOS" AT HOME

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
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ROBOTICS PARTS
ARM

ARM MOVESIN 3 DIRECTIONS

WRIST
GRIPS

C

NT

ROTATES

200

DECREES

$

299"

ITEMS UP TO 2IACHES
INT RF
NI

4900

W.M. SERVO AMP.

P

.CONTROLS 6 MOTORS

,Td,

INT

RFA

MOTROIZED PLATFORM
STRONG STEEL CHASSIS
2 MOTORS AND WHEELS

a

or a cope
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day

trial

$
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ment.
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check or add 1.90 for COD.
Price ma, chance. Store Price may differ.While
supplie, last. No PO,, terms, or credit carda
S5 min postage and handling charge.

iliconValleySurplus

415- 261 -4506
4401
94601
OAKPORT OAKLAND CA

CALL OUR BBS

10am-6 m
CLOSED
SUN &MON

415 -261 -4513
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25

TV, RADIO

BOOKSHELF

COMMUNICATIONS
AnYMroaneMaw
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BP91 -INTRO TO RADIO DXING
$5.00. Everything you need to know
about radio DXmg and how
you can get into this fascinating hobby area

....

guide that would he hard to heat at any
price!
25 Fun -to -Build projects tier
Learning Electronics Theory sells for
$7.95. Order from Tab Books, Inc..
Blue Ridge Summit. PA 17214.

MS -DOS User's Guide

BP155 -INTL RADIO Ilk
STATIONS GUIDE

I.tw..ww
11.0. aww
aw.

....

$6.95. New edition lists station site. country. frequency.

ERP provides for thousands of short wave radio
stations. Nine sections
cover a variety of broadcast
services.

4

-2nd

Edition
By Chris DeVoney
MS -DOS is the standard operating
system for more than 50 of the most
popular personal computers on the
market today. If you are one of the
millions of users of MS -DOS. you will
find a wealth of infiormation in MSDOS User's Guide, 2nd Edition, that

BP105- ANTENNA

....

PROJECTS
55.00.
Practical antenna designs
including active. loop. and
lernte types that are simple
and inexpensive to build
yet perform well Also included are antenna accessories

üa.a arrr..a..
Om*

4

Test
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BP132

-25

SHORT-

....

I:

BP136 -25 INDOOR
AND WINDOW ANTENNAS
$5.00. II you
can't put up a conventional
antenna because of where
you live, one of these 25 designs is likely to solve your
problem and deliver great
reception

Ilk

fND1+2.w 1ktdaw
Aas

....

TO- Electronic Technology Today Inc.
Box 240
Massapequa Park. NY 11762 -0240

MAIL
P.O.

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA 8 CANADA
$0.01 to 55.00.... $1.00 x30.01 to 40.00...54.75
$5.01 to $10.00... $1.75 $40.01 to 50.00... 55.75
$10.01 to 20.00
52.75 $50.01 and above $7.00
$20.01 to 30.00...$3.75

...

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA
Multiply Shipping by 2 for sea mail
Multiply Shipping by 4 for air mail
Total price of merchandise

S

Shipping (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (NYS only)

$

Total Enclosed

S

$
$

Name

Address
Lty
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Elect rank
Instruments

A User%

Sourtt'book

will give you ultimate control over

WAVE BROADCAST ANTENNAS
55.00. Good
antennas can be inexpensive Here s 25 different
ones ranging from a simple
dipole, through helical designs to a multi-band umbrella

I

"lb use electronic lest instruments
effectively. it's necessary to understand
basic measurement theory and how it
relates to practical measurements.
Written for hobbyists. students,
technicians. and engineers, Electronic
Test Instruments: A User's Sourcebook
is for people who want to learn more
about how electronic measurements
are made and who want to build on
their existing electronics knowledge.
This important sourcehook
simplifies the internal workings of test
instruments through the extensive use
of easy -to- understand circuit models
and conceptual block diagrams. Thus
the behavior of a complex circuit or

AarWa

TEUR BAND ANTENNAS
. $500. Shows how to
build 25 antennas starting
with a simple dipole and
working on up to beam. triangle and even a mini
rhombic

SW

Electronic Test Instruments:
A User's Sourcebook
By Robert Witte

2s tsarM.
Amateur Send

BP125- SIMPLE AMA-

w rrr
a.

-Ille text sells for $21.95 and is
available from Que Corporation. 7999
Knue Road. Suite 202. Indianapolis,
IN 46250: Tel. 317 /842 -7162.

Zip

your computer's most important
software: the operating system. The
text is the combination of a beginning
tutorial. advanced guide. and lasting
reference that will meet your changing
DOS needs. Whether you're interested
in DOS basics, ready fir more
advanced DOS topics. or looking fir a
handy DOS reference manual. MSDOS User's Guide. 2nd Edition. has
the information you need, presented in
an easy-to- understand. quick -to- locate
format.
If you're a beginning user. you'll
learn how to: prepare your diskettes,
manage DOS directories, erase.
rename, and copy files, print what
appears on your screen, and avoid
disastrous errors. If you're a beginning
user, you'll enhance your productivity
by learning to master path names.
maneuver through directories.
customize DOS, use RAM disks. and
create AUTOEXEC.BAT files.
Regardless of your level of
expertise. you can use the Command
Reference section to gain quick access
to 70 most- frequently used DOS
commands. also. you will recognize
valid DOS command phrasing and
learn to cope with frustrating DOS
error messages.
If you use the COMPAQ, EPSON.
or Leading Edge versions of MS -DOS
you can easily reference. in a separate
appendix. the special commands for
your version.
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instrument can be described by
conceptually replacing it with a much simpler circuit.
An excellent supplement to existing
instrument operating manuals,
Electronic Test Instruments: A User's
Sourcebook will help you understand:
basic measurement theory and
fundamentals. meters, signal sources,
oscilloscopes. circuit concepts and
how they relate to electronic
measurements. and frequency domain
instruments, such as analyzers,
wavemeters, narrowband vs.
broadband measurements, and gain/
phase meters.
The text sells for $14.95. Published
by Howard W. Sams & Company, A

Division of Macmillian. Inc., 4300
West 62nd Street. Indianapolis. IN
46268: Tel. 800 /42K -SAMS.

Handbook of Electrical Noise:
Measurement and Technology
2nd Edition
By Charles A. Vergers

-

This hook has been completely
revised and greatly expanded to
include all the newest developments in

HANDBOOK Of

ELECTRICAL
NOISE
MEASUREMENT
AND
TECHNOLOGY

ww..

ptiapaa
yll, um:»
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the field. Here are the answers to

virtually any question on electrical
noise -its origins, causes, and

effects -fully supported by equations.
examples. drawings, diagrams. and
experiments. You'll learn how to
identify all types of electrical noise.
how to predict and calculate its levels
in electronic systems. how to measure
noise. how to design low -noise
circuits. and much more.
Taking a direct. no- nonsense
approach to the subject. Vergers gives
you a thorough explanation of noise
types, terminology. and statistical
terms. You'll also gain a better
understanding of signals and systems
for noise. thermal noise, electronic
noise, noise calculations in advanced
networks, and many other
sophisticated concepts.
Whether you're an electronics
novice or an advanced technician. you
are sure to find the coverage of noise
measuring instruments and equipment
of particular value in both your work
and your hobbies. With an abundance
of examples, and end -of- chapter
summaries. questions. and problems.
this guide will also prove to he
indispensable to electrical engineering
students.
Plus there are now a total of 12
experiments that you can perform with
a minimum amount of electrical
equipment. Five of those exciting
projects are brand new: lowpass and
highpass filters, a bandpass filter, a
notch filter, compressor and expander
circuits, and a transistor voltage
amplifier using optimum collector
current.
The text sells for $39.95, and is
available from Tab Professional Books
Inc.. PO Box 40, Blue Ridge Summit.
PA 17214.

Handbook for Sound Engineers:
The New Audio Cyclopedia
By Glen Ballou
This reference hook discusses all
aspects of audio technology, including
the most recent methods of producing,
reproducing, changing, controlling,
reinforcing, and measuring sound.
The 31 chapters are combined into 7
parts as follows: Acoustics
fundamentals: psychoacoustics: small
room acoustics. common factors:

-

Measure up
to 2,498°F
in the palm
of your hand.

acoustic design: recording studio
design: monts for speech. music. and
cinema. open plan rooms. Electronic
Components for Sound Engineering resistors, capacitors, and inductors:
transformers: tubes, discrete solid -state
devices, and integrated circuits: heat
sinks, wire, and relays.
Electroacoustic Devices
microphones; loudspeakers.
enclosures, and headphones: Audio
Electronic Circuits and Equipment-

-

Handbook

4r

Fn+;inrnr,
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amplifiers: attenuators: filters and
equalizers: delay: power supplies:
constant-and variable -speed devices:
VU and volume indicator meters and
devices: consoles and systems.
Recording and Playback -disk:
magnetic: digital. Design
Applications -sound system design:
systems for the hearing impaired: the
broadcast chain: image projection,
Measurements -audio measurements:
fundamentals and units of
measurements
Handbook for Sound Engineers: The
New Audio Cyclopedia. No. 21983. is
I.248 pages and retails fbr $79.95.
The hook is available through
bookstores. electronics distributors, or
direct from Howard W. Sams & Co.
Inc.. Dept. R40. 43(X) W. 62nd St.,
Indianapolis, IN 46268: Tel. 8(X)/428 -

The Fluke 51 is the hottest new handheld
thermometer on the market. Using any standard K or J type thermocouple probe, it can
precisely measure extreme temperatures with
resolution to 1 /10th of a degree.
It's a powerful, versatile tool that fits in the
palm of your hand. With an easy -to -read digital
display and plenty of extra features. Protected
by a tough, drop - resistant case and backed by
a 3 -year warranty.
Get your hands on the new Fluke 51. Or the
new dual -input Fluke 52 with scan and record

capabilities. Both available now. Priced from
$119.

SAMS.

Digital Interfacing with an
Analog World-2nd Edition
By Joseph J. Carr
A completely revised and updated
edition of a guide that over 14.000
hobbyists and technicians have
depended on for nearly a decade!
Completely up-to -date with the most
recent technology, Digital Interfacing
with an Analog World-2nd Edition,
makes it possible for you to really put
your microcomputer to work.
It explains how to convert energy
produced by pressure, force. position,
temperature, and other sources into an
electrical voltage or current that a
microcomputer can deal with. It
presents information for users of
microcomputers who want to design a
device or system with a
microcomputer at its heart.

For the name of your local supplier and a
free brochure call toll -free

1

-800-227 -3800,

Ext. 229.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN

HANDHELD TEST INSTRUMENTS.
FLUKE 51/52 THERMOMETERS
,inge

Men
K

200°C to +1370°C

type

- 200°C to

J -type

+ 760°C

(

-328°F

(- 328110

to +2498°F)

+1400°F)

Accuracy
K -type

is

.1-type is
°C or °F

-(01% of reading +07 °C or 13°F)
-(01% 01 reading 08 °C or 14'F)

Selectable

Hold Mode

Scan. DBerenhal. and Min/Max Ftenordirrg Modes (52 only)
Standard min -connector
1200 hour 9V battery Irle

General- purpose

K -type

opal
3-year Warranty

bead probe ncluded

No

with 52)

L 1986 Fluke
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straight binary, twos complement,
division and multiplication, number
system conversion, octal and
hexadecimal numbers, binary-coded
decimal, excess -3, gray. alphanumeric.
How to Design and Build Electronic
Instrumentation -2nd Edition, and
Digital Electronics Troubleshooting
2nd Edition. Sells for $19.95.
Published by Tab Books Inc., Blue
Ridge Summit, PA 17214: Tel.
717'794 -2191.

BOOKSHELF
You'll get information on all types
of transducers -elementary position
transducers, digital code position
sensors, velocity acceleration
transducers, temperature transducers,
capacitance transducers, inductive
transducers, and more! Operational

-

DIGITAL
INTERFACING
ANALOG
WORLD

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

displays, and charts that help you
"see" exactly what WordPerfect can
do for you!
Using WordPerfect-3rd Edition, is
divided into functional sections
targetting user groups beginners, those
already familiar with WordPerfect and

Using WordPerfect -3rd Edition

Usu)_ WordPerfect, 3rd laliion,
makes learning the expanded version
4.2 pure pleasure! Using WordPerfect,
3rd Edition.is a helpful text because it
offers hands -on quick start learning
modules that present basic
WordPerfect features and functions in

many advanced users.
The text presents comprehensive
coverage of the consistently bestselling software, including how to: add
hidden comments that do not appear in
your printed documents, use the
Document Summary feature important
to tile -management -especially in the
corporate environment. enter Iine
numbers in your reports and
manuscripts. create outlines and
columns of text: and use the expanded
Dictionary. Spell-checker. and
Thesaurus to write correctly, clearly
and dramatically.
Put WordPerfect to work for you in
the frustration -free learning
environment created by this expanded
version of Using WordPerfect. 3rd

"real- life" applications. It provides
chapter previews that help you decide
what content is most pertinent to your
needs, and chapter wrap -ups that
summarize and reinforce each
chapter's most important concepts.
Add to that a unique step -by -step
format that encourages you to use the
book as a self-teaching tool, as a
reference manual, or as a desktop
quick guide. The text also supplies
expanded drawings, tables, screen

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

amplifiers and operational- amplifier
circuit design are covered, along with
isolation and other amplifiers. In
addition, you'll learn about analog
function modules such as universal V/
F /V converters, mulifunction
modules, and some useful digital
circuits such as one -shot multivibrators
and the 741(X) latch. Digital Codes-

F

NR! Prepares You At Home For Today's Hottest New Career

Edition.

Master digital electronics servicing
as you build your own
IBM- compatible

The text sells for $19.95 and is
available from: Que Corporation, 7999
Knue Road, Suite 202, Indianapolis,
IN 46250: Tel. 317/842 -7162.

Understanding Oscillators -2nd
Edition
By Irving M. Gottlieb

computer!
A brand new wune for an exciting new
field ... servicing computer peripherals (disk
drives, printers. display terminals. modems,
etc. ) and the latest digital equipment found
in industry today. Job opportunities for the
trained digital technician have never been
greater. It takes skilled personnel to keep
today's digitally automated production lines
and manufacturing equipment rolling. NRI trains you
to be a high -demand digital technician or prepares you
for your own independent service business.

You learn by doing

...

the NRI way

As you learn. you get practical hands -on experience
building your own 256K IBM -compatible computer and
disk drive. You also build. and learn to use and service, your
own triggered -sweep oscilloscope. digital logic probe, and
digital multimeter... instruments used by today's

Electronics Servicing, plus facts about NRI training in other
high -pay, high- growth electronicscareer fields. if the
coupon is missing. write to us at NRI School of Electronics,
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center. 3939
Wisconsin Avenue, Washington. DC 20016.

Send Coupon Today for Free Catalog!

electronics professionals.

Diagnostic Software Makes Your Computer
a Dedicated Digital Testing Device

I

I

I
IName

(Please Print)

Age

I
IAddress

Send Today for FREE Catalog
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AAR', School ofElectronics
IMcCiraw -Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016

With the exclusive diagnostic software included in your
course. your computer actually becomes your most important piece of digital test equipment. You use your computer
to troubleshoot video displays and terminals. printers. disk
drives. and more. Plusyou learn to apply your knowledge to
the diagnosis and repairofany digital equipment you encounter in your servicing career.
Send the coupon today for NRI's free. 100 -page catalog
with all the details about starling your career in Digital

Here's a guide to designing,
operating, and using oscillators that
brings theory and hardware together
with minimal mathematics. This
practical guide provides you with the
information you need to devise
oscillators with optimized performance
features, flyer ice \,tems highly

'
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Give a Friend A "Hands -On"
Experience for Christmas..
.

Does fighting the crowds at Christmas short circuit your holiday fun? Don't blow a fuse
this year ... for the friend who shares your
love of project-oriented electronics
or a
youngster who may need only a spark to ignite
a life -long interest
give a gift subscription to
Hands -On Electronics!

-

-

... Because when you give him Hands -On
Electronics, you're giving him valuable "HandsOn" experience: month after month of
including
challenging construction projects
complete plans for testing equipment, electronic
worksavers for home and car, add -ons and
modifications for hi -fi, computers, radio and TV.

-

He'll get all the how -to he needs to build
exciting, useful projects like these ... a touch
light dimmer ... a traveler's theft alarm ... an
economy NiCd battery charger ... a voice
synthesizer ... a wave form generator ... the
ultimate burglar alarm ... a stereo graphic
equalizer ... and many, many more!
PLUS ... testbench tips and techniques ...
circuit design ... electronics fundamentals ...
book reviews and new product news including
our new 12 -page "Gadget" section ... regular
columns on computers, scanners, dx'ing, ham
and antique radio ... the list goes on and on!

SAVE MONEY ... A great girt to receive,
Hands -On Electronics is also a great gift for
you to give! The Special Holiday Rate saves
you $9.00 off the regular subscription price on
each gift. You can save another $9.00 when
you start or extend your own subscription at
the same time. It's our "thank -you" for
sharing the Hands -On experience with a friend
this Christmas.

Send no money, unless you prefer. We'll be
glad to bill you in January, Next Year. Just
take a brief moment to go over your gift list
and make sure you haven't forgotten anyone
who might appreciate the "Hands -On" experience. Then write the names on the attached
Gift Certificate and mail it back in the
postage -paid reply envelope ... we'll take it
from there!

Your friends will receive a handsome gift
announcement card signed with your name just
before Christmas. And all through the new
year they'll remember and appreciate your
thoughtful gift of "Hands-On" experience!

So don't blow a fuse ... take it easy and enjoy
the holidays. Give Christmas gifts of Hands -

On Electronics!
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understand theory and construction of Flashmate. and you
will be making your very own gadget tomorrow.

The Theory of It
An insulated -gate. field- effect transistor (IGFET), Q2. and
silicon photo cell, ZI, form the heart of a fairly simple
circuit. Refer to Fig. I. The transformer, TI, is an ordinary
audio- output type, but it's reversed in the circuit. A sudden
flash from a photoflash unit detected by ZI sends a voltage
pulse through the low- impedance winding of TI via RI. That
voltage pulse is stepped -up in T1 's 500 -ohm, primary winding before being rectified by Ql. Transistor QI is used as a
diode: its emitter lead was snipped off close to the case. QI
then charges CI to a value proportional to the amplitude of the
electrical pulse generated by the light from a flash unit.
Capacitor CI controls the current flowing through Q2.
which has a very high -input impedance. The current through
Q2 is read by meter MI (a 0 -50 -ILA DC unit) which has been
calibrated in f- stops. The extremely high internal resistances
of QI and Q2 will allow CI to retain its charge for several
minutes: more than enough time for you to take your reading
of M1. The charge on CI is shorted to ground and returned to
zero volts by depressing RESET button. S I Flashmate is ready
to read the next photoflash.
Trim potentiometers, R7 through RI4, are adjusted to
values which will yield correct readings for corresponding
film sensitivities. or exposure indexes. Depending on your
age or photo experience, you may refer to. the exposure
indexes as ASA, ISO, or even EL. All are indicative of your
film's speed and Flashmate must be calibrated to measure the
proper exposure for each type of film you anticipate using,
now or in the future.
a

OU MAY HAVE A CAMERA THAT HAS ALL THE AUTO -

matic features a photobuff would ever ask for.
Almost every shutterbug has one these days. But
look ahead. In the future you may want to step up to
studio photography with more than one electronic flash going
off at a time. Then that little computer wheel on the back of
the flash unit cannot pick the right f-stop for you. What if the
unit has aged some or the batteries are not at full charge?
What if you are using more than one flash unit and each one is
a different type, and placed at different distances from the
subject? Do you average their readings? Do you guess and
bracket your exposures widely? Do you punt?
At today's film and processing prices. you are better off
knowing the right -stop on the first shot, with all the variables cranked into the equation. If you are a had guesser like
me. the smiling young lady in the yellow hut in the mall
parking lot should be listed as one of your dependents come

f

next April 15.
What you really need is a professional flash meter. Or,
maybe if you are a smart cooky, you'll build Flashmatee and
take your first step to pro -doni.
For years, professional photographers have been using
flash meters to overcome the myriad of variables which affect
flash photography. The meters come in a variety of packages
from those the size of a cigarette pack to those the size of a
cigar box. They all have varying features, but they share one
price tag of $100 and up. and up,
common denominator
and up! You, however, can build one tailored to your own
needs, or to needs you haven't even discovered yet. for the
price of a restaurant meal. Take a hard look at the easy -to-

-a
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Putting It Together
The main consideration in selecting a cabinet or plastic
box, is having space enough to mount all the controls and
meter along with the photo cell. Some thought to layout
should be given to provide a practical configuration. Remember, the photo cell, ZI, must face the flash when it is
fired, and since you would be near the camera, you would
want the meter, MI, either facing you or upward for easy
reading. Place some window material (clear plastic) over the
photo cell to protect it from damage and dirt.
Wiring of Flashmate does not introduce any critical parts
or lead layout. A printed- circuit board or a piece of perfboard
will do the job. Take the easy way out-use perfboard.
Start by laying out the parts to be mounted on the panels of
the box. Make sure you leave enough room to operate all
switches. The perfboard can be cut to fit behind meter Ml:
mount it by the two contact posts of the meter. If you do this,
indicate on the board next to the posts which is positive and
which is negative.

with...

to set
your camera lens at no matter how
many lights and reflectors you use!
Know once and for all what

By Frank

I.

Gilpin

Consideration is given to layout components and controls. The
meter (M1) and ASA selector switch (S3) are on top of the
front panel. Reset and Power switches (S1 and S3) are on side
panel and the photo cell (Z1) is on the top panel. The exact
layout can be made differently to suit the plastic or metal
box you use and views you may have as to what is best for you.
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Be cautious: The manufacturer of the IGFET, Q2, has
wrapped a shorting wire around all four of its leads. Keep the
wire in place until the transistor has been wired into the
circuit completely to prevent the IGFET from self- destructing. Even a tiny static charge is enough to zap the unit into
Never -Never Land.

Calibration
Alter the wiring of Flashmate is completed and doublechecked, you will need to calibrate your device for the eight
most -used ASA values. The schematic diagram in Fig. I
indicates the most popular exposure indexes between 25 and
1,000, but you can substitute your own choices with wide
latitude offered by the large values of trimmer potentiometers
R7 through RI4. Before you begin, set all trimmer potentiometers to their mid -range position.
To calibrate your finished unit, you'll need a reliable flash
unit, a tape measure, and a long hallway, empty garage, or big
room. The best kind of flash unit to use for calibration is the
type which has an AC adaptor. That type is more likely to
operate consistently at a full charge.
An easy method of putting the meter at a good working
level is to set it on a stool such as a bar stool, or a short ladder.
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maining trimmer potentiometers.
You will, of course, have to remove
the transparent cover from the meter
face to mark the calibrations. Do this
very gently so as not to damage or bend
the sensitive needle and coil movement.
With a sharp pencil, mark the first cal (Turn page)
ibration of -22.

sub

ig

Cl

250 -0- 250522

Q2

S1

Set the computer dial on your flash to the highest ASA used
on your meter, say 1,000. Read the distance required for an
exposure at -22. For most small electronic flash units it will
be in the neighborhood of 25 feet. Measure to a spot 25 -feet
distant from Flashmate. Make sure the ready-light on the
flash unit is lit and fire the flash at Flashmate after turning the
unit on and setting ASA switch, S3, to its highest setting.
The needle of meter Ml should have gone way upscale,
possibly even pegged. Adjust R14 until the needle rests just
inside the full -scale mark. Adjust R4 so
that the final setting of R14 is close to
the stop for minimum resistance. That
initial setting will provide enough resistance range for adjustment of the re-

f

Ti

3.252

C1

B1

M1(2)+
0-50
MA OC

MI*

404A
R5

2.2 K

R4
20052

R3

20052
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,SV

1 -You know a project will be
accurate when everything is
adjustable. You won't have to rely on
the tolerance of the parts or how
effective the circuit design handles
the pulses created by Z1.

Fig.
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The Flashmate light meter is an evolved version of a unit
designed for one ASA film speed and was one -quarter of the
size. The final model, as featured here, was used for studio
work. A smaller version might travel with you in your
gadget bag for on -site sessions. The window at the top of
the unit protects he photo cell from dirt and damage.

One neat technique is to cover the original meter faceplate
with an adhesive -backed label big enough to cover the markings. Trim off the excess label with a sharp modeller's knife
or razor blade. Make a small pencil mark at each calibration
and make a note of its value on another piece of paper. Later,
use transfer letters on those marks birr a professional- looking

meter faceplate.

With your unit now calibrated tier. / =22, check the dial on
the flash unit once more. Set the ASA at the next lowest used
on your meter, say 800. Note the distance required for an
exposure at_/ =16: it would probably he about 21 feet. Measure
21 feet from the flash meter. Set S3 to the next calibration.
8(X), press the Rtsl:r button. SI. Then. from 21 feet, fire the
flash unit at Flashmate. Adjust R13 until the needle of MI
rests about one half-inch or a little less from the first upscale
calibration. Make that calibration J:16.
Things get very repetitive from here on. Reset the Flash mate and switch S3 to the next highest ASA, 400. and set the
ASA on your flash unit to 4(0. Measure the distance required
for an exposure at f=16: probably about 17 feet. Pop the flash at
Flashmate from 17 feet and adjust RI2 until the needle rests
on the /=16 mark previously made on the meter faceplate.
Use the next setting on the flash meter, 2(X). set the flash for
ASA 2()O, measure the distance for f=16, fire the flash, adjust
RI I for /=16. Repeat this process for each remaining ASA on

S3. adjusting potentiometers RID through R7 until the needle
reads. /=16.
When you have adjusted each of the variable resistors, set
ASA switch S3 to a mid -range. say 2(0 ASA. Measure off
the distance fort -8 at 2()0 ASA. fire the flash and note the spot
where the needle comes to rest and mark that /18. Repeat this
process at ASA 200 for J15.6414412.8. and ./12 if there is
room on the face, though it's unlikely you will ever use the
last setting in the practice of your art.
The only remaining calibration is the voltage check. With a
fresh C -type dry cell in Flashmate. switch S3 to BAr. An
acceptable range is from full- scale, orf=22 to about two thirds
of the way toward./116. You can color this small range on the
(Continued on page 103)

PARTS LIST FOR FLASHMATE

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1 -2N697 NPN silicon transistor (any similar type
transistor will do)
Q2 -3NI28 IGFET (ECG -220, Radio Shack 276 -2036,
or equiv.)

Z1- Silicon photo cell,

such as Radio Shack's 276 -124
rated 0.2 amp at 0.42 -volt DC

RESISTORS
(All fixed resistors are 1/2-watt, 5% units)
R1 -12 -ohm
R2- 2700 -ohm
R3-220 -ohm
R4- 200 -ohm trimmer potentiometer
R5 -2200 -ohm
R6 -27000 -ohm
R7 R11- 25,000 trimmer potentiometer
R12- 10,000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer
R13, R14 -5,000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
B1 -1.5 -volt, C -size, dry -cell battery
C1-10µF, 200 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
M1 -0-50- .A, DC meter (Radio Shack 270 -1751, or
equiv.)
S1 -SPST,

momentary- contact, pushbutton,. switch

S2-SPDT, toggle switch
-pole, 12- position, non -shorting, rotary ASA
S3
switch (Radio Shack 275 -1385 or equiv.)
T1-Miniature, audio- output transformer; 500 -ohm center- tapped primary winding; 3.2 -ohm secondary
winding; turns ratio of 12.5 to 1
Plastic cabinet, battery holder for B1, knob, clear plastic
window, wire, solder, etc.

-1
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The wheel calculator on the back of your photoflash unit
provides a good rule-of -thumb guide for most strobe situtations using a single photoflash, but it is the least accurate
part of the unit. The setting shown above tells you that the
camera should be 10 to 14 feet away from the subject, yc
should use an f-16 lens setting if you are shooting with 230
ASA film. Any number of light reflecting and absorbing
vaiables, however, can spoil the shot. The Flashmate will save
the day by providing the correct camera setting for the slot.

UPGRADING
YOUR PC

By Jeff Holtzman

Expand your PC's memory and add a second disk drive
IBM -Compatible personal computer usually finds after using it
for awhile that cost is not the only factor that determines
the value of a PC. A limited machine --one with not quite
enough memory, disk capacity. I/O ports. or speed-can
actually be detrimental to work efficiency; thereby, compounding the very problem it was intended to solve!
Of course, it can be difficult to predict just how powerful a
machine is necessary, because people often find more uses for
a PC than they originally anticipated. And even those with
accurate crystal balls find that they must upgrade their equipment from time to time.
So whether you're a fly -by-the -seat-of- your-pants type or
an organized pocket -book- planner type, someday you're
going to want to know how to squeeze a little more horse power out of your PC- economically. So here's a couple of
suggestions based on the author's experiences.
THE PRICE CONSCIOUS PURCHASER OF AN

Adding Motherboard Memory
The first aid to greater PC productivity is to fill out motherboard RAM to the maximum possible. In most PC's, XT's,
and compatibles, that maximum is 640K. Even IBM, after
years of pretending it wasn't possible, now allows 640K of
RAM on the XT motherboard, and the new Model 30 comes
standard with 640K.
On 640K motherboards, memory is usually organized as
two 256K blocks and two 64K blocks (256K + 256K + 64K
+ 64K = 640K). Banks 0 and I (those nearest the expansion-card edge connectors at the rear of the machine) usually
contain the 256K blocks, and banks 2 and 3 (those closest the
front panel) usually contain the 64K blocks.
Even though data is stored in memory in eight -bit bytes,
IBM (and many clone) machines use a ninth bit to detect

parity errors, which may arise from power-line glitches,
cosmic rays, and other sources. Consequently, many companies selling memory upgrades for IBM's sell IC's in sets of
nine. If your machine uses only eight IC's per bank, don't
worry about buying an extra IC- someday you may need to
use it to replace a defective one.
It's best to purchase RAM IC's only from reputable dealers, unless you're willing to gamble and possibly pay dire
consequences. For the 256K banks, you'll need IC's with the
part number 41256; for the 64K banks, you'll need 4164's.
Both types of IC's have the same number of pins (16), so be
careful to insert the right IC's in the right sockets.
The only technical specification that you must worry about
is called access time, and nearly all reputable dealers specify
RAM access time in their price lists.
In general, the shorter the access time, the faster the chip
and, therefore, the higher the price. For a standard PC running at 4.7 MHz, 150 -ns IC's are sufficient. Turbo models
running between 7 and 10 MHz will require 120-ns IC's.
Above 10 MHz, you'll need 100-ns or even 80 -ns chips.
The cost of RAM IC's varies enormously. When this was
written (early June 1987), however, nine 150-ns 41256 IC's
were being sold by a volume mail -order distributor for about
$22, and nine 150-ns 4164 IC's were selling for about $10.
President Reagan's trade sanctions on Japan probably will
increase memory prices, so shop around. The author purchased nine 256K RAM's and 18 64K RAM's at a local
computer festival in early spring for under $40.
Installing the IC's is simple if you're careful. (Follow
along with the photographs.) First remove the cover of your
machine; then remove all expansion cards that obstruct access
to the IC sockets on the motherboard. Next install the IC's
one -by -one using an IC inserter. If you don't own one, pick
35

Three rows of empty sockets provide space for an additional
row of 256K RAM's and two rows of 64K devices. so you can
realize your machines full potential.

one up at Radio Shack or your local parts supplier. Don't
skimp -the $5 or $10 that you'll spend on the tool will
provide you with a reliable means of inserting your RAM's.
One bent pin can render the whole machine useless.
After inserting all IC's, check your work to make sure all
IC's are inserted in the proper orientation, with no bent pins,
etc. After checking your work, check your work again-one
mistake could create havoc not only with your new memory
IC's. but the motherboard IC's that drive them.
When you're sure everything is OK, set your motherboard
switches to indicate the new RAM size, plug your video adapter card back in -but no other expansion cards yet-and
apply power to your PC. Your power-on self-test should cycle
through the full 640K. If your machine does not execute a

Adding A Floppy -disk Drive
Many times a person will buy

If it doesn't, check your motherboard switches: they're
probably set incorrectly.
Then run a memory-test program, if one is available.
You can download MEMTEST.EXE from our BBS
(516- 293 -2283, 300/1200 baud. I /I /N). The program executes a series of tests designed to detect most faults. It's
menu driven. and even helps you to locate the exact IC that's
causing the problem (if any).
If your machine won't boot at all, power down and remove
all IC's from bank three (by the front panel). Then power up.
If things work as you expect, an IC from that bank may be
bad, may have been inserted incorrectly, or may have a bent
pin. If you still can't boot, remove the IC's from the next
bank, and the next if necessary. Don't forget to reset the
motherboard switches after altering the contents of each

an XT (or clone) with one
floppy and one hard disk. However, a second floppy can be
useful and, in some cases, necessary. For example, some
backup programs (KeepTrack, for example), can back up files
to two floppy -disk drives more-or-less simultaneously. And,
although backup time is not cut in half, it is cut significantly,
so you're more likely to back up your disk more often.
Further, should the hard disk develop a problem and become
unusable, it's much easier to work with two floppies while the
hard disk is being repaired. And simple operations like
DISKCOPY take much less time with two drives than one.
Your mechanical skills may well be tested more than your
electrical ones in installing a new floppy-disk drive. It's not
absolutely necessary to buy a drive that is identical (same
model from the same manufacturer) to your original drive,
but the installation will probably go easier if you do. Mounting brackets and connecting cables will more likely match
up. However, if a drive is advertised as being IBM-compatible, it should work
be prepared for a bit of experimentation.
First remove all expansion cards to gain access to the disk drive bays. If you have a hard disk, you needn't remove the
cables from the controller card; they usually are long enough
so that you can swing the card out of the chassis and rest it on
your work surface. But if you must remove cables, mark each
one as to location and orientation.

bank.
Then gradually add banks of IC's one by one until a
problem re-occurs. Try swapping a known -good bank for a
problematic one if necessary. If all your IC's seem to work,
but not in all banks on the motherboard, your motherboard
may be bad, specifically the address decoders.
Only after you've got all the motherboard RAM's working
correctly should you re- install the expansion cards that you
removed earlier. If, like me, you have a multi -function card
with EMS memory (memory that is switched in and out of a
special "window" outside normal 640K DOS memory), part
of which you use to backfill DOS memory, don't forget to set
the switches on the EMS board to indicate that memory on
the card is no longer to be used for DOS memory.

The floppy -disk drive was initially mounted on
plastic front panel.

power -on self -test, run the MS DOS program
CHKDSK.COM. It should indicate 655360 bytes total memory.
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An IC inserter is invaluable when it comes to avoiding bent
pins when installing the RAM chips. While holding the locking
bar with your index finger, gradually press the tool down
diagonally over the IC until all pins are seated. Then release
your forefinger and press the IC into its socket.
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build your own data cable, obtain a 34- conductor ribbon
cable, and separate seven wires, after the first nine wires, from
the pin one end of the cable. Then twist the seven wires 180
degrees, insert the first edge connector, and press it on. Then
insert the second connector beneath the twisted section and
press it on. Press the last connector on at the opposite end of
the cable.
To

The frame on the right occupied the space of the lower floppy disk drive until the latter was installed. Two mounting plates,
like the one shown propped against the drive, are used to
secure the drives to one another.

Next, disconnect the power and data cables attached to
your present floppy-disk drive. Mark them also. Then remove
the drive itself. Floppy -disk mounting schemes vary, but on a
true -blue XT, you'll have to remove two screws from the left
mounting bracket and one beneath the machine. You
shouldn't have to remove the power supply to gain access to
the floppy -disk drive; push the drive toward the rear of the
machine and gradually angle the back side of the drive up.
There should be enough room to clear the power supply.
My single floppy was mounted on a bent sheet -metal frame
with a plastic front plate, and all chassis screws were secured
to that frame. Two side -mounted steel plates held the drive to
the frame. I removed the screws holding the frame to those
plates and slid my new drive in. The old screws wouldn't
work in the new drive, however; those screws were finely
threaded metric units, whereas my new drive (a Tandon
TM50-2) used good old 6 -32's.
You will undoubtedly have a different mounting scheme.
Most clone and electronics suppliers sell mounting brackets,
screws, etc. If you're not sure just what you need, you may
want to purchase a mounting kit to have a variety of components on hand. You can easily drill alternate mounting holes
in the brackets to match the holes in your drive.
You may also have to provide for data and power cables to
the new drive. Some machines come with the necessary
connectors already in place, but many don't; and even those
that do may be unusable because of different connector
locations. For example, my data cable was unusable because
the original drive and the new drive have connectors on
opposite sides, and the cable, even though it had the second
connector, simply wasn't long enough.
Many clone and electronics suppliers sell those cables; you
can also wire your own. Radio Shack sells 34 -pin edge
connectors and 36 -wire ribbon cables. Cut a suitable length
of the ribbon cable, remove two wires from the entire length
of the cable, and then carefully press the edge connectors on
in the appropriate positions. Make sure that all three connectors have pin I oriented the same way.
Note well: You'll have to split the cable near the end that
connects to drive A: so separate the first nine wires (beginning at the pin -1 end) and the next seven wires from the
remainder of the cable. Then twist the group of seven 180
degrees as shown in the photograph and insert all three groups
in the edge connector, and press it together carefully. Install
the connector for drive B: below the twisted section, and the
connector that goes to the controller card at the opposite end
of the cable. There's nothing tricky about the procedure as
long as you're careful.

As for the power connector, if your machine doesn't have
the second connector installed already, you'll have to purchase the Molex sockets and shells from an electronics supplier (other than Radio Shack). Then build a "Y" adapter as
shown in the photos.
Next, install the resistor block in the drive attached to the
end of the data cable, and make sure that the resistor block in
the other drive has been removed. Now set up the on -board
jumpers. On some drives, they're scattered about the PC
board; on others, they're collected together at an IC socket. in
which a shorting header is located. If your drives are identical
(the same type from the same manufacturer), set up the new
drive identically to the old one (except for the resistor block).
If your drives are from different manufacturers, don't
change any jumper settings except the Drive Select jumper, if
necessary. Both drives should be set to respond as the second
drive. Some manufacturers start counting from zero. so the
DSI jumper should be installed on that type of drive. Others
count from one, in which case, the DS2 jumper should be
installed.
After setting the jumpers-but before mounting the drives
in the chassis -connect the cables to both drives, and try
booting your machine. Because the cables aren't very long,
the drives may be propped at uncomfortable angles. Just be
careful not to short any PC -board traces, test pins, etc., to the
chassis or any other metal surface.
If the machine boots, try reading diskettes in both drives. If
you can, power down, install the drives, close up your system
unit, and enjoy. Otherwise, power down and disconnect the
data cable to the old drive, and install the new drive as A:
without re- installing the old drive. Then try booting. If you
can boot with either drive installed, but not both. the Drive
Select jumper is installed incorrectly. If you're sure it is
correct, but can't access the new drive, you'll have to contact
the company that you bought the drive from, or possibly the
drive's manufacturer, to ascertain how the other jumpers
should be set.
After working out the electrical problems, bolt the two
drives together and then slide them into the chassis from the
rear. Don't force anything -you could make an expensive
mistake! Watch out for protruding screw heads, connector
shells, etc. There's not much clearance, so work patiently.
Then re- install the cables and expansion cards, and screw
the expansion -card mounting brackets to the rear panel.
That's about all there is to installing a new drive. It's not
difficult, but you must work carefully. Doing so can save you
a bundle, though
go to it!
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RECEIVING
WEATHER -SATELLITE
PHOTOS
a,,.a,
a. Hank

Here's how one man decided to receive weather-satellite photos for fun and profit
DI

ALWAYS BELIEVED IN THE OLD ADAGE THAT A PICTURE IS WORTH

thousand words. That understanding became a vivid reality
to me when I first looked at weather -satellite photographs.
To the meteorologist, environmentalist, oceanographer, and
even the layman, those images taken and transmitted from
American and Russian space cameras merit much more than
least a magazine article
a thousand words
Every day and night, polar- orbiting, meteorological satellites of the United States and Soviet Union take visual and/or
infrared images of every place on Earth from altitudes of
400 to 600 miles. Those unmanned spacecraft pass over our
planet every 100 minutes or so from north to south, or vice
a

-at

versa.

Two American NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) weather satellites in sun -synchronous orbits
take, record, and transmit photos of the same North American east -coast location twice a day. Satellite NOAA- IO transmits at approximately 9 AM and 9 PM each day. Likewise,
NOAA -9 transmits at 3 AM and 3 PM. Those transmissions
provide four weather shots from space of the North Atlantic
and the eastern half of North America. Other satellites cover
the remaining portions of North America and ajoining ocean
areas. Here on Earth, simultaneous visual and infrared (thermal) imagery 1600 -miles wide are processed from satellite

transmissions during the day while the night -time pictures
are infrared only.

The Russians' Meteor spacecrafts transmit mostly visual
images that are 1200 mile -wide swath pictures from pro grade or retrograde orbital platforms. Those near polar paths
allow photo-taking at different times during the day. Since
the Russian satellites are not orbitting at a fixed time interval
that offers space shots at whole -hour intervals or multiples
of hours, you will need more than a watch to know when
they are transmitting. Whereas the 1600 -mile wide NOAA
images can spot areas of clouds as small as 2 miles on a side
across the image scan, the Russian Meteor "shots" record
locales as small as I -mile square. Previous U.S. and U.S.S.R.
meteorological spacecraft had poorer resolutions and distorted images on the edge. (Refer to Table I)
Since my USAF retirement, I have been working as a
consultant for several major companies as well as writing
and lecturing. My love has always been weather -satellite
analysis. Harris Corporation in Melbourne, Florida, gave
me a sophisticated laser photocopying machine and a special
telephone line to receive the 22,000 -mile high geostationary
weather photos day and night from Washington, DC, via
Miami, Florida. Most readers are familiar with those images, which appear on TV and in newspapers.

Here is what the Russian
Meteor 2 -13 satellite saw
on a day when tie weather

picture over the Atlantic
Ocean was very dynamic.
Ocean water appears as slack
and land masses are darK
gray. Clouds are white. The
cold front across the ocean
is pronounced. The weatier
on the eastern coast of
North America is movirg
rapidly. Photograph was
taken with author's gear.
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How I Did It!
Since my Vietnam days, I have always wanted to get the
true current photos from polar- orbiting American and Russian satellite spacecraft.
I use a wheelchair (no war wounds, a victim of multiple
sclerosis), so that condition required my seeking expert assistance to put together the required equipment to process
TAB _E 1
CURRENT RUSSIAN ORBITAL PARAMETERS
FOR METEOR SATELLITES
Meteor VTR2 -- 4

Data

Meteor MTR 3-1

Numter

16735

16191

Epoch year
Epoch day
Fracti )n of ca_'
Decal rate
Elset 10.
Inclination
Right ASC of .od3

86

86

195

197

.8303233
6E + -07

.89937475
2.3E + -06
276
82.54655001

14

82.5386001

269.7211

Eccertricity

15.5152
1.55E-0.3

ARG of perigee
Mean anoma 4
Mean motion
Epoct revoluf Ln

124.8895
235.372
13.8373807
670

2.1082E+
85.19376

The satellite receiving antenna siown here is identical to
one used by the author. The roof site is a commercia plant

03

that requires satellite reception for accurate weather irformation. Even the pros use the author's home -brew antenna.

275.1542
13.1694031

3492

weather -satellite pictures from overhead satellites while at
home. I asked Holly Johnson, a technician at Cape Kennedy
Air Force Station, to build for me an inexpensive antenna
to be placed on my roof. Holly designed one using a two inch diameter PVC pipe and four welding rods. He bought
the PVC pipe at a local hardware store for approximately
$3.00. He purchased welding rods from a local welding
shop for 50 cents each. The stainless -steel welding rods are
about 43- inches long and I/x inch in diameter. He put them
together, connected the welding rods, as illustrated in Fig.
I. What I didn't see at first were the two phasing cables
(made from RG62B coax) inside the pipe. I thought the
antenna was a spoof and remarked, "Is this a bird roost or
an antenna ?" Holly replied, "Believe it!"
An amateur radio operator told me about a small company
in New York (Vanguard Labs) that could send me a receiver

for less than $200.00 and that it was the size of a small book.
I remarked, "It's not thousands of dollars?" I was told to
"believe this, too!" I called Vanguard Labs, in Hollis, New
York, and spoke to a gentlemen named Andre. Andre told
me that he could ship the receiver to me with whatever crystals I needed. I purchased it with five crystals to get signals
from the 500- mile -high polar- orbiting Meteor vehicle and
NOAA birds of the United States. He suggested a preamplifier and sent that along also.
Holly brought the antenna over to my home with the appropriate cable that he had purchased from Radio Shack for
about $4.00. He had what they call hardware cloth, which
he had purchased from Scotty's hardware store for $ I.00.
It was actually just plain ordinary chicken wire, to be used
as a 4 -foot x 4 -foot ground plane for the antenna.
For the first test, Holly placed the chicken wire on the
lawn, with the coax cable running through the garage to the

END CAP

43 IN

RODS

(20F4)

STAINLESS STEEL
WELDING ROD ELEMENTS

1 -It doesn't take much to assemble
turnstile antenna for use as a satellite
skyhook. Tie roods must be 22 lches
above the ground plane that is made
from stock plywood and hardware cloth.
Don't get fooled by some nylon screen
cloth. Make sure that it shines ke copper
or aluminum. The mast should be about
24- inches long
can be cut down later
to the correct height. The end cap
will keep rain from soaking the ïables
inside the pipe (mast).

MOUNTEC22IN.ABOVE

Fig.
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.H.
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receiver. He had a 12 -volt power supply that he purchased
from a government- surplus outlet (The name had been
scratched off, but that is not important. Almost any bench top regulated + 12 -volt power supply will do the job). He
connected the supply with clip leads to the receiver and
plugged it into an outlet in the garage. He ran 30 feet of
speaker wire along the roof and into the Laserfax (inside the
house). 50 feet of speaker wire costs approximately $4.00.
We had the computer ephemeris and knew approximately
what time one of the satellites would be going over us. Sure
enough, we started to get a "beep- beep -beep" signal. Not a
strong one, but definitely a signal. Holly adjusted the antenna to try to optimize it and, we could see that by orienting
the welding -rod dipole configuration in various ways, the
signal strength would improve. Just for the fun of it, I turned
the fax machine on and voila! I got a very, very small, but
noisy picture. Holly then suggested that we needed to have
a more stable setup than that on the lawn. So he took a ladder
and went hack to the rooftop and with a couple pair of old
dungaree legs, full of sand from the backyard, tied at both
ends to form sandbags, he anchored the antenna to the chicken
wire onto the roof of the house. To run the cable, of which
he had plenty, he decided to cut a small hole in the window
screen at the side of the garage, hook up the back of the
receiver that way and left the antenna on the roof.

Message from Space
We then waited for the next satellite pass overhead. Lo
and behold! "Beep, beep," came from the speaker on the
Laserfax. Sure enough, the signal was stronger. Holly adjusted the antenna for optimum reception and the signal was
very strong. The picture, however, still had a lot of noise
in it and was still weak. I made another call to Andre of
Vanguard Labs and he suggested a newer preamp with a
special filter. He mailed that on to me in about a week. Being
in the wheelchair, I couldn't accomplish the adjustment myself, so Holly again came to my aid. We hooked up the new

The autior, Hank Brand.i, is a recognized satellite meteorologiat who resides in sunny Florida. Here he is at his
recei.ing station with the latest photograph in his hand.

preamp to the power supply, which sits on top of a file
cabinet in the garage. attached to the receiver. He plugged
it in, hooked up the w-res and waited patiently. At approximately 3:00 PM, the NOAA-9 bird came over. The signal
was extremely strong. After another trip to the roof to make
a few more adjustments to the antenna, the signal was very
loud. Eight minutes later a beautiful photo pair from Southern Canada to South America came. One picture was infrared showing temperatures of water, land, and cloud tops.
Then "thump, thump," was heard followed by a picture
from the Russian Meteor satellite. It was a large 10 -inch
picture. Each photo is worth a thousand words. To a satellite
meteorologist, it is worth much more.

:l
-. -.3'."v t.°
.d<<.

Th =_se two photos came from an American weather satellite on .anuary 5. 986. The one cr the left is taken by a
visible- ight camera and the right one is taken by an infrared camera. Ea:h photograph h Beta Is that the other
does not show. The warmer Gulf Stream current mass can be detected in the infrared photograph.
-
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Since that time, the only changes I've made was when I
replaced the power supply. I got a more up -to -date model,
a Transpac, for only a few dollars at a government supply
sale at Patrick Air Force Base. Since then, everything's been

functioning A -okay.
TABLE 2-EQUIPMENT/EQUIPMENT SOURCES
(For APT Satellite Receiving)
Receivers
Type

Source

Vanguard Model FMR- 260 -PL

Vanguard Labs
196 -23 Jamaica Avenue
Hollis, N.Y. 11412
(718) 468 -2720

YAESU 9600
Uniden Bearcat 175XL Scanner

Fair Radio Sales Company
Post Office Box 1105
1016 E. Eureka Street
Lima, Ohio 45802
(419) 223 -2196

Preamps
Vanguard Low Noise R.F.
Model 102 -W

Jamaica Avenue
Hollis, N.Y. 11412
196 -23

(718) 468-2720

Hamtronics LNA -144

Hamtronics, Inc.
650 Moule Road
Hilton, N.Y. 14468
(716) 392-9438

Cable
RG62B coaxial cable
(two 21.5 -in lengths)
RG58 coaxial cable (select
length required for lead -in run)

Any electronic -supply store

Any electronic -supply store

Facsimile Equipment:
Economical surplus facsimile
equipment

Atlantic Surplus Sales
3738 Nautilus Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11224
(212) 372-0349
Universal Shortwave Radio
1280 Aida Drive
Renoldsburg, OH 43068
(614) 866-4267

Home Computer Information
PC cards, software, cables,
monitors, etc.

Jack Berman
WIBGW
West Roxbury, MA 02131

IBM

Elmer W. Schwitteck, W2LAF
429 N. Country Club Drive
Atlantis, FL 33462

Apple

Jim MacLean
2112 S. Parsons Avenue
Melbourne, FL 32901
(305) 727-3646

Video Printer
The newest video printer for capturing images directly from a CRT
screen can be purchased for $900.00 It is Seikosha Model VP115, Seikosha Company, Cupertino, CA; Telephone: Phil Strong
408 446 -5820.

Shopping Makes It So
A surplus facsimile machine can be purchased from surplus for a few hundred or few thousand dollars (see Table
2). I have a Harris Laserfax...or you can display the images
on a home -computer monitor. High -quality prints for hard
copy can be achieved at a fraction of the cost of what it used
to be and, with that same computer. you can program the
satellite acquisition times and locations exactly (ephemeris).
You may want to leave your receiver on. and just wait for
the beeping beacon signals. But to determine exactly when
a satellite is to pass overhead, get the daily APT prediction
message transmitted over worldwide communications circuits under the heading TBUS -I for North -to -South orbits
in daylight hours, or TBUS -2 for South -to -North swings.
They tell the exact location and times of successive passes
each day. The APT Coordination, Direct Readout Services,
U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA /NESS, Washington, D.C., 20233, is a good source for any satellite status,
or Electronic Bulletin Board Information.

Reading the Photos
Visual satellite photos are very easy to understand because clouds are white and land masses are usually seen and
can be outlined by either computers or hand.
Infrared photos, however, are somewhat harder to comprehend without an explanation. Infrared film records thermal properties or temperatures-hot temperatures appear black
and cold temperatures appear white. Since high clouds, for
example, are colder than low clouds, the former appear much
whiter. Infrared cameras are used exclusively at nighttime
to detect clouds and thermal properties. Land and water temperatures can be distinguished with no clouds.
The ability to differentiate between clouds is important
because cold fronts are very easy to detect on photos and
can be tracked to determine speed of movement. In that
way, an exact time for arrival of a front with its inevitable
rain and wind can be ascertained.
Since infrared photos can also forecast freezing weather.
farmers can be forewarned of frost.
Further developments in infrared photography can be used
on home computers to devise a technique whereby nighttime
black- and -white thermal pictures can be converted to color.
Each color in a photo corresponds to a different temperature.
Due to advances in color digitized photography, observers now have a choice of colors which can be spread in any
temperature range. Hence, any color can be assigned any
temperature value for a specific photo.
In addition, hurricanes can also be spotted by both day
and night weather satellites. When monitored every three
hours, satellite photos indicate quite accurately the path and
severity of those tropical storms. Tracing storm movement
is like the puzzle, "follow the dots."
Thus, it is within the realm of possibility to utilize satellite
weather photos for close monitoring of agricultural conditions, as well as fire control or hurricane warnings.
Today, I get as many as a dozen photos or photo pairs day
and night, visual or infrared. Strange as it may seem, twenty
years ago in Saigon, I got less reception for more than ten
times the cost. I've come a long way and have made a lot
of personal and technological progress.
So, how about it? Some money, a little electronics knowledge, and initiative are all you need to become the first in your
area to receive satellite images of impending weather.
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THE DIRTY LITTLE
FM SNOOPER a,aK.,=..,
This snooper used as a fun gadget can bring many
hours of enjoyment to the listeners and listeners!
IT'S NOT JUST FOR SECRET AGENTS AND BOUDOIR
bandits! The Dirty Little FM Snooper was designed
for the amateur broadcaster, for weak -voiced stage
singers, as a baby -sitter replacement, and countless other
people with ethical applications. But, let's be honest:
Wouldn't you like to know what the team is saying about you
in the locker room? How's this party stopper: Broadcasting
the gals comments in the powder room? What, the Devil you
say? Exactly!
The Dirty Little FM Snooper is an FM transmitter that
consists of a simple condenser microphone, which is used to
modulate the output of a small, one- stage, FM transmitter.
The transmitter radiates a continuous wave whose frequency
is altered in sympathy with the sound waves striking the
microphone. You need only an ordinary FM- broadcast receiver (88 -108 MHz tuning range) to detect its output carrier.
A pocket FM receiver with an earphone plug will do the job.
When you tune across the FM dial in your town, you will
find one or more wide gaps where there are no broadcast
signals. Your Dirty Little FM Snooper should be tuned to one
of those gaps in the band so that you will pick up its minuscule signal loud and clear, and you won't cause any annoyNO,

ing interference to your neighbors. Don't worry too much
about your neighbors. The power output of the transmitter is
very low as specified by the FCC, so the Dirty Little FM
Snooper's output should not get too far. If you do irritate the
big guy next door, just tune to another gap in the band. If he's
a beer drinker, tune to the lower educational portion of the
dial -88-90 MHz.

Voice to FM Carrier
The Dirty Little FM Snooper's circuit is basically an RF
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oscillator that operates at around 100 MHz. Refer to Fig. I.
The most important parts of the oscillator are transistor QI
and the tuned circuit, which embraces the inductor LI and the
variable capacitor C5.
When the 9 -volt transistor-radio battery, BI, is connected,
a brief surge of current flows from the collector to the emitter
of QI, causing an alternating current (shock oscillation in the
resonant LC circuit) to flow back and forth between LI and
C5. An oscillating voltage, therefore, appears at the junction
of LI and C5. The frequency of the oscillation depends on the
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1 -The Dirty Little FM Snooper circuit is a one- stage,
transmitter. The condenser microphone, MIC1, couples
audio to transistor Q1 whose internal junction capacitance
provides a variable capacitance to the LC -tuned circuit,
thereby frequency modulating the output carrier.

Fig.
FM

values of LI and C5, so that varying the value of C5 tunes the
oscillations to the exact frequency desired.
The oscillating current in LI and CI would rapidly decay to
nothing, but for the fact that the oscillating voltage is fed back
via C4 to the emitter of QI. That action makes the base emitter current of transistor QI vary at the oscillation (resonant) frequency. That causes the emitter-collector current to
vary at the same frequency, keeping the current flowing in the
tuned circuit and continuing the oscillations. Some of the
energy in the oscillating electric and magnetic fields of the
tuned circuit is radiated as radio waves. partially by the circuit
itself and mainly by the antenna.

MICI

C3

C1

ANT

Modulation Made Easy
But why do sound waves arriving at the microphone vary
the frequency of those waves? They can do that because the
frequency of the oscillations depends on the total capacitance
in the oscillator circuit. Although tuning capacitor C5 accounts for the major part of the tuning capacitance, other
parts of the circuit also make minor contributions. In particular, the capacitance between the base and the collector of
QI has a small, but noticeable, effect on the oscillation
frequency. That capacitance, which is known as the junction
capacitance, is not a fixed value, but instead varies when the
voltage on the base of the transistor varies. Sound waves
striking the microphone induce a voltage that varies in time
with the sound and that voltage is applied via CI to the base of
QI, thereby frequency modulating the transmitter.

Solderman of the Board
It's unequivocally vital to use the printed- circuit board
detailed in Fig. 2, because one of the indispensable components, the RF- inductor LI, is actually part of the board itself.
You can make your own printed- circuit board from the template we supply or purchase one- details a bit later.
Begin by soldering the resistors onto the board. referring
to Fig. 3 for their locations. Next, mount the fixed capacitors
(CI, C2, C3, and C4), taking care that Cl. the electrolytic or
tantalum capacitor, is inserted with the correct polarity.
That leaves only two components to be mounted on the
printed- circuit board: The variable capacitor. C5, shouldn't
present any problems, because it can be installed without fear
of polarity problems. However, there are three holes for two
terminals; That's a problem you can solve quickly. Look at
the flip (foil) side of the board and notice that two holes are
electrically connected together. Once -upon -a -time C5 had
three mounting terminals, now it has two! Be absolutely
positive that one terminal of C5 connects to the lonesome
solder pad on the printed- circuit board, and that the other
terminal of C5 connects to one of the duo pads. The holes for
C5's terminals may be a bit tight. so ream them out gently;
only a millimeter may be required.

TERMINAL
HOLE FOR ANTENNA WIRE

The printed- circuit board is shown here completely wired,
except for battery and microphone connections. The time
required to assemble the components onto the board was only
20 minutes. You will spend much more time preparing the
plastic box and installing the microphone and printed- circuit
board.

The other component. transistor QI, must be oriented
correctly before it is soldered to the printed -circuit board.
Refer to the transistor terminal- identification drawing in Fig.
I. Seat the transistor in the board and solder in place.
Stop now and carefully inspect the board at this time. All
the leads should be clipped close to the board, solder connections should be shiny and bright, and the parts in their correct
locations as indicated in Fig. 3.

The Antenna
Since the Dirty Little FM Snooper is intended to be a shortrange transmitter, only a small antenna is necessary. Excellent results were obtained with an antenna about 5- inches
long, made from a piece of stiff wire soldered onto the
printed- circuit board at point A on Fig. 3. Longer antennas
will increase the range considerably. with the best range
being achieved with an antenna about 24- inches long.
However, apart from being unwieldy, such an efficient antenna is unwise
the Dirty Little FM Snooper transmission is
too powerful it will begin to interfere with other listeners of
the FM band and thus it may actually corrupt the purpose for
which it is being used.
Once all the parts are mounted on the PC board, you can
connect the battery-clip leads now (for BI), and the microphone (MICI) connections will follow.
You may decide to add a SPST, on/off switch (SI in Fig. I)
in series with one leg of the battery's leads. That can be done
any time after the project is completed.
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the Dirty Little FM
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3 -The board layout for the Dirty Little FM Snooper is
hassle free. Solder all -the parts to the board, then connect
the external leads. Use the battery clip as a power switch.

Fig.
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Boxing the Snooper

If you are going to house the wired Dirty Little FM
Snooper in a box, do not use a metal one. The box used by the
author is a srnall experimenters box made of plastic and it
came with an aluminum cover. Only two holes were drilled in
the box: one for the condenser microphone, MICI, and the
other hole for the antenna wire to protrude. The hole for the
microphone was hand reamed to an exact size so that the
microphone slipped in easily and held in place. A drop of
clear nail polish holds it in place. Do not force -fit the delicate
can be damaged.
microphone into the hole
Solder two uninsulated, solid, copper wires to the microphone terminals on the printed -circuit hoard and clip the
length to one inch. Slip the board into the box as shown in the
photo. With the microphone in place, the two added wires
will be along side the terminals of the microphone. The wire
that connects to ground (negative terminal of BI) connects to
the metal tab and negative terminal of MICI. The other wire
connects to the positive terminal of MICI . Refer to Figs. I and
3 for additional details.
Slip a V -inch to I -inch square of %s -inch foam that has sell
adhesive stick' um on both surfaces under the printed- circuit
board, and press down gently, securing the board to the box.
Attach the battery clip to BI and try to fit it into the box
sideways
just doesn't make it. Snip off the plastic vinyl
covering on the clip and now the battery will fit snugly
without need for any mounting arrangement.

-it

-it

Setting Up
Tune your Dirty Little FM Snooper to a point on the FM
dial where there are no broadcast stations near by. With the
radio microphone fairly close to your receiver and turned on,
use a small non -metalic screwdriver to adjust the variable
capacitor. C5. At some point you should hear a terrible
"howl" through the receiver. The Dirty Little FM Snooper is
PARTS LIST FOR THE
DIRTY LITTLE FM SNOOPER

CAPACITORS
16 -WVDC. electrolytic (or tantalum)
C2, 03- 470 -pF. ceramic
-pF. ceramic
C4
C5- 1- 30 -pF. trimmer

-6

RESISTORS
(All resistors are Y2 -watt, 5% units)
R1- 27,000 -ohm
R2- 56,000 -ohm
R3- 12,000 -ohm
R4-100 -ohm

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
B1
-volt, transistor -radio battery

-9

L1- Center-tapped

coil (part of printed -circuit board)

MIC1- Condenser microphone

The completed Dirty Little FM Snooper is ready to be buttoned up and put to respectable use. Never use the project in an
application that you would not want used in a similar way on
yourself. your friends, or family. Be certain that everyone will
laugh when what you have done has been revealed to them.

now transmitting on the same frequency that your FM receiver is tuned to. That condition sets up acoustic feedback,
because the Dirty Little FM Snooper is too close to the FM
receiver's loudspeaker. Turn the receiver off, leave C5 set in
the same position, and move the receiver away from the Dirty
Little FM Snooper. Now turn your FM receiver on again and
get a friend to speak at the microphone. For complete clarity,
you may need to alter the tuning of your receiver slightly.
If you do not own a non -metalic screwdriver, fabricate one
from an old solid plastic stirrer used to make bar drinks. You
can carve or file a blade that will turn the rotor of Cl.

Power Consumption
The Dirty Little FM Snooper consumes power all the time
it is on, whether there is any sound being transmitted or not,
so batteries don't last too long. You can expect a 9 -volt,
transistor-radio battery to last about ten hours. Use a bigger
battery or a 9 -volt power supply (wall -plug module power
supply) if you want continuous use for longer periods. The
battery clip is used as an on -off switch.
Radio FM microphones like the Dirty Little FM Snooper
are used extensively by stage performers and by professional
eavesdroppers, but they do have more mundane uses as well.
The Dirty Little FM Snooper can be used for any kind of
remote monitoring of sounds. For example, you can use one
to hear your phone or doorbell ringing when you're sitting out
in the backyard, or to make sure you don't miss a word of
your favorite TV program while you're in the kitchen. It
makes for an excellent baby alarm, too, because the Dirty
Little FM Snooper can go anywhere that baby goes. Just
don't forget to bring an FM receiver with you.

Q1- 2N3564 transistor

-SPST slide switch (optional)
Printed -circuit board, 3 -1/4 x 2'/8 x 11/13-in., experimenters
box (Radio Shack 270 -230), battery- connector clip,
clear nail polish, foam spacer, solid hookup wire, stiff
antenna wire, solder, etc.
S1

The printed -circuit board, parts mounted on it, and the
microphone are available in kit form for $9.50 plus $2.00
for shipping and handling costs from Imtronics Industries, Inc., 11930 31st Court N., St. Petersburg, FL
33702. Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery.
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The Dirty Little
FM Snooper is shown

here buttoned up with
the battery inside and
attached. Its ready to go!
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Cool Drinks, Small
Sound: Cool Sounds

2

Technological Detour:
Sharp Handy Copier

3

Small Wonder

signed. Panasonic has packed lots of in
formation onto the palm -size case and all
(and then some) of the standard recorder

TWO SPEED MICROCASSETTE RE- functions inside.
CORDER (RN -36). Manufactured by:
The system's tiny cassettes are roughly
Panasonic Co., One Panasonic Way, the size and dimensions of a matchbox
Secaucus, NJ 07094. Price: $219.95.
(of the sort given out in stylish res-

TV Exposure: Color

Video Printer

4

On Your Head: Toshiba

Digital Radio

5

Remote Possibility:
The Universal Onkyo

6

More Fun in Bed: GloPage Night Lite

7

In consumer electronics, there appears to
be an inverse relationship between an
item's size and its retail price: the smaller
the product, the heftier its cost. If you
were told of a relatively unremarkable
tape recorder which carries out its func-

taurants and bars) and come in either
60 -or 90- minute lengths. The RN -36 offers two speeds, via a control on the bottom of the recorder, with "long play

significantly extending recording time.
Starting from the recorder's top left
corner, the mite includes a microphone
jack; play, record, rewind, fast forward
and stop /eject controls; a built -in mic
(which slips out so a supplied remote
microphone, complete with pause control, can be connected); a three -digit tape
counter; a record /battery indicator
lamp; mic sensitivity adjustment; volume control and a jack for either the supplied earphones or the connector for the
unit's separate speaker stand.
The left end of the recorder is taken up
by a compartment for a single "AAA"
battery, above which is a jack for the
supplied AC adapter. The arrangement
of controls and connectors covers a great
deal of functional ground in a very small

tions more than adequately but which is
priced at the upper end of the portable
market, chances are you wouldn't be
much interested.
But if you learned the recorder in
question, Panasonic's RN -36 Microcassette Recorder was about the size of a
standard audio cassette (2'4" x 3 %" x
'/ "), your interest might be piqued. The
RN-36, even with its separate "power
booster speaker system" is no marvel of
high fidelity, and it doesn't do much
of anything faster or better or more
smoothly than conventional tape recorders with a lower price tag. But it surely is
small.
The RN -36 is diminutive and, in our space.
use of the device, very thoughtfully de-

(Continued on page 2)
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MICRO RECORDER
(Cont. from p. 1)

The separate speaker acts as a stand
for the RN-36 during playback, with the
palm-size recorder sitting at a slight rake
on the front of the system. The stand itself includes a tone control ( "high,"
"low "), a battery indicator lamp and
a compartment in its bottom for two

"AA" batteries.
When not in use, the cord connecting
recorder to speakers also stores in the
same space. A minor flaw seems to be
that it's impossible to open the compartment without taking its plastic door off,
which means a certain amount of fumbling everytime you stow or use the

Radio Cool
COOL SOUNDS COOLER /RADIO.
Manufactured by: Sun Hill Industries,
Glendale Commerce Park, 48 Union St.,
Stamford, CT 06906. Price: $34.95.
Usefully enough, our test of the Cool
Sounds Cooler /Radio coincided with
the height of New York's oppressive
mid -summer heat. Unhappily, however,
management at GADGET was not convinced that a proper test of this combination beverage cooler -AM /FM radio demanded a day at the beach, to be financed out of our research budget.
Manhattan's acres of concrete "beach"
allowed us to put the cooler end of this
combo through its hot -weather paces,
even if the crowded city sky made use of
its built -in radio, at least, problematical.
At about 10 o'clock in the morning,
we filled the Cool Sounds with ice.
Although the simple directions didn't
suggest this, they didn't caution against
it. About three hours later, we left the
air- conditioned confines of GADGET's
testing grounds with Cool Sounds slung
over our shoulder via its carrying straps
and its supplied earphones in place. Even
in intense heat there's something about
carrying beach gear around in an urban
setting that made us feel and (as our co

speaker connection.
In a variety of audio situations, the
RN -36 proved itself a dependable, if not
extraordinary recorder. We appreciated
Panasonic's inclusion of a mic sensitivity
control after trying to record an interview in a room filled with background
noises.
The unit's cassette mechanism gave us
pause in two respects. Twice, in loading
a cassette, the RN -36 began eating the
tape, possibly a result of our haste but
something that should be noted. In both
instances, we were able to retrieve the
tape and its contents, so the damage
wasn't serious.
A second shortcoming was the RN36's performance in transcription. Slip-

page between where the tape was when
"stop" was engaged and where it was
when play began again was enough that
much manipulation of the stop- rewindplay controls was necessary to get the

workers confirmed) look more than
slightly foolish.
After an hour in the blazing sun (since
we were testing Cool Sounds we made it
a point of honor to avoid the shade), we
returned to the office and examined the
remaining ice. Despite heavy condensation on the bottom of the pack, meltage
was minimal considering the 90 -plus
degree heat through which the Cool
Sounds had been carried. Its insulation
certainly seems enough for a day at the
beach.
Its water- resistant radio, however,
meets somewhat more marginal stand-

ards. An AM /FM unit powered by four
"AA" batteries, it includes both a built in speaker and headphone jack. Given
the sophisticated audio performance
available in portable music systems (in a
wide range of price levels), the Cool
Sounds receiver is minimal in its performance. Tuning, via a single, crowded
knob, is only functional.
Still, how many boom boxes or portable audio systems will keep a six pack
chilled and ready for refreshment? Although given the dimensions of the Cool
Sounds bag, its capacity isn't much beyond a single six pack. -G.A.

recorded words onto paper.
With its supplied carry pouch, the
RN-36 fits easily into a shirt or coat
pocket. Even given its diminutive size,
the recorder appears to be a sturdy
enough unit. Our publisher has used an
RN-36 for some time in all sorts of places
and situations and has found its performance unvarying.
Panasonic has managed to pack real
utility into a very small package. Maximum value in a micro -size is no small
feat, even in this split- second age. -G.A.
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Dada Machine
HANDY COPIER (Z-HCI). Manufactured by: Sharp Electronics Corp., Sharp
Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430. Price:
S 189.95.
The hand -held copier is undoubtedly the

outstanding electronic novelty of this
past year. "Novelty," of course, is a label
the manufacturers of these devices
would object to. Advertising and marketing copy for the products tend to
boost their utility as study aides or in the
handling of paper work.
There's little doubt that the hand -held
copier has its specialized uses. But as
gadget fans, we're near positive that potential utility, at this point, isn't the main
attraction. Instead, the twin fascinations
of miniaturization and portability give
these diminutive copiers their consumer
appeal.
In May we reported our tests of the
Silver Reed Porta Copy (p. 3), even
though Sharp's Z -HCI Handy Copier
had reached retail outlets first (April, p.
12). Before examining the Sharp version,
we were inclined to minimize differences
with its counterparts.

But hands -on experience with the device demonstrated that the Z -HCI represents a significantly different approach to a portable, small -size text and

graphics copier. At first glance, there's
something almost archaic in the Handy
Copier's appearance, a throwback to an

NOVEMBER/1987

earlier era of consumer design.
Roughly the size of a hardbound
book, copy scanning is performed with a
separate pen -style "wand." The copier
itself includes a built -in, rechargeable
6 -volt battery, a storage compartment
for the unit's single roll of thermal copying paper and the device's seven controls.
Besides the power switch with light,
these include the paper feed, a repeat
function (which makes multiple copies
of materials given only a single scanning), "clear" button and three specialized Handy Copier features.
One switch sets the machine for
graphic or word scanning. A feature
labeled "zoom" will double the size of
any letters or text lines scanned, while
"layout," according to Sharp, can "take
information from two sources and print
them side -by -side for easy reference."
The copy wand has a single control, a
button marked "read," and it scans text
or graphics with what Sharp identifies as
an "amorphous silicon head," capable
of reading text line-by -line at the rate of
"110 millimeters per second."
As we discovered in familiarizing ourselves with the Handy Copier, the device's wand reads like humans in the
West do, from left to right. If the "read"
button is not kept on the left during scanning, or if the wand is moved from the
end of a line to its beginning, the copied
text will appear as mirror image of the
original.
Given the copy paper's width, 314",
the Z -HCI also makes numerous deci-

sions regarding arrangement of longer
lines in this narrow space. Both of these
aspects suggest the Handv Copier is a
good deal more complex than its Silver
Reed counterpart.
The paper roll included with the Handy Copier was used up in just getting the
hang of the device. Accurately and
legibly copying material is not the effortless line scanning Indicated in Sharp
promotional material. The wand's small
"reading window" makes it easy to
wander off a line. The scanner's copy
guide markings, at least for a left- handed
person, are awkward to use and tough to
keep an eye on.
Perhaps in recognition of this, the
Z-HCI is sold with a plastic copying
guide frame, primarily for use with
graphics, but also helpful in scanning
text. Using it keeps the scanning wand on
a steady path and assures that each pass
neither overlaps nor creates gaps in the
copied image or words.
Steady pressure and an even surface
are also important in successful Handy
Copier manipulation. A switch on the
side of the copy wand adjusts the unit for
duplication of either light or dark
originals. In carrying out a basically simple process, the Z -HCI demands that its
user keep a number of factors in mind.
Practice won't necessarily produce perfection.
As a portable machine, the Handy
Copier is sold with a fabric carry case. Its
recharger does not function as an
adapter, so the unit's b jilt-in battery is its
(Continued on page 8)
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Freeze Frame
COLOR VIDEO PRINTER (VV- 100A).
Manufactured by: Hitachi Sales Corp.
of America, 1290 Wall St. W., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071. Price: $3,995.
We have to admit we're slightly befuddled by the VY-100A Color Video
Printer from Hitachi, but we don't mind

confessing to our confusion. Judging
from the device's instruction booklet
and the marketing of the unit, Hitachi is
equally unsure of just what the future
holds for this impressive piece of electronic engineering.
It's certainly clear what the VY-100A
does. In something like a minute plus 20
seconds, the Video Printer can take an
image off a monitor or television screen
and reproduce it as a 3" by 4" bordered
snapshot with exceptionally good color
and detail.
The Hitachi press release says the VY100A "offers 525 lines of resolution,"
making for near 35mm image quality.
The printer draws on an electronic palette of "64 tones of color," in order to
produce "near- photographic quality

voted to memory select explains: "A TV
set displays one picture for 1/30 seconds.
If all 525 lines were scanned at a time,
light and shade would occur in the TV
picture resulting in flickering. To prevent
this, the field of view is scanned twice to
compose one picture." The section goes
on to explain that "a picture displayed
only by one scanning (lines to 263 or
263 to 525) is called a field picture, and a
picture formed by two scannings (line
to 263 and 263 to 525) are [sic] called a
1

1

frame picture."
The scanning, in use, is obvious.
When the Video Printer is engaged, the
image on the TV or monitor screen is
pictures."
In printing, the VY- 100A's "thermal suddenly frozen, then a wipe slowly
transfer step -up unit," uses a "dye moves across the screen leaving behind it
transfer process with ink cartridge and a blank. When the process is complete,
dye transfer thin film." Promised for the the live image (not the one selected for
near future is a film format which will video printing) reappears.
What's not clear from either use of the
enable Hitachi's color video printers to
machine or from the instruction manproduce color transparencies.
Besides capturing images more or less ual is which of the two printer pictures
directly from the screen, the VY-100,4 (frame or field) should be selected for use
has a memory function (Hitachi rates it in which situations.
The detailed charts proporting to
at 460 -kbytes) which allows images to be
stored for later reproduction. There's outline use of the memory select buttons
also a function which allows the date and is equally obscure. Step-by -step diathe time to be superimposed in the grams show which buttons (frame or
print's lower right corner. GADGET fields A and B) put the picture into
was able to do all of this with the Color memory circuit A or B. The instructions
Video Printer, so where did our confu- go on to outline which frame or field buttons to use for "slow picture," "rapidsion arise?
Its source is an all- too -familiar one, ly moving picture," "still picture from
the instruction manual which accom- VTR" or "picture from MSX personal
panies the VY-100A. Frankly, between computer"
It seems clear enough, but in our tests
confusing nomenclature and badly constructed sentences, we found the manual we were never able to select an image,
less than helpful in guiding us in use of press a memory button, then bring the
image out of the device as a picture. We
the unit.
Although the printer clearly has a were missing something, no doubt, but
memory (the first picture out of it when no section of the manual (including a
we turned it on was an image stored from page- and -a -half "Problem Guide ") told
an earlier demonstration of the device), us either what we did wrong or what we
the manual's description of how to use it weren't doing. A phone discussion with
a Hitachi technician, whom we called for
is terribly convoluted. The "Memory
select" control on the front of the further guidance in connecting the dePrinter has three buttons -"frame," vice to a Proton 625 monitor /receiver,
left us as confused as ever.
"field A" and "field B."
The confusion carries over into the
A section at the bottom of the page de-
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controls. There are two
"memory" buttons which, although
VY- 100A's

they carry out different functions, are
both imprinted with the same symbol.
A third control is labeled "memory/
source." But none of these complaints
touches on the device's impressive functioning.
Prints are sharp and well -focused and
the prospect of being able to capture
images off of a TV screen adds yet another dimension to contemporary video.
Imagine, for example, using a camcorder
to capture some moments of family life,
then loading the cassette into your VCR
and running off a few snapshots to send
to some out -of -town relatives.
Or consider its applications in news gathering. Images from overseas TV
broadcasts could be captured and, without the intervention of a camera or photographer taking a picture from a screen,
reproduced in magazine or newspaper
coverage.
Unfortunately, widespread consumer
access to this Color Video Printer seems
a distant possibility. This is where we
discern some confusion on Hitachi's
part. Although initially we read of plans
to offer this in a consumer model, that
idea has apparently been put on the
shelf. Aside from the high cost of the
VY-100A itself, its ink -and -paper cartridges retail for $99.95. With 20 pre -cut
sheets of paper in each cartridge, that
makes for a per -picture cost of a little
under $5. There is a less expensive corn panion model to the VY -100,4, the VY50A which uses half the colors (32) and
retails for a mere $2,495.
Still, the Hitachi Color Video Printer
is a harbinger of video applications yet
to be explored or exploited. From
GADGET's vantage point, it's a marvelous extension of media. An exciting indication of potential and of changes in
visual media just beginning to show
themselves. We only wish that the
100A 's print support, that is its instruction manual, was as clear as the pictures
the device produces. -G.A.
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Head Trip
AM /FM STEREO SYNTHESIZER
HEADPHONE RECEIVER (RP- 2066).
Manufactured by: Toshiba America,
Inc., 82 Totowa Rd., Wayne, NJ 07470.
Price: $79.95.

Personal stereos come in a variety of
"flavors," from monster boom boxes to
Walkman-style cassette recorders. One
style favored by those people who want
to be freed of wires, battery packs or
anything that would distract them or occupy their hands is the all -in -one stereo
receiver, with the whole unit packed into
a single lightweight headset.
Toshiba's newest entry into this product category, the RP-2066, is on the
whole disappointing. We don't want to
seem to enlist ourselves in the wholesale
Toshiba -bashing that's become endemic
in the wake of the company's controversial dealings with the U.S.S.R., but this
particular product exhibited several
shortcomings. While some of the difficulties encountered in the GADGET
field test of the RP -2066 may be attributable to the conditions themselves
(Manhattan is a notoriously fickle arena
for radio reception), these may be taken
into account, with the tally still weighing
against a recommendation.
To begin with, the complete title for
the small, unassuming gadget is actually
quite a mouthful: "AM /FM Stereo Synthesizer Headphone Receiver with Digital Tuner." We were initially quite pleased
with that "digital," since our preference
is for digital tuners, with their station

signal so reassuringly displayed numerically. An analog tuner at times smacks of
approximation: is the tuner cued exactly,
or would a shade of adjustment "true
in" the signal to the final degree?
Toshiba's RP-2066 does indeed have
a digital tuner. It lacks, however, a digital display, which leaves one in essentially the same quandry as with an analog
model-the feeling of "where am I ?" on
the radio band. The RP -2066 steps
through the frequencies a signal at a
time, soit does manage to totally blanket
the band. But the user's sense of control
is limited by the lack of a digital readout.
The unit is light (10 oz.) and designed
so that the battery pack (in the left side)
balances with the tuner control (on the
right). There is a small LCD readout
which displays incremental bands of
black to indicate the wavelength to
which the unit is tuned. The on /off button is a small round bump at the bottom

of the control panel; the tuner buttons
are larger and triangular, and these are
differentiated from the five memory buttons by making the latter rectangular.
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wheel The other controls are volume
style adjustment at the bottom of one
headphone -and frequency mode, a
three- setting AM /FM /FM Stereo switch
at the top side of the other headphone.
The RP-2066 has a search mode which
scans the wavelength and automatically stops at signals it considers strong
enough. The problem we had with the
unit repeatedly was one of reception.
Again, Manhattan is not the ideal locale
to test a small, free -antenna radio, but
when we took the RP -2066 to the country, in upstate New York, we experienced
the same difficulties. Another fault is
that the unit sits far too loosely upon the
head, making it unsuitable for jogging
without some additional method of
securing it, such as a headband or bandana.
Compared to other units of this type,
we'd rate the RP -2066 near the bottom
end of the spectrum instead of the top.
When you are unable to locate enough
station signals to fill a radio tuner's fiveentry memory, you have to believe something is wrong. -G.R.
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Unchecked electronic home entertainment proliferation no longer means a
tangled mess of wires and unsightly connections. In this age of the infrared remote control, it means, rather, a coffee
table clutter of up to a half dozen small
black rectangles, each beaming its commands to its designated device, oblivious
to its brother remotes.
A way to streamline and organize this
mess is to put all your remotes into one
package, using Onkyo's Programmable
Remote. A sort of zoning ordinance for
technological sprawl, the RC- AVIMaccepts the infrared commands of virtually
any remote control on the market, learns
to mimic them, and is thus able to
reproduce a whole host of signals, from
the one which tells your compact disc
player to skip a song to the one which
shuts your VCR off for the night.
The key to all this -the key to so much
of the audio /video revolution -is computer electronics. At the heart of the RCA VIM is an 8 -bit microchip. Using all
the variables supplied on the 34-key control, the user can program over 50
separate commands, each using a
specific "learned" infrared frequency.
In addition, there are another two dozen
commands lodged in the unit's memory
for use with Onkyo products exclusively,
but these may be reprogrammed to control other products. Actually, the grand
total of possible learned commands for
the RC -AVIM is over 90!
Now, it would take quite the consummate gadget freak to utilize 90 different
commands, but it is comforting to know
the capability is there. The functions are
packed into a sleek 1'4" x 2'4" x 7" control, with a small protruding battery
cavity that allows the unit to sit at a
slightly raised angle. The top face is
taken up by five LCD status signals, four
of which walk the user through the
signal -learning programming process
and one of which is an error light that
doubles as a low- battery warning.
Programming is a fairly direct process. The whole unit is converted to a
learning /programming mode by a small,
recessed switch set into the rear of the
casing. A three -setting master switch
allows the programmer to choose from
three modes: an "Audio" mode which is
preprogrammed for Onkyo video pro-
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ducts, a video mode for VCR and television controls, and an auxiliary mode for
stereo or CD programming. As was indicated before, the "Audio mode may
also be reprogrammed far non -Gnkyo
products.
The heads of the original remote and
the RC -A VIM are brought together,
corresponding buttons are pushed, and
the Onkyo unit "learns" the signal from
its progenitor. In our GADGET test, we
found that a widely varying time was
necessary for the programming to be accomplished. A Sony Betamax remote
control command was transferred within
a few seconds, while a rather anc,enr. Zenith television remote was more prob-

lematic, ani took several tries and a bit
of experimenting.
Compared to several other program mabie rem tes on the market, the Onkyo
stands up we :I primarily because of its
compact design. The programming pro ceis was easy and effective, taking about
30 minutes to transfer three separate
video and audio remotes into one. An
erasable template is provided in case you
want to note your own command sequences. and there is a reset switch in
orde- to provide for updates and additions. All in al!, the RC -AVIM impressed us as a streamlined bit of technologicl wizarcry, essential for the dedicatec contrnl freak. -G.R.
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Deluxe Lux
GLO -PAGE READ 'N WRITE NIGHT
LITE (model 20). Distributed by:
International Marketing Concepts, Inc.,
800 W. Central Rd., Mt. Prospect, IL
60056. Price: $20.

Here's a wonderful example of the "why
didn't someone think of this before"
style of gadget. Personal reading lights
have been marketed in a multitude of
tiny, portable, flexible, adjustable and
unusual forms for years.
They've been designed to clip to the
edge of a page or fasten to a variety of
surfaces at all different angles. Although
we haven't seen it, we're sure there's got
to be one which is a bedtime variation on
the miner's lamp, to be worn on the fore heac and directed at a page.
Along comes the Glo-Page and, it
would seem from our test, its designers
have a better idea. It's a simple device, a
tapered slab of lucite (5'4" x 7'4 ") with a
blacx plastic bar at the top.
Inside this bar, at the center and
mounted vertically, is a tiny 4.8 V clear
light bulb. The model 20, the most basic
of the Glo -Page Read 'n Write Night
Lites, comes equipped with a case for
four "C" batteries and a connecting
cord.
In an ordinarily lighted room, it's difficult to tell whether the Glo -Page is on,
but in a darkened room, it glows with a
pleasing, soft illumination. To use, the
reader merely puts the transparent surface over the page and reads through
the glowing lucite. In order to write, a
single piece of paper is positioned on
top of the Glo -Page, with the illumination coming through the sheet.
While in our tests, the Glo -Page
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seemed comfortable to read with, we
wish it came equipped with the okay of
some lighting expert or other. Anything
designed to let you read or write in the
dark, conjures up the sound of a mother
warning, "you'll ruin your eyes."
We were also somewhat concerned
about scratches marring the Glo- Page's
lucite surface. But in use, they turned out
to be immaterial, certainly not distracting or otherwise a detriment to comfortable reading.
Not so easily dismissed was the heat
factor. That tiny bulb in the Glo -Page
raises the temperature of the device's top
to an uncomfortable degree. Not dangerous, but still alarming when you accidentally brush an arm or wrist across it.
We'd feel a tad apprehensive about falling asleep with the Glo -Page glowing on
through the night.

Besides the battery case and connecting cord, the Glo -Page model 20 comes
equipped with a fabric travel pouch, a
replacement bulb and a tablet and pen.
The more elaborate models 30 and 50
include the above, plus a 110V AC
adapter and a I2V vehicle adapter. The
model 50 also includes a rechargeable
battery pack, available for use with other
Glo-Page models as a separate accessory
(for about $19.95).
We were interested to discover that the

Glo -Page instruction sheet suggests
cleaning its lucite surface with toothpaste. With International Marketing
Concepts, Inc. 's emphasis on accessories
and extras for this handy night light,
we're a bit surprised the firm isn't selling
a special "Glo -Page cleaning paste."
But, there's always next year's model ...
.

-G.A.
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SHARP HANDY COPIER

(Cont. from p. 3)
only power source. The 12' long copy
paper rolls are sold in packs of five at a
suggested retail price of $3.95.
Although sold as a study and paperwork tool, we predict that fine and
graphic artists will be among the Handy
Copier's first fans. As we discovered in
our tests, not following the rules for successful copying can produce fascinating
oddities and startling variations of
familiar images. In its text applications,
the Z-HC1 might also become an artistic
tool.
Novelist William Burroughs, for example, first came to literary notice with a
technique referred to as "cut -up" composition. The author would slice up
some selected or created text, then randomly rearrange the words into something new.
With a Sharp Handy Copier, Burroughs could have eliminated the cut and -paste stage of the creative process,
instead merely scanning material, then
printing out his "cut -up" composition.
Participants in the First World War
era's "dada" movement would have

Neatnik Beardo
PANASONIC RECHARGEABLE
BEARD /HAIR TRIMMER (ER -388).
Manufactured by: Matsushita Appliance Co., One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. Price: $27.95.
In testing this compact beard /hair trim-

mer, GADGET received proof positive
that the device delivers a smooth, close,

comfortable trim. Sending it home on
Friday with a staffer who was bearded,
Monday it returned to the office with the
tester, clean -shaven for the first time
since coming to work here.
"I got a little carried away," was his
explanation, but to us this was a solid indication that the ER -388 is a worthy
entry into a crowded consumer field.
Although we'd not seen the ER -388
before, it probably isn't a new product.
To our untrained eyes, its design and
especially its cutting blades resemble
nothing so much as an old- fashioned
barber's electric hair clipper, slimmed
down and made rechargeable.
Downright austere in appearance, the
Beard /Hair Trimmer has just two parts
-the appliance itself and a slip -on
plastic comb attachment. This fits over
the cutting head in one of three clearly
marked positions for "long," "short"
and "medium" trims.
The unit's recharger is built into the
Page 8/GADGET
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Handy Copier-produced imagery
hailed the Sharp Handy Copier as technology designed for literary and artistic
rebellion.
While we have a few doubts about the
utility of the Z -HC1, we admit to being
fascinated by it. Its copied text and im-

age capabilities are crude, at least judged
by full -size copy devices. But in taking a
different tack in the design of this product, Sharp has created something the
capabilities of which await exploration.

-G.A.

Trimmer's base. A switch on the bottom extends a pair of prongs for insertion into a standard outlet, with eight
hours of charge providing 45 minutes of
trimming. A note in the directions says
that the unit's battery, based on twice monthly charging, has a life of roughly
four years. Presumably it can be replaced as in somewhat fractured English the
directions advise, "When the life has
been reached, consult Panasonic service center."
Included with the device is a cleaning
brush and a small container of lubricant
for application to the metal blades which
also have a specified life. Although this
varies depending on "frequency and
length of usage," Panasonic says, "if
cutting efficiency is reduced substantial-

despite correct maintenance, the
blades have exceeded the life time and
should be changed."
Our test subject reported that a curly
beard renders the ER -388's plastic comb
attachment unusable. While it might
work for the straight -haired among the
bearded, after struggling with it for a few
strokes, our tester merely shaved sans
plastic comb.
But the ER -388 does correct a defect
of many other trimmers. In doing sideburns or touching up facial hair, other
trimming devices often obscure the view,
making it difficult to see what you're
doing and just what, or how much,
you're cutting. In contrast, the simple
cutting head of this Panasonic product
ly

makes visual guidance easy.
Besides its main use, the Panasonic
ER -388 can be used to cut hair with its
comb attachment removed. Cautiously
the instructions merely state, "fringe cut
and outline cut can be done."
For the hirsute, this Panasonic Beard/
Hair Trimmer may well establish itself as
a necessity. Although if our GADGET
tester's experience is any guide, it might
render itself obsolete in just one ses-

sion.-G.A.
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We're tempted to label this, "the boom box that ate North Palm
Beach" and we offer it to readers who may have wondered, will the
trend to larger and larger portable audio systems ever end? The Giant
Boom Box comes from Electronic Media Consultants, Inc. (1208 U.S.
Highway One, N. Palm Beach, FL 33408) and it's described as "a giant
fiberglass box that looks, acts and sounds like a radio and plugs in anywhere a radio station or sponsor wants to draw a crowd." Designed for
radio promotional activity and the like, this live -in boom box is some 20
feet long, features "studio quality" wiring and is even on wheels for use
in parades. By last March, Electronic Media Consultants had sold some
60 of these to U.S. radio stations with orders and projected sales of an
additional 60 Giant Boom Boxes by year's end. If you move now, you
can be the first on your block to actually live inside your audio system.
Price: S29,995.
Up in New England, cradle of the American timepiece industry, Solder
Absorbing Technology, Inc. (144 Oakland St., Springfield, MA 01108) is
pretty excited about its new battery- operated Electronic Timer (ECT-1).
The unit incorporates a stopwatch, countdown, alarm, count -up timer as
well as a clock. The timer is equipped with a memory and "does not
need to be keyed in again for repetitive identical timer settings." It's
fitted with a multi -purpose clip to fit "almost any attachment needs."
How excited is Solder Absorbing Technology, Inc. about this new product? Well, from now until the end of November, the company is cutting the ECT -l's regular price of $24.50 to introduce it to buyers. Payment in advance also means Solder pays postage. Price: $19.90 (through
Nov. 1).

Here's a subtle touch for the energy- conserving home. With this
device, householders can quickly warm up a room, for a period of from
30 minutes to 12 hours, with a touch of a button. Then the Clark Automatic Vacancy Setback Thermostat automatically returns the temperature to the lower, energy-conserving level. Available from Free Market
(1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 638, Washington, DC 20036), the
unit includes an indicator light which operates during the "comfort
cycle." The product carries a one -year warranty and is available in three
different models, corresponding to gas, oil or solar heating systems
(model C -2), electric heat (C -1) and non -heat -pump heating /cooling systems (C -4). Price: $100.75- $141.75.
Compact discs, of course, are supposed to be handier to store and
transport than the 12" LP, so how come accessory manufacturers expend so much effort coming up with systems to store and transport this
newest in audio convenience? Take Discwasher (4309 Transworld Rd.,
Schiller Park, IL 60176), the same firm that came up with a cleaning
system for those "maintenance- free" CDs. The latest from Discwasher
are new CD Storage Cases, in ten -disc and five -disc sizes, which also
hold a portable CD player. Lightweight and featuring rugged water resistant construction, their design allows a user to flip through the
stored discs, while windows allow visual inspection of individual disc
jewelbox edge labels. Price: $8.95 (5 -CD unit); $12.95 (10 -CD unit).

Bits 8 Pieces

Giant Boom Box

Electronic Timer

CD Stt:rage Cases

This product could put a little excitement into contemporary electronic
lifestyles via some electronic cultural confusion. Citizen Consumer Products (CBM America Corp., 2999 Overland Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90064) promises "new excitement" with a Calculator "styled like TV
remote control devices." The model SLD -780 is a slimline, desktop
model, featuring "sleek contoured lines, 8 -digit LCD display, repeat

functions, percentage capability, chain calculations, reciprocal and markup features, plus three-key memory." Best of all, at least in Citizen's
corporate eye, it looks just like a TV remote control device. Imagine if
this trend spreads to other electronic products- refrigerators that look
like TVs, VCRs that appear to be copying machines, tape recorders
tricked out as CRT units, the potential for creative camouflage is limitless. The next move for Citizen Consumer Products? How about a combination calculator /TV remote control unit? Price: $11.95.
NOVEMBER/1987
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Bits & Meces

Boo Hope Golfer

Micro Weather Station

Talk about your Bob Hope Classic, this item puts us in mind of a
period in our youth when Bob and Bing (Crosby) used to appear on TV
screens driving specially designed golf carts on behalf of an orange juice
brand. Bing's sported a pipe and golf hat, while Bob's was outfitted
with a replica of the Hope proboscis. This item, before we got carried
away with nostalgia, refers to the Bob Hope Golfer, a radio -controlled
miniature cart with a Bob figure swinging his club at the buggy's front.
According to The Synchronics Catalog (Unique Merchandise Mart,
Bldg. 42, Hanover, PA 17333), "Bob responds to fingertip radio commands that allow him complete freedom of movement, he will drive,
chip and putt." The rig comes with three golf clubs, four tees, four
balls, two golf bags and a trio of magnetic flags /holes. Synchronics gives
the distinct impression that this radio -controlled replica is a better golfer
than its flesh -and -blood inspiration. It's also said to be a "real test" of
the user's skills. Fore! Price: $100.

We're suckers here at GADGET for the world's "smallest" anything,
which is probably why Magnaphase Industries, Inc. (1502 Pike St. N.W.,
Auburn, WA 98001) sent us its announcement of the Micro Weather Station, at 2.7" square, "the world's smallest digital weather station."
Designed for the amateur weather forecaster or hobbyist, the Micro
features an LCD display with 4" numerals and monitors wind speed,
wind gust, temperature, highest and lowest temperature recorded and
wind direction. Power is supplied by 12V direct current, 120V alternating
current or the station's own internal batteries. The Micro Weather Station is sold with a one -year warranty. Price: $140.

For survivalists, solar energy buffs and the just plain curious, now
there's a Portable Solar Box Cooker that pre -heats in 30 to 45 minutes
and is capable of cooking temperatures of 250 to 300 degrees Fahrenheit. The unit uses a "heat trap" system which, in contrast to magnifying systems, "won't burn food." Offered by the Free Market Catalog
(1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 638, Washington, DC 20036) in kit
form, its distributors say it "cooks vegetables without water" and food
"tastes better, too." The kit comes with everything needed to assemble
your own 21/2' square, l' high solar box cooker. Price: $55.75.

A small step for humankind, but a gigantic advance for the glue gun
field as Thermogrip (Emhart Consumer Group, P.O. Box 13716, Reading, PA 1%12) announces its first Cordless Glue Gun System. The new
product combines "the efficiency of hot melt gluing's quick bonding
properties" with the "ease of free movement, unencumbered by electrical cords." The Thermogrip Cordless can be adjusted for plug-in use
using the unit's recharger /adapter. The gun is also sold with a charge
stand, storage tray, dust cover, six clear and six all- purpose glue sticks.
It sounds as if this might be a handy tool in any number of sticky situations. Price: $29.95.

Cordless

G ue

Gun

Portrait-Drawing Robot
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Forget what robots and robotics are achieving on the world's assembly
lines. Matsushita Electric Corp. of America (One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094) reports that its Japanese parent company, Matsushita
Electric Co., Litd. of Osaka has unveiled a prototype Portrait -Drawing
Robot. In order to come up with a likeness, this computerized artist utilizes a video camera to record a still of the subject's face. The picture's
details are then analyzed by a 16 -bit microcomputer. Next, a line drawing is produced on the video monitor, with particular attention paid to
features like eyes, hair and facial characteristics. The drawing itself utilizes brush -stroked paint on paper. The robot is programmed to move in
three dimensions and can control length, direction and thickness of each
line used in the finished portrait. But can it be programmed to remove
an auditory sensor in artistic frustration? Price: Not for sale.
NOVEMBER/1987
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Which audio manufacturer is going to be the first to market a portable
sound system with its own set of wheels? That possibility suggested itself
with the introduction of a new General Electric (Consumer Electronics,
Portsmouth, VA 23705) system, the Watch Out (model 7- 7400). It's an
integrated portable audio visual system featuring a black -and-white TV
with a 4.5" screen. The mini -tube is surrounded by an AM /FM tuner,
stereo cassette recorder and a three -band graphic equalizer. Its four speaker system is detachable and there's an auxiliary speaker for the TV.
In portable use, the Watch Out is powered by IO "D" alkaline batteries
or the GE Power Stick recharge-capable battery pack. The unit can also
be plugged into a standard electrical outlet or into a vehicle cigarette
lighter. Price: $194.95.
There are a lot of credit -card -size data management gadgets floating
around the electronic marketplace, including the new Directory-Mate
from Executive Communications Systems (2622 Quaker Ridge Pl., Ontario, CA 91761). This 1.06 oz. mite includes a daily alarm reminder,
one -year message alarm reminder, automatic daily message scrolling, a
200- listing telephone- address directory, two -line, 20- character display,
security lock, five- function calculator and metric conversion capability.
Executive Communications says the device's "instant recall" completes
in a quarter -of-a- second, while its battery lasts up to two full years.
Dimensions are a petite 3.3" x 2.1" x .13 ". Price: $39.95.

Watch Out AudiD-Video System

Here's a gadget for which someone has probably been waiting a lifetime, or at least for the duration of a long trip by car. From Casco
Products Corp. (512 Hancock Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06605), it's the new,
entirely unprecedented AromaLyte combination automotive cigarette
lighter and air freshener dispenser. This leaves hanging pine trees and
Playboy bunnies in the dust as it "releases an impressive array of spectacular aromas via replaceable air freshener cartridges" (including
"Country Air, Mailibu Midnight, Vermont Woods, Oriental Moon,
Citrus Grove" and, our favorite, "New Car ") even as it lights a cigar,
cigarette or pipe. Users can dial the "level of aroma released" and the
AromaLyte's cartridges include "a patented ingredient that effectively
removes undesirable odors." Caso is a division of Sequa Corp., Scentronic Industries, Inc. The AromaLyte itself is electroplated in 24K gold
and features a "high -tech black knob with gold signature." Casco says
the device is "compatible with most cars." Replacement aroma cartridges are $1.90 each. Price: $9.95.

That dream of every bad speller, the typewriter which corrects its own
errors has nearly become a reality. The latest to offer a spelling checker
option for its line of popular electronic typewriters is Olympia USA,
Inc. (Box 22, Somerville, NJ 08876- 0022). The firm recently announced
an 80,000 word vocabulary Spell Check option for its Startype 4K and
12K Memory Electronic Typewriters. Besides the dictionary, a "personal" list of up to 1,200 words can also be created and added. The
Startype Spell Check can automatically replace an incorrectly spelled
word and also can command the machine to "automatically complete a
partially typed word." Upgrades of Startype typewriters to take advantage of the Spell Check option can be performed by authorized Olympia
USA, Inc. service representatives. Price: $149.
We can only speculate as to why Owi, Inc. (1160 Mahalo Pl., Compton, CA 90220) decided to call this gold- colored, pre -assembled robot,
Execu -Bot, although the company's product description provides some
clues. "It hears a sound, following your command it slowly awakens
and begins to hobble on its four legs, stopping only at a pre -set time, all
at the snap of your finger!" We suspect that "snap of your finger" is
the key phrase, suggesting that the Execu -Bot isn't the executive half of
the user-robot relationship. This simple robotic item comes in a display
case and draws its power from two 1.5V "N" batteries. Its appearance
puts us in mind of the giant robotic invaders of H.G. Wells' classic War
of the Worlds. Price: $79.95.
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Bits & Pieces

Magic Stat Programmable Thermostat

GADGET has received a torrent of announcements regarding electronic thermostats for home use. The problem is that lack of standardization in both the furnace and thermostat businesses can make buying
the right unit a little tricky. Take, by way of example, the new Magic
Stat Programmable Thermostat (CT2550) from the long-established
Honeywell, Inc. (Retail Business Unit, 3753 Plaza Drive, Ann Arbor, MI
48104). With an analog clock dial and simple button control, the Magic
Stat is aimed at "consumers not electronically oriented." Its "user friendly" controls and "comfort- level" programming eliminate "the
need to calculate specific temperature settings." In fact, "this 'smart'
thermostat does the thinking for the user." Unfortunately, it wasn't
smart enough to design itself for furnace control circuits using other
than 24V DC. If that sounds like your furnace, this may be a good unit
for your home. Price: $58.95.
Some cynics suggest that in the modern world, appearance counts for
everything, with substance a very distant second. A product carried by
The Sharper Image (650 Davis St., San Francisco, CA 94111), unfortunately makes a pretty compelling argument for that view. It's called a
Fake Alarm and what it does is simulate the appearance of an expensive
home or office alarm system. Stainless steel, Fake Alarm looks like a
built -in keyswitch for control of a security system. In reality, however,
"no cutouts or wiring required, mounts flush to wall or door frame with
two included screws...," comes with security alarm warning sticker and
a green LED, as well as two keys to "operate" the Fake Alarm system.
This may be a foolproof deterrent to any fake burglars operating in this
country. Price: $32 (includes shipping).

The right tool for the right job remains a useful guide even in the
electronic era. But when it comes to picking and scraping, the right tool
can be hard to find. Which is where Mr. Tight -Spot from Intromark, Inc.
(701 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, PA 15222) comes in. Made of stainless
steel with plastic handles, one end of the tool is a pick and the other is a
broad -tipped scraper, much like some dental instruments in widespread
use. Mr. Tight -Spot can be used to "clean electrical contacts, remove corrosion from plumbing fixtures or clean ceramic greenware." But wait
there's more. Mr. Tight -Spot can also "trim and remove cuticles" and
"remove plaque and tartar from teeth," or so Intromark says. We just
hope they don't mean that users should wield the same implement for
both jobs. Price: $6.50.

Fake Alarm

If we'd invented this device, we might have called it the "ultrasonic
tape measure," but we didn't so it's dubbed a Measure Mate by its
manufacturer, Etec. Available from The Sharper Image (650 Davis St.,
San Francisco, CA 94111), this gizmo used "sophisticated ultrasound
technology" to provide "accurate room dimensions instantly." The

Fest : Inches

411

Measure Mate

!TM

Measure Mate

Coming in future issues of

Measure Mate is held flush to any surface and then activated. The
device "gauges the time it takes for a series of ultrasonic waves to echo
back to the unit." The LCD readout displays the distance to the opposite surface from 2 to 35 feet. Measure Mate compensates for its own
depth and rounds to the nearest half-inch for "99 percent accuracy."
Features include a built -in thermometer, low battery indicator and an
automatic turn -off function. Power is from a single 9V battery (not included). Price: $102.50 (includes shipping).

newsletter
GAD,
-A compact plug -in device gives users the

Time Management Marches On
electronic edge in beating the clock. GADGET spends some time with TimeTrax.
Heady Listening- Stereo headphones were a hallmark of audio technology's
first great 'eap forward. We listen to two contemporary pacesetters, Panasonic's
Double Drive Digital -Ready mini's, the EAH -Z70 and the full -size Beyerdynamic
DT 900.

All this and CD too -Toshiba's RT -7096,
difference.
Page 12/GADGET
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XM1 ELECTRONIC

CROSSOVER
NETWORK
By Robert A. Young

An active -crossover, multi -way speaker system could improve

the sound quality of your high -fidelity stereo system!

N

TABLE

MANY HIGH -PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS. INDIVIU

ual loudspeakers, which provide high -, mid -, and low range (tweeter, mid -range, and woofer, respectively)
frequencies, are each driven by an individual power amplifier. The amplifiers are, in turn, separated from each other
by an electronic crossover network. The advantages of an
electronic crossover-such as the XM1 -are many, including lower intermodulation distortion, better loudspeaker damping, and more precise crossover performance. Specifications for the XM1 Crossover are given in Table 1.

1

-XM1 CROSSOVER SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency response:
Cross over frequency:
Insertion gain:
Filter slope:
Output load capability:
Input impedance:
Output impedance:
Maximum Input voltage:
Power supply requirement:

Active Crossover Design
The XM I -built around three LF353 dual op -amp chips
(UI to U3, see schematic diagram in Fig. I) and configured
as a fourth -order, constant -voltage, state -variable filter

DC to 100 kHz,
1 Hz to 20 kHz

OdB(1

± 0.2 dB

x)

24 -dB per octave
2000 -ohms, min.
100,000 -ohms
10 -ohms, typ.
25- volts, peak -to -peak (rms)

±

15V, 15

mA, typ.

four capacitors to provide both fourth -order functions-are
always in phase with each other, guaranteeing a near -perfect
match of the highpass and lowpass responses. Both the high -

-

pass and lowpass outputs have a slope of 24 dB /octave.
The XM1 has a square, Butterworth transfer function,

provides simultaneous highpass and lowpass functions at
the two ends of the chain of four integrators. Because the
highpass and lowpass functions are derived from the same
network, both the highpass and lowpass outputs-using only

which operates like two second-order Butterworth filters connected in series. The transfer functions of the highpass filter
is given by:

R2
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where w, equals j x 2 x 'rr x
equals crossover frequency; s equals j
x 27r x f. The amplitude of the transfer
functions are given by:
fhp

C2

= I/1 + (404',

=

1/1

+ Ulf,)4,

C4

3000pF

i--

iR14
100K

7~
2

which corresponds to a 24 dB/octave
attenuation slope in the stopband. The
sum of the highpass and lowpass output

signals of the filter is, thus, equal to the
= l) or unity.
input signal (fhp +
3+
signals
+
Also,
because
the
two
output
1/2 LF353
1/2 LF353
are always in phase, the output
soundwaves of the loudspeakers at the
crossover frequency add up in phase.
Note. however, that at the crossover
Fig. 1 -The XM1 -built around three LF353 dual op-amp chips (U1 to U3) configured as a fourth order, constant -voltage, state-variable filter -provides simultaneous highpass and lotwpass
functions at both ends of the four integrators. Because the highpass and lowpass functions are
derived from the same network, both out -puts-using only four capacitors to provide both fourth order functions -are always in phase, assuring a near perfect match of the two responses.
For more information on the XM1 circle No.73 on the Free Information cards.
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is the crossover frequency in Hz; s
The lowpass filter transfer function is given by:
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SQUARE BUTTERWORTH 4TH ORDER

leo

R 14 (which determine the crossover point). Those resistors
should have a tolerance of 1%, and be of equal value. The
value of the resistors needed for the desired crossover point
is given by:

R = 1/6.283

¡I11II
IMIWAIMMIP
'n

f

1

Farads.
With a typical capacity of 3000pF for Cl to C4, and a
targeted crossover point of 530.5 Hz, the value of R is:

frequency, the total power output of the two channels equals
half the power of the crossover point and is given by:

= Hj ;

Pr« = PIP + Php'
and at the crossover frequency:

(fc)

= 1/4 +

1/4

=

R

-180

Fig. 2 -The frequency response of the transfer functions
without adjustment, along with the highpass, Iowpass, and
sum functions are shown here. The phase function is the same
for all three transfer functions.

P«

C,

where is the crossover frequency in Hz; R is the resistance

FREQUENCY (Hi)

Pf

fx

of R11 to R14 in ohms; C is the capacitance of C to C4 in

100

1.00

x

1/2.

In some cases, the total sound pressure at the crossover
frequency shows a dip, because the sum of the output powers
of the loudspeaker is not unity. To compensate, potentiometer R IO can be used to adjust XM 1's frequency response at
the crossover point. With RIO set for minimum resistance,
the frequency response is a flat constant-voltage function

and the sum of the output of the two channels equals the
input voltage.
With R10 set for maximum resistance, a 2 -dB peaking is
released to compensate for a possible dip in the frequency
response of the loudspeakers at the crossover frequency,
when driven with a constant voltage crossover. Figure 2
shows the frequency response without adjustment, along
with the highpass, lowpass, and sum functions. The phase
function is the same for all three transfer functions. Figure
3 shows the same transfer functions, but with the correction
potentiometer (R10) at maximum.

Crossover Frequency
The crossover frequency of the XM is easily changed
of the components in the frequency
module, an 8-pin DIP header that holds 4 resistors, R 11 to
1

by changing the value

Fig. 3 -The transfer functions In Fig. 2 are shown here with
the correction potentiometer (R10) at maximum.

= 53.05/f = 100,000 ohms,

f

where is the crossover frequency in kHz and R is the resistance of R I through R 14 in kilohms (K). Figure 4 shows
the relationship between the crossover frequency and R11
through R 14 for three different values of CI through C4.
The value of resistance for resistors R11 to R 14 should
not exceed 1- megohm, nor should it be less than 10,000
ohms. That gives a range of 53 Hz to 5.3 kHz for the crossover frequency with a value of CI to C4 set at 3000 pF. The
minimum value of capacitance required for CI to C4 is 1000
pF; there is no maximum allowed value. Outside that range,
the value of C 1 to C4 should be adjusted.
1

Power Supply
Because the XM is an active filter, it must have a power
source to operate. A dual, regulated power supply (providing ± 15 volts at 1A), like the one in Fig. 5, can power
several crossover networks. Transformer T1 steps down the
AC line voltage to 15 volts at either side of the center-tap,
and feeds it to a fullwave bridge rectifier (consisting of D1
through 134) for rectification.
The output of the rectifier
pulsating DC voltage-is
then filtered by capacitors C5 and C6, and regulated to ± 15
1

-a

volts by U4 and U5 (LM7815 positive and 7915 negative
three -terminal voltage regulators, respectively). Such an arrangement is inexpensive and very simple to put together.

Assembly Instructions
The XM I is built on a single -sided printed -circuit board,
measuring 2 by 3 inches. If you are fairly experienced in
making printed -circuit board layouts, and you have a well stocked junkbox, you can put the circuit together for next
to nothing.
Fig. 4 -The relationship between the crossover frequency and
R11 through R14 for three different values of Cl through C4 is
shown. The value of resistance of R11 through R14 should not
exceed 1- megohm, nor should they be less than 10,000 ohms.
The minimum value of capacitance required for Cl to C4 is
1000pF; there is no maximum allowed value. Outside that
range, the value of Cl to C4 should be adjusted.
RESISTOR SELECTION CHART FOR RH R14
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PARTS LIST
FOR THE XM1 ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER

P2

al

14,.

If

tr

-05

C6

III
U2

U1

FREQUENCY
MODULE

U3

The Frequency module- four 1% tolerance resistors (R11 -R14)
set in an 8 -pin DIP header- determines XM1's crossover point.

As to the parts, it is recommended that 1% metal -film
resistors be used for R 11 to R14, and that 1% matched,
polystyrene film capacitors be used for Cl to C4. (Caution:
Never use electrolytic capacitors for CI to C4!) Polypropylene film capacitors match polystyrene in performance.
Other types of film capacitors are inadequate because they
have much higher absorption coefficients.
For those of you who prefer to purchase rather than roll
your own printed -circuit board, a complete kit of parts is
available from the supplier listed in the Parts List. The assembly of the XM1 Crossover Kit is made easy by the silk -screen
guide on the board. All components should be installed on
the side of the board that has the silk screen, called the
component side. The parts are then soldered in place on the
foil side of the board.
Begin by installing a jumper -using tinned blank wire
at all points labeled J on the circuit board. Insert both ends
through the board from the component side, solder in place,
and trim the leads.
Once the jumpers have been installed, move on to the
passive circuit components. Start with the resistors, installing each 100,000 -ohm unit at the points indicated. Each
resistor's value is given by the multi -color (color-code) bands
on the body. All you need do is look up the color -coded
value in the table provide in the assembly manual. For instance, a 100,000 -ohm unit would be coded brown- black -blackorange -brown: brown being the first digit in the value, black
the second and third, and orange being the multiplier. The
last band, brown, indicates resistor tolerance (which in this
case, is 1%).
Note that for 1% resistors, the value is given in four bands,
instead of three as with 5 and 10% units. The orientation of
the fixed resistors is not important. Install R10, a 2000-ohm

-

1N4001
T

+15 VOLT

@

lA

COMMON
117 VAC
15

VAC

-15 VOLT

@

lA

154001

-Being

an active crossover filter, the XM1 requires a
power supply (like this one, which can power several crossover
networks) for operation. Transformer 71 steps down the AC line
voltage to 15 volts, and is feeds it to a fullwave bridge
(consisting of D1 through D4) for rectification. The output of
the rectifier (pulsating DC) is then filtered by capacitors
C5 and C6, and regulated to ± 15 volts by U4 and U5 (LM7815
positive and 7915 negative three-terminal voltage regulators).

Fig.

5

(All resistors 114 -watt, 1% metal -film units unless oth:
erwise noted.)
C1-C4- 3000 -pF, 160 -WVDC, 1% polystyrene
C5, C6- 10 -p.F, 50 -WVDC, electrolytic
RI -R6, R8, R9, RI I-14-100,000-ohm
R7-24,900 -ohm
R 10 -2000 -ohm, trimmer potentiometer
R15, 816-10 -ohm
P1-2 -pin male header
P2-6 -pin male header
U1- U3-LF353 dual, Bi -FET op -amp
Printed -circuit board (2 -inch x 3- inch), 8 -pin DIP
sockets (5), 8 -pin DIP header, 2 -pin female connector,
6 -pin female connector, terminal pins (8),

Note: The following is available from Marchand
Electronics Inc., 1334 Robin Hood Lane, Webster,
NY 14580; Tel. 716/872 -5578. A complete kit of
parts (with manual) for the XM1 Crossover (Part
No. XM1-K) is available at $17.95: the bare board
(Part No. XM1 -B) at $6.95: assembled and tested
kit at $21.95. Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery.

trimmer potentiometer. The unit will go in only one way.
Install capacitors CI C4, according to the crossover frequency chosen. Each capacitor should be installed with
the red band marking facing away from the IC sockets. When

-

soldering the leads of the capacitors, be sure not to overheat
the leads -the capacitors are easily damaged by excessive
heat. All you need is sufficient heat to melt the solder enough
to make a good solder joint.
Install C5, a 10 -1LF, 50 -WVDC, radial -leads, electrolytic
capacitor. The capacitor must be mounted with negative terminal lead as indicated on the board. The negative lead is
indicated on the capacitor with a minus ( -) sign. If correctly
installed, the minus sign on the capacitor will be facing the
outside of the circuit board. Install C6, a 10 -RF, 50 -WVDC,
with C6 facing in the same direction as C5.
Next install the 8 -pin DIP sockets at the points indicated
by a chip outline, making sure that all 8 pins go through the
holes in the board, and that they are properly oriented by
checking that board markings (a half-circle at one side of
the silk- screened rectangle) correspond to those on the socket.
Finally, install an 8 -pin DIP socket at the points labeled
R11 -R14. That block is the circuit's frequency-determining
component (known as the frequency module).
Install a right -angle 2 -pin male header connector at PI
and a 6-pin male- header at P2, which are mounted in a plastic support strip. When installed, the plastic strip should
rest on the printed -circuit board, the long ends of the contacts should face outward of the board with the short, angled
sides of the pins inserted through the board holes. Solder in
place, the long pins must be parallel with the board.
Assemble the frequency module, which is made up of the
four resistors (R11 -R14, mounted in an 8 -pin DIP header)
that set the crossover frequency. The value of the resistors
depend on the crossover frequency chosen, typically 100,000 ohms. Solder and trim the leads; and insert the module into
the 8 -pin DIP socket at the positions marked R 11-R14.
Install the three LM353 chips at positions U I -U3, observ61
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ing the proper orientation. The pin - l side of the chip is
indicated by a dot, a notch, a band, or some combination
thereof on the pin - I end of the chip. Make sure all 8 leads
are properly seated in the DIP socket.
Double check orientation of U I , U2, U3, C5, C6. The
operation of those components with reverse power voltage
applied will result in the destruction of the parts.
Finally, assemble female connectors that will mate with
Pl and P2. The connectors are assembled by soldering the
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Hookup and installation of the XM1 is made truly simple
when this illustration and Table 2 are used in conjunction
with each other. Audio from the preamp is fed to the crossover
at Pl, and output at pins 4, 5, and 6 of P2. The crossover feeds
two power amplifiers, which drive individual loudspeakers.
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Fig 8-The XM1 can also be used to drive a common subwoofer,
where the subwoofer is fed by both channels of a stereo system,
by adding the outputs together through a summing network.

terminal pins to the connection wires and then inserting each
pin into the housing. The connector pin number is indicated
on the connector housing with a mark at pin I The circuit
board silk screen has indications for pin I and pin 2 for PI,
and pin I and pin 6 for P2. The connectors should always
be plugged in so that the narrow side of the housing fits
between the circuit board and the header pins. Thus, when
the connector is on properly, it slips all the way down to the
plastic part of the header.
.

Installation and Use
Refer to Fig. 6 and Table 2. The signal output of the
preamp is fed to the crossover at Pl , and output at pins 4,
5, and 6 (the low frequency, ground, and high frequency
outputs, respectively) of P2. The crossover feeds the inputs
of two power amplifiers, which then drive the individual
loudspeakers. The typical application for the XM l electronic crossover filter is to separate the frequency bands in a multi way audio system. Figure 7 shows some typical arrangements for 2 -way, 3 -way and 4 -way installations. One crossover network and two power amplifiers (one for the low
frequencies, and one for the high's) are needed for each
channel of a bi- amplified system.
A tri- amplified system needs two networks (one to separate the high frequencies from the mid/low frequencies, and
another to separate the low and mid -range frequencies, along
with three individual amplifiers. A quad system needs 3
crossover networks (plus the appropriate number of amplifiers), and so on. The XM I can also be used to drive a sub woofer, where the subwoofer is shared by the two channels
of the stereo system, by adding the outputs together with a
simple resistive summing network as shown in Fig. 8. For
line
driving long-up to about 50 feet of shielded cable
driver/buffer amplifier may be needed.

-a

TABLE -2- CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS
Connector

Pin

Signal Description

C

Fig. 7 -In 2 -way installations, one crossover network and two
power amplifiers (one each for the high and low frequencies,
as shown in A) are needed for each channel of the system. A
3 -way system (B) needs two networks (one to separate the high
frequencies from the mid /low frequencies, and the other to
separate the low and mid -range frequencies) along with three
individual amplifiers. A quad system (C) needs 3 crossover
networks (plus the appropriate number of amplifiers), etc.
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4
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1

Input signal ground
Input signal
-15 -volt, 15 mA power- supply input
Power- supply ground
+ 15 -volt, 15 mA power- supply input
Low -pass output
Output signal ground
High -pass output

GASEOUS -STATE

TRAnSMITTER
Here's how Dad did it! Now you can
do it in an hour's time!
By Larry Lisle, K9KZT

i
WHO SAYS A

HAM TRANSMITTER HAS TO BE COMPLICATED.

or expensive, or use hard -to -get parts! Here's a little
RF rig that will really do the job on the 40-meter
band, and won't strain your Visa Card or project -building
abilities. I call it the Gaseous-State Transmitter for far out
reasons. First, it's not solid state! Second, there's always
some gas in any vacuum made on Earth. Third, and last
reason, the electron flow in a vacuum tube is based on the
gas equations of Poisson. If you didn't look at the photographs in this article, and still can't guess what it's all about.
let me tell you. The Gaseous State Transmitter uses a vacuum tube -the famous 6L6 type. And, if you need a fourth
reason, every so often I tire of solid -state gadgets and long
for the old days.
I built the the Gaseous -state Transmitter shown in the
photographs in an hour's time and have had many enjoyable
amateur contacts in 42 states using Morse code -good, solid
contacts too!

Designer's Thoughts
Although I've never seen a transmitter exactly like the
Gaseous -state Transmitter, the device isn't exactly on the
cutting edge of modern, electronic technology. The RF portion is housed in the time tested 6L6 /GC vacuum tube used
in a simple, crystal -oscillator circuit. It loafs along at a mere
25 -watts input for the sake of good keying characteristics.
The super -simple power supply was inspired by the Economy Forty of Fred Sutter who wrote a popular series of
articles on simple transmitters back in the thirties.
The wooden "chassis" is also a child of the thirties and
the cardboard panel (skirt) came to mind when looking at
the back of an old AC -DC radio.
Most of the parts can be scrounged from an old 1950's
or '60's TV set, or purchased new for about thirty dollars.

Availability of parts was

a major consideration in designing
the transmitter and all parts, but the variable capacitor and
crystals, should be easy to get. The variable capacitor and
crystals can be obtained at hamfests or by mail from advertisements in the back of the various ham magazines.
Some builders may question whether television interference (TVI) may be a problem without shielding and that is
a valid consideration if you live in an apartment house centered in a weak, TV- signal area for instance. In that case I
suggest you build the rig on an aluminum chassis and use
the usual shielding and filtering procedure. For most people
though, with the low frequency and low power used by this
wasn't for me.
transmitter, TVI won't be a problem
In case you're wondering whether a single capacitor can
can.
do an adequate job of filtering the power supply
A 5 percent ripple is considered adequatly low for the high voltage supply of a CW transmitter-the Gaseous -state Transmitter has less than I- percent ripple. But, if you want to
over build, go ahead.
Finally, how about chirp or drift. There isn't any in this
transmitter. Those problems were taken care of by running
only 25 -watts input, keeping the screen voltage low, omitting the usual capacitor between the bottom of the plate coil
and ground, and not using chirpy crystals.
In the old days hams used to run I00 -watts or more input
to the earlier versions of the 6L6 vacuum tube-and used

-it

-it

a hammer to keep the tubes from jumping out of the sockets

-

25- watts only tickles the 6L6 /GC. A few crystals you may
use them! Surfind will chirp. The solution's simple
plus crystals are still cheap, especially when buying several
at a time, so don't use those few that won't give you a signal
of which you can be proud.
The modern, plated crystals don't work as well as the
older FT -243 style, so use the latter (they're cheaper too)!

don't
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Here's the 25 -watt Gaseous -state Transmitter you can build in an hour. It uses a 6L6 GC vacuum tube, a wooden chassis
with cardboard side panels, and a power transformer scrounged from an old TV set to put a solid CW signal on the
40 -meter band. Front and back views are shown. It's a project transmitter that even a beginner can build!

Shop Work Begins

Some Old -Timer Tips

The photographs show how the rig is put together. I used
three octal sockets: One for the 6L6/GC vacuum tube. one
for the RF crystal, and one as a set of tie points for the power
supply.
Glue a I 2-inch long firring strip on two 2 x 4 wood legs
and hold in place with a nail at each end. Using the octal
sockets as a spacing guide, glue and nail the second firring
strip in place. You'll probably find it easier to partially wire
the sockets before mounting them on the chassis and then
connect things together.
Fabricate a small aluminum bracket to hold the variable
capacitor, CI , by its shaft hardware. Secure the bracket to
the wood chassis using small wood screws. Fasten the variable capacitor to the bracket.
The tank coil, LI, has 15 turns of #22 enameled wire
wound on a short piece of a one -inch wooden dowel which
is glued at one of the one-inch firring strips do not nail
the dowel rod in place. Use a brass screw -the smallest one
that will do the job. The wood dowel has a permeability
equal to air and the coil is, in fact, an open -air coil. A
near-by iron nail or screw would upset the coils rating and
function. If you can't find enameled wire, solid hook -up
wire will work with slightly lessened efficiency. One good
supply of enameled wire is inside a defective or surplus
power transformer. Try to use a wire as close to the #22
size as possible.

Fahnestock clips are used to connect the telegraph key
and external muiltimeter. You could used the common multi way binding posts that are so easy to get, but that would not
have been done forty years ago.
The Gaseous -state Transmitter could be built much more
compactly than it is shown in the photographs, and the
wiring made more direct; but, it won't work any better, and
it will be harder to build if you're a beginner.
The leads from the power transformer can be trimmed to
the exact length if desired, but leaving them long doesn't
hurt anything and you might want to use the transformer or
other parts in another rig later.
There's nothing at all critical about assembling the Gaseous state Transmitter. If you don't have the exact parts called
for in the diagram, try using what you do have, or if you
have some other ideas about construction, try them and see
how they work. You could use a plywood panel and mount
the variable capacitor on it, use an aluminum cake pan for
a chassis, breadboard the rig, mount the tube upside down
try it and see! That's the advantage and fun of home -brew
projects and simple RF transmitters.

-

CONNECT
KEY HERE

C5

-

Don't Become

a Silent Key
Keep safety procedures always in mind! All high voltages
should be kept out of reach whenever possible. Cover exposed high -voltage connections. Use a plastic bag over the
key for added insulation. The high voltage used in the Gaseous state Transmitter is dangerous.

About the Circuit
The Gaseous -state Transmitter uses one vacuum -tube, V I ,
electron -coupled oscillator. The crystal, XTALI, is
placed in the control grid -cathode circuit. The turn -on transient current flow within VI shock oscillates the crystal so
that it oscillates. The control grid regulates the current flow
as an

Point -to -point wiring is what the transmitter's rat's nest
is politely referred to-but it does the job! Three octal
sockets are used; one as a tie point for the power supply,
one to mount the vacuum tube, and one to mount the crystal.
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in V I amplifying that oscillation and before it can die out,
feeding back, by means of internal capacitances within V I

and external wiring, a small portion of this amplified energy
TEST
LAMP

L2
TO

ANTENNA
XTAL1
40 METER

6LEGC
BASE DIAGRAM
4

ous numbers of turns to get the desired current on the meter
or the brightest glow from the pilot light. Be certain to unplug the power cord and short the filter capacitor anytime
you reach behind the panel!
Power output can be checked by using a 15 -watt light
bulb as a dummy load in place of the antenna. Remember
though, you'll need a different number of turns on the antenna coil to match the impedance of the light bulb if you
want to light it to full brilliance. Also, using a light bulb as
a dummy antenna can cause the transmitter to chirp as the
bulb heats, so don't spend hours trying to find a problem
that isn't in the transmitter at all!
When putting the transmitter on the air, check the keying

5

PARTS LIST FOR THE 25 -WATT TRANSMITTER

C1- 100 -pF,
1

117VAC

8

MAY BE
MISSING)

(PIN

1

-The schematic diagram for the transmitter is very
simple, scarcely having enough parts to rate a Parts List.
Fig.

1

to the crystal to sustain a regular oscillation. That part of the
circuit uses the first three elements of VI as a triode amplifier. The second grid (screen grid) serves as the plate in this

arrangement.
The parallel -LC plate circuit (consisting of LI and CI )
is tuned to the fundamental frequency or a suitable harmonic
of the crystal to place the output frequency within the ham
40 -meter Novice band.
Resistor R2 limits current flow in the screen circuit to
reduce key chirps. Capacitor C2 locks the screen voltage to
RF ground so that load variations in the plate circuit will
not cause frequency drift by loading the triode section of
VI
The power supply circuit is a simple, full -wave rectifier
filtered by capacitor C3. Transformer Tl provides the voltage step -up from the AC line to approximately 375 volts.
Resistor R3 provides some voltage regulation by loading
down the power supply, and it discharges the energy stored
in the filter capacitor, C3, when the AC power is turned off.
Keying is achieved by switching in the ground circuit to
complete the load circuit for the power supply in the cathode
circuit of the vacuum tube. The 6.3 -volt AC winding in TI
supplies the filament voltage for V I.

Tuning Up
Adjusting the transmitter is a snap. You can use an analog
milliammeter (selected scale of a multimeter) that will indicate at least 100 mA in series with the key lead that goes to
the cathode of the vacuum tube and tune the variable capacitor for a dip in plate current, or you can use a pilot light in
series with one of the antenna leads and tune the variable
capacitor for maximum brilliance.
Three turns is about right for the antenna coil if you're
using a dipole fed with 72-ohm twinlead, zip cord, or coax.
If you're using 300 -ohm twinlead and a folded dipole antenna, you'll need a few more turns. Experiment with vari-

variable capacitor (Calectro Al -226 or
equivalent)
C2- .047 -p.F, 600 -WVDC, tubular capacitor
C3- 40 -p.F, 450 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
D1, D2- 1000 -PIV, 1 -A, diode rectifier (Radio Shack
276-1114 or equiv.)
L1 -Coil, 15 turns of #22 enameled wire, close wound
on 1 -in. dia., wooden dowel
L2Coupling coil, 3 or more turns of hook -up wire wound
over L1 (refer to text)
R1- 47,000 -ohm, 1 -watt, 10% resistor
R2- 33,000 -ohm, 2 -watt, 10% resistor
R3- 50,000 -ohm, 20 -watt, 10% resistor
T1 -Power Transformer: 120 -volt AC, primary winding;
500 -to- 750 -volt secondary winding at 100 mA; 6.3volt filament winding at 1 A (minimum)
V1- 6L6 -GC or 6L6 Beam -power Amplifier Tube
XTAL1 -40- meter, amateur -band, transmitting crystal

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
Wooden legs: 2 pieces of 2 x 4 studs, 4 -in. long, wood
chassis top: 2 pieces of x /2 -in. board (firring strips),
1

1

12 -in. long, L1 wood core: 1 -in. dowel, 3 -in. long, cardboard sides: 2 pieces of cardboard or posterboard cut
to size, 3 octal sockets, 5 or more Fahnestock clips,

bracket for variable capacitor, hook -up wire, knob for
variable capacitor, solder, screws, brass screw, nails,
etc. An analog multimeter capable of reading 0 -100 mA
or pilot lamp No. 44, 46, or equivalent, used to tune the
L1 /C1 resonant circuit.
in your receiver. You'll probably find that best results are
obtained by tuning the capacitor slightly higher in frequency
than the maximum power point. That is normal and the guy
at the other end will never notice the slight decrease in power

output.
One suggestion about ordering crystals. Obtain several
crystals at 2 kHz intervals around your favorite frequency
such as 7102, 7104, 7106, 7108, 7110 kHz, and set your
receiver at the center of the cluster -7106 in the example.
When someone calls CQ, you'll be able to answer him within
l kHz of his own frequency. It's cheaper than a variable
frequency oscillator (VFQ) and works almost as well though
it requires more patience.
Don't be afraid to try an occasional CQ yourself. Unlike p
some of the real QRP rigs, the Gaseous -state Transmitter m
has enough power to make easy QSO's. And if you don't
you're missing all the fun. Well, that's it. Listen for me on
the low end of the Novice band sometime and I'd appreciate
%'
hearing what results you have.
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HEATHKIT
HAM COMPUTER
COURSE
While the course covers theory as well as Morse code,

just the code practice function alone is worth the price.
LIBr,

\I sl THIi HISTORY OF LEARNING-

by-computers is notable for its failures
and not its successes, we were pleasantly
surprised by the effectiveness and value of
Heath Company's computer-assisted instruction (CAI) software !iv amateur radio operators. which is intended for IBM
fC /XT/AT's, or their "look- alikes." Actually, there are five individual software
packages containing both Morse code
theory and practice.
The problem with most CAI software is
that unless dynamic (moving or changing)
graphics is a heavy part of the computerassisted instruction. the average person is
better Off reading a hook than a computer
screen. In fact. when static graphics are
involved, a book is better because the
graphics can show greater detail. The only
thing a hook can't do is automatically
keep track of what you know and don't
know. Heath planners did not fall into the
trap of trying to teach you all the knowledge known to mankind on a computer
display. Instead. Heath has made their
CAI software interesting and effective by
making it the means whereby you can
easily and quickly determine what you do
and don't know in terns of passing an
FCC examination. Its then up to you to
use other references. such as the ARRL
handbook, to fill in the gaps in your
knowledge.

Code and Theory
The Novice software actually consists

of two individual programs -theory and
code practice. Both programs are menu driven. A photograph shows the opening
screen display when the theory program
first comes up (the main menu). The user
can select questions from nine categories,
ranging from rules and regulations to antennas and feedlines; can generate a 20question test from any of the nine sub elements; or can be questioned on a random basis from the entire database.
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A typical question would go like this:

are the Novice control operator frequencies in the 40 -meter hand?
When

A. 3500-4000 kHz
B. 3700-3750 kHz
C. 71(X)-7150 kHz
D. 7(Xx)-7300 kHz

RIGHT ANSWER =

If the user selects the colreci answer the
screen displays CORRECT. If the user selects the wrong answer the screen displays
'FRY AGAIN. Those are the only prompts.
The computer doesn't attempt to explain a
wrong answer. If the screen says that
you're wrong, you know that you need
more study on that subject.

Schematic Diagrams
Functional- circuit outlines (usually
boxes) that are needed for questions are
created on the screen. Detailed drawings.
such as transmitting -tube elements. component symbols. and even a 3- element
beam antenna and its transmission line,
are supplied the old- fashioned way-as a
drawing on paper. The questions on the
screen simply reference the drawings.
Typical of FCC exams, the answers to
the questions are "tricky" in that at least
two of five possible choices are very close
to being correct- although only one is

absolutely correct all the tine. Although

-a

FCC exams are multiple choice
format
not particularly well -regarded by educators
the FCC's abilit% to make two
answers appear to be correct at first glance
(Continued on page 101)

-it's

NOVICE CLASS
Rules and Regtlations
Operating Procedures
Radio Wave Propagatíoi
Amateur Radio Practices
Electrical Practices
Circuit Components
Practical Circuits
Signals and Emissions
Antennas and feedlines
Generate a 28 question test from the 9 subelem its
Random questions from the entire database
Exit to DOS

to

I

<_= Selection

(1 -12)

This is the opening screen display for the theory course for the
Heathkit HOP-1601 software. It covers all the required sub -elements.
For more information circle No. 92 on the Free Information Card.

ELECTRONIC
DAZER
Never walk in fear with this one -evening
project. It won't kill, but it's an
effective way to say "Leave me alone!"
By Rick Duker

THE

ELECTRONIC' DAZLR IS A MODERN, PORTABLE, PER -

sonal- protection appliance. It generates high potential energy
to ward off vicious animals or other attackers. It is an aid to
help escape from a potentially dangerous situation. The device develops about 2,000 volts. Higher voltages may be
attained by adding additional multiplier stages, but it should
be noted that those stages will also increase the overall size of
the unit.
The Dazer is very compact, being built into a small plastic
case. It is powered a single nine -volt battery, either NiCad or
alkaline. The high voltage is applied to two electrodes which
require only light contact to be effective. When touched with
the Dazer, the victim will receive a stunning, but non-lethal
jolt of electricity that will usually discourage any further
encounters.
The Electronic Dazer is a power supply which consists of a
micro-size regenerative amplifier/oscillator coupled to an
energy multiplier section. It should not be confused with
cheap induction -type cattle prods. The Dazer is more versatile than other high -voltage stun devices currently being
sold. Those devices are basically high -voltage, AC generators which jam the nervous system. However, the Dazer may
be used for heating and burning applications, or anywhere a
high voltage DC supply is required.

How It Works
Referring to the schematic diagram in Fig. I, the two power
transistors QI and Q2, form a regenerative amplifier operating as a power oscillator. When QI turns on, Q2 turns on and
that shorts the power supply across the primary of TI. That
current pulse induces a high voltage in the secondary of TI.
As CI charges, QI turns on again and the cycle repeats itself.
Therefore, a rapid series of DC pulses are generated and
stepped up by TI to approximately 300 volts at full battery
Fig. 1 -As you can see, although the Dazer is not complex,
it contains enough doubler circuitry to pack quit a punch.
The oscillator does nothing more than send sharp current
pulses through Ti. The back EMF across the secondary winding
is then pumped through the multiplier stage to produce the
very -high output voltage across the electrodes.

WARNING
THIS DEVICE IS NOT A TOY. We present it for educational and experimental purposes on.y. The circuit develops
about 2000 volts at a respectable amperage. It can cause you
pain and even carnage if you become careless and touch its
output terminals. The unit can also damage property as well
so use it wisely.
You should never use the device or another person! It may
not be against tie liw to possess suci a device in your area,
but if you use i on someone you may be deemed liable in a
civil and/or crinincl action suit. Don't just follow the golden
rule after constructing the project, instead lust don't do unto
anyone.
Included in the a -ticle an a number of instructions on how
to build, test, and operate the Dazer; all of them must be
followed to the letter. Do rot deviate from the procedure.

charge. That voltage is rectified and increased by the voltage
multiplier section which consists of C2 and C9, and DI to
D8. The final output is approximately 2000 volts. The neon
bulb NEI is used as a charge indicator and indicates that the
unit is charged and operating properly.

Construction
As with all projects start out by laying out and identifying.
do not wish to make a printed -circuit board, then you

If you

D1-08 ARE 104007
C2 -C9

C3

ARE .01 UNITS
C5

C9

ELECTRODES'
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may use a perf board as long as you remember to keep the
leads of all high -voltage components isolated. That is to
prevent sparks from arcing across your board. A 4 x 7.5 cm of
pertboard is suitable for that purpose.
The first components you should mount are the two transistors QI, Q2, transformer TI, resistor RI, and neon bulb
NEI. Solder them in place (for PC construction) being sure
that the transformer and transistors are hooked up correctly.
Apply a small amount of adhesive to the base of NEI to hold it
securely in place.
Mount DI to D8 and C2 to C9 on the board and make all
solder connections. Note proper polarity of the diodes. The
off-board components come next. Solder in leads for S1, and
the output electrodes. Also solder in the battery clip for BI.
Build the enclosure from some nonconductive material
such as plastic. Drill holes for SI, NEI, and output electrodes. Be sure that the output electrodes are about a cm or
greater apart. Connect the output wires to the electrodes and
insert them through holes from inside of case. Thread on the
retaining nuts and tighten them securely. Set the circuit board
in the case and mount SI, securing with nut. That completes
the construction.

PARTS LIST FOR THE ELECTRONIC DAZER

C1- 0.1 -µF monocapacitor
C2 C9-0.01 -1.1F 400 volt polyester capacitors
D1-08-1N4007 1-kVolt diode
NE1 -Type NE -2 neon bulb

Q1- MJE521

NPN power transistor
PNP power transistor
R1- 3,300-ohm '/4 -watt resistor
R2-1,000,000 -ohm '/4 -watt resistor

Q2- MJE731
-SPST

monetary- contact, pushbutton switch
1200 to 8 -ohm audio power transformer
S1

T1-

Good parts layout is the secret to any miniature project. If
your layout causes the battery to come too close to the high voltage components we suggest you insulate it with tape.

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
9 -volt battery clip, 10 x 5 x 2.5-cm plastic case, 7.5 x
4 -cm perfboard or PC board, two 8/32 x 1 -1/4 bolts and
nuts for electrodes, adhesive for mounting NE1, circuit

board standoffs (optional), hookup wire, solder, etc.

The following are available from Quantum Research,
17919 -77th Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5T
2S1:

QV100K1- Complete kit without PCB (includes all
above parts except those following the electrodes in the
above list) $40.00 (includes postage).
QV100K2- Complete kit with PCB (includes all above
parts except those following the electrodes in the above
list) $45.00 (includes postage)

Testing
Before inserting the battery and closing the case, a few test
measurements should be made to ensure correct operation.
With the ground clip connected to the battery, connect a VOM
between the positive clip and the positive terminal of the
battery. Set the meter for current reading, and press SI. You
should measure a current of approximately 300 to 500 mA.
NEI should be glowing.
With a high voltage VOM, you should measure about 2000
volts on the output terminals. Those measurements indicate
proper circuit operation. Let the unit run for about one
minute. Transistors QI and Q2 should be warm, but not hot to
the touch. Insert the battery in the holder and close the case.
That wraps up the Electronic Dazer.
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Operation and Use
Activate the unit by pressing SI. NEI will light indicating
the dazer is fully charged and ready to use. Notice also that
only one pole of NEI will glow indicating DC voltage present. It is important to remember that the device holds a charge
even after SI is off. To discharge, touch the electrodes to a
metal object and note the healthy spark discharge.
The Electronic Dazer was designed as a self-defense weapon for use against vicious dogs or other attacking animals.
The device is most effective when the electrodes contact an
area of low resistance such as skin or flesh. Those include the
snout or mouth since the resistance of those areas are much
lower than areas of hair or fur. The electrodes could be
pointed to penetrate these areas better. The dazer generates
great stopping power. One contact will give a powerful jolt
and should discourage any further attacks.
The device can burn and heat materials with low resistance. Those include flesh, moistened paper or wood, etc.
That makes the unit potentially hazardous to humans. Remember, the dazer is not a toy but a quality electrical appliance and therefore must be treated accordingly. Use the
utmost discretion with this device.
Another use for this device is as a high -voltage DC power
supply. It may be constructed as a variable power supply if
output taps are taken from various stages of the voltage
multiplier section. Remember, always disconnect the battery
and fully discharge the capacitors before working with the

circuitry.

THE MOTRON
AUTO -KALL AK-10
Here's a simple way to add Touch -Tone
squelch to almost any communications system.
LITHE MoTRoN MoDGI. AK-10 AuroKall is an accessory device for receivers
that makes it possible to easily add DTMF
selective calling to any CB, amateur,
VHF /UHF communications system.
One of the problems with any radio
communication system is that the greater
the number of users, the greater the drone
from the speaker with messages, announcements, and conversations having
no interest to the average user; they are
simply unwanted intrusions. Commercial

VHF/UHF communication equipment
eliminates the constant "grind" from the
speaker through an assortment of tone activated squelch devices: the speaker
isn't opened (unsquelched) if a correct
tone doesn't precede or accompany a
transmission.
Unfortunately, neither CB nor amateur
equipment, nor some VHF/UHF gear,
normally make provision for a tone -activated squelch. But if you need it you can
have it by simply connecting a Motron
AK -I0 Auto-Kall to your receiver's remote speaker jack.

the Auto-Kall senses the proper DTMF
sequence, it closes a relay that feeds the
receiver's output to a small speaker (see
Photo) inside the Auto -Kall, or to an external speaker that is connected to the

Auto -Kall.
The relay remains closed for about IO
seconds, at which point it opens and again
mutes the speaker even if the received
station is still transmitting. To receive a
signal for longer than IO seconds, the user
must flip a switch, which we'll explain
shortly.

General Description
The Auto -Kall can be used with both
base station and mobile equipment because it is powered by 8-15 -volts DC,
which can be provided by either an "AC
adapter" or an auto battery. The precise
power- source voltage isn't critical because it's regulated by a 5 -volt regulator
that's built into the Auto-Kall.
The device measures approximately 3
x 51/2 x 11/x-in. As shown in the photo,
the rear apron has a coaxial power jack

and two miniature audio jacks: one for the
receiver output: the other torr an external
speaker. The Auto -Kall's small internal
speaker is automatically disconnected
when the external speaker is plugged in.
The front panel has a DEcoI)I -(wF switch.
a green POWER LED, and a red CALI. LED.

Programming

-

The three internal rotary switches
which are accessed by removing the
cover -allow the user to program any of
the 16 Touch -Tone frequencies. Yes, 16 is
correct! Although the conventional telephone keypad has only twelve keys, communications keypads have tour additional
keys that are usually labeled A, B. C. and
of course, D.
The DTMF decoder circuit has continuous wrong -number reset. In plain terms
that means that the circuit will respond at
any time to the sequence of correct tones.
For example. if the programmed DTMF
code is 345 and the decoder receives
346572 the speaker remains muted.
However, if the detector receives the se-

Selective Calling
The AK-10 is a three -digit DTMF (Dual
Tone Multi Frequency) selective -calling
device that can be used with any FM receiver, transceiver, scanner, etc, to enable
the user to receive calls without the need
to constantly monitor the frequency.
The device simply plugs into a receiver's external speaker jack, thereby
cutting off the receiver's speaker (because
most external speaker jacks lift the receiver's internal speaker connections). Instead of feeding its own speaker, the
receiver feeds the Auto -Kall, which con-

stantly monitors for three user-programmed DTMF signals that correspond
to conventional Touch -Tone keys. When

The Auto -Kall contains its own internal speaker that substitutes for
the receiver's speaker. You can get extra information on the Auto -Kall by
circling number 87 on the Free Information Card in the back pages.
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people" carry a DTMF beeper, a small.

battery -powered, acoustic -coupled,
DTMF keypad device that people carry in
their pocket so they can access Touch Tone, long-distance services from a rotary
telephone. They simply place the beeper's
speaker over a telephone or microphone
and press the beeper's DTMF keys in the
correct sequence, or the beeper can be
programmed to generate a DTMF tome
sequence at the touch of a single key.

The pen points to one of the three switches used to select the three DTMF
codes. The switches appear to have "extra" calibrations because they
accommodate the 16 -key Touch -tone pad, which is often used in communications.

quence 765345127 it will unmute the
speaker because the correct sequence of
345 is received. The decoder simply ignores everything that follows 345.
Signal Tone
The Auto -Kall unmutes the speaker almost instantly. and most of the last DTMF
tone is clearly heard. The last tone therefore functions as a signal that the correct
code number has been received and that
the speaker is unmuted. If the user doesn't
hear sound it's because someone isn't
speaking at the transmitter.
The green LED lights when power is
applied by setting the switch to the
DECODE position. When the switch is set
to OFF the power is off and the receiver is
connected directly to the Auto -Kall's internal speaker.
When the switch is set to DECODE,
power is applied, the speaker is muted,
and the receiver is connected to the
DTMF decoder. If the correct DTMF
code is received, the speaker unmutes for
IO seconds, and then, as we mentioned
earlier, mutes. To keep the speaker unmuted the switch must be set to OFF. As
soon as the switch is reset to DECODE the
speaker is muted and the DTMF decoder

is reset. In a way, the switch functions as
the power switch, a speaker unmute, and

as the DTMF reset.
The red LED lights when the correct
DTMF code has been received and remains lit until the Auto -Kall is reset by the
user. Even if the device does an auto -reset
after 10 seconds, the LED remains lit to let
the user know a correct code was re-

ceived.
Here's how the red LED might be used.
Let's assume you're waiting for a CB call
from a family member, but you had to
answer the doorbell just when they called,
and you never heard their call. On returning to the rig you see the red LED is lit.
Aha! You know they've called, so you get
on the air and give them a shout.

Generating DTMF
One problem you've probably already
foreseen is that of generating the DTMF
code. Since the Auto -Kall is only a decoder, how can the tones be generated?
Simply by replacing the microphone on
your own equipment with one having a
DTMF keypad built into the back of the
microphone case. Or, if you don't want to
go through the trouble and expense of a
new microphone, you can have "your

MAKING A LOCAL CALL

t
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Works Great
The Auto -Kall's performance checkout
was first -rate all the way. Most important,
it handles a very wide range of both signal
input level and distortion. The only thing
we could complain about is the "tinny"
sound quality, but that's entirely a function of the 11/2 inch transistor-radio type
speaker built into the case. Using a a
larger external restores the receiver's original sound quality (which usually isn't all
that good to start with).
The AK -I0 Auto -Kall is priced at
$89.95, plus $3.00 shipping and handling. It is sold direct by the manufacturer, Motron Electronics Co., 695 West
21st Ave., Eugene, OR 97405. For more
information circle number 87 on the Free
Information card.
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MOTRON Ax-10

The rear has connections for the DC
power supply, input from the receiver,
and a switched output for a speaker.

REPAIRING
HEA DPHONE/WA LK-A -L ONG
RADIOS
Don't toss out that non -operational walk -about radio
you can fix it and learn something in the process!
By Homer
YOUR FAVORITE COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM IS BEHIND 6

points, they have the ball down on rival Tech's one -yard
line with thirty- seconds to go...and your headphone
radio conks out. Do you throw the radio against a cement
wall? Do you continue to watch the amateur presentation of
Hamlet, or do you feint a sick stomach and drag your wife
home to a color TV? Do you end your walkathon and drop
into a bar? No, like all us timid souls, you slip the broken
radio into your pocket, grit your teeth, and read tomorrow's
paper.
The often-used headphone radio rides along while jogging
with you listening to your favorite baseball game or to a crosstown rival high school football game. The headphone radios
take a licking and keep on beeping, but they do give up the
ghost some of the time. Since those small radios cost from
$20 to $40, you can either toss them out or take time to see
what happened to them. You will be able to restore nine
radios out of ten and put them back into operation, because
you followed the easy instructions given in this article.

-

L Davidson
I would have written this article for headphone radios only,
except that the "Walkman" types have many of the common
problems, so I've mixed them together. If the radio you own
can be used while walking about, then this article is what it's
all about!
You say you got a few bummers in the shop's junk drawer.
OK, let's give it a try.

Check the Batteries
Since just about every electronic gadget operates on dry
cells, take out that VOM or DMM, and test each one. Rundown dry cells can cause weak and distorted reception on faraway stations, while one dead dry cell may prevent any
reception at all. Sometimes a corroded cell terminal may
cause the radio to go dead. Simply rub the ends of the
batteries against your pants and give the apparent dud another
chance.
It's best to test batteries with a battery tester (which
provides a simulated load) or take a voltage measurement

the control. You may locate the small control at the local
radio/TV parts store or electronics mail -order firm advertised
in your favorite electronics magazine.

Stone Cold Dead -Nothing

a small AM -FM stereo radio that has a belt clip at
the back. Some of those small radios also have a cassette
tape player. All are very susceptible to damage and wear.

Here is

across the battery with the radio in operation and the volume
full on. While under load, one battery may show up weak.
Replace the small flashlight or pen -light cells if the voltage
drops 1/2-volt.
Check the battery clip or metal contacts for each dry cell
tir bright, shiny surfaces. If a dry cell leaked in the radio. it
could have corroded one or more of the contacts, causing a
high -resistance circuit. If a cell did leak in the battery compartment, you're due for some heavy cleaning. A bit of
advice to avoid that problem-take the dry cells out of the
radio when putting it away overnight or for longer periods.

Noisy Volume Control
After a few months, just about every one of those small
radios ends up with a noisy volume control. That can be very
annoying with earphones clamped to your ears. Remove the
back cover of the radio to expose the small volume control.
Some backs just clip into position, others have a few small
screws to hold the back in place.
Squirt cleaning fluid (Carbona- carbontetracloride) or
TV -tuner lube inside the volume control. Many such cleaners
come with a fine plastic nozzle or thin straw to direct the
liquid to where it is needed. Rotate the volume -control knob
back and forth several times to clean up the noisy control.
Clean the off/on switch contacts if they are exposed. Replace
the small volume control if it is broken or worn excessively so
that the slight play in the knob will open the sliding contact in

The dead radio rimy result from a broken earphone jack.
broken wires, or an open speaker. After testing the batteries,
measure the voltage at the on /off switch and the collector
terminal of the output transistors or IC component. Inspect
the small chassis for broken or loose components. Check the
antenna coil for torn away or broken wires if the radio has
been dropped.
Take a peek at the small speaker terminals when one stereo
channel is dead. Actually, small speakers are used as earphones in radios that clamp over your head. Measure the
continuity across the speaker terminals with the low-ohm
scale of your multimeter. A normal 8 -ohm speaker may have
a resistance of 7.5 ohms with the DMM. Flex the wire to the
speaker or earphone while the radio is playing. Notice if the
music cuts in and out. Usually, when you discover the point
where mechanical movement causes cutting in and out of the
sound. the repair suggests itself to the tinkerer.

No AM -FM Good!
First thing. take a look at the AM antenna coil. Carefully
inspect it for broken wires or a damaged ferrite rod. A broken
ferrite rod may cause weak or no reception. The whole coil
must be replaced if the rod is broken in two. Double check
each wire going to the antenna coil and variable (tuning)
capacitor. Those wires are very fine and are apt to break due to
heavy usage. Depending on the model you have, your headphone radio may be transistorized or contain some integrated- circuit chips (IC's). Don't let it throw you; in most
cases you proceed with troubleshooting in the same way.
Next, go to the AM converter transistor or IC component.
You may find one large IC taking care of both the AM and FM
converter and oscillator sections. Check the converter transistor for open or leaky conditions with the diode -test function of the DMM. Refer to Fig. I. Take critical voltage tests on
the transistor. Measure the bias voltage between the base and
emitter terminals (NPN types. 0.6 volt; PNP, 0.3 volt). UsuLEAKY OR

FOR

TO 1ST

OPEN

BROKEN LEADS

IF TRANSF.

0105
AM CONVERTER
1.3V

III

z
NOISY WHEN TUNING

CAPACITOR PLATES TOUCHING

.74V

(
H
.01

TO AM -FM SWITCH

Fig. 1 -No AM reception may result from a broken antenna wire
or antenna -lead wire, fractured ferrite rod, or defective AMconverter transistor. Check the transistor for open or leakage
with the diode- test function of your multimeter. If you have an incircuit transistor tester, use it! Consider replacing the common
front -end IC when both AM and FM stations cannot be tuned in.

Check those batteries when the radio becomes weak, dead, or distorted. Its a good idea to check the voltage of each battery
while the radio is operating. A battery tester may be used.
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ally, the transistor is normal with correct bias voltage between
base and emitter terminals. Bad semiconductors are to be
you can find them new or surplus.
replaced

-if

Erratic FM -AM Good!
Spray the AM -FM switch with cleaning fluid when the FM
is erratic or intermittent. Place the plastic spray tube in the
end or on the switch contacts for a good cleanup. Move the
switch back and forth to help clean the dirty contacts. Blowing the switch dry really doesn't help, but it sure makes you
feel good.
Most FM front -end circuits have two or three separate
transistors. You may find one IC component serving as FMRF oscillator and mixer. Refer to Fig. 2. Take critical voltage
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Besides transistors, suspect leaky bias diodes or
open resistors for causes of distorted sound. Take another
listening test after the suspected lea'.y transistor has been
removed. Don't overlook possibility of a defective earphone.

No normal sound at the output terminal and normal sound at
the input terminal of the IC indicates improperly applied
voltage or a defective IC.

Dead Left Channel
Left, right! If you recall the story I gave at the beginning of
a6V

2 -Test the FM transistors with your multimeter as you
would the AM section. Measure for correct voltage on the FM
IC if there is one. Oldies still use transistors. Replace the
FM front -end IC when the AM stations are normal. IC1 (FM -RF,
oscillator, mixer) was replaced in a Sanyo MG -25 headphone
radio with a TA -7358P IC with a dead front end. That type of
part is available from commercial parts distributors.

Fig.

measurements on the IC component to determine if it is
leaky. Often, when one large FM IC is used, the AM antenna
coil ties directly into the IF circuits. Replace the FM IC
component if the AM reception is normal with improper
voltages on the IC.

Distorted Right Channel
I once put on a set of headphones to test the sound quality
of a pocket radio and told the owner of the radio that the left

channel was out. He said that the right channel was out and
that I had the headphones on backwards. It's important to
learn which channel is which when troubleshooting. Go
directly to the audio output transistors or IC circuits when a
stereo channel is distorted. Take critical voltages on the IC
component. Check the output transistors within the circuit
for open and leakage conditions with the diode -test setting of
the DMM. Often, one of the output transistors may be open
or leaky. Remember, with one channel working normally,
you do have a comparison channel to compare voltage readings against. Usually the voltages are equal. Keep the radio in
the AM mode for pure mono operation and equal performance expectations. Refer to Fig. 3.
Before removing the suspected bad transistor, mark on a
piece of paper where each lead goes with the flat side of the
transistor, as reference. Check the bias diodes and resistors
when the power -output transistors are out of the circuit.
You may find one large IC component combining both
audio output channels. Locate the audio -IC component on
the printed- circuit board and take voltage measurements. The
suspected IC may be located by using an audio- signal tracer.

the previous section, you would expect that the left channel
would be checked the same way. Yes, but we split the trou-

bleshooting tactics in two to keep you alert!
Locate the defective stereo channel on the printed- circuit
board. Remember, those components are jammed together in
the small headphone radio. Most small radios come with a
schematic diagram on the back side of the instruction booklet. Sometimes the schematic diagram is pasted on the inside
surface of the back cover. In either case, if you are over 30
years old, you'll need a magnifying glass to read it. Trace the
defective audio channel back from the earphone jack or small
speaker if a schematic diagram is not available. Draw the
output circuits on a piece of paper, big enough so you can
follow them.
Take voltage measurements on the suspected output transistors or IC. Refer to Fig. 4. Test each transistor with the
DMM or transistor tester. A leaky IC component may lower
the supply voltage a couple of volts. Check the current by
inserting a piece of cardboard between the battery and termi3VI
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Fig. 4 -Check the audio output IC for distorted, weak, or
no sound signal. Compare the voltage measurements at the IC
or audio transistors with those in the good stereo channel.
Remove the operating voltage pin terminal of the suspected
IC and measure the resistance from disconnected pin to common
ground. A low resistance under 250 ohms indicates a leaky IC.
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or component- terminal that has torn loose from
soldered hoard connection.

a

poorly

Mushy Sounding Earphone or Speaker
The small headphones have usually an impedance from 8
to 32 ohms. The headphone consists of a foam cover, driver,
and a plastic piece that connects to the head band. Each driver
usually has a single-conductor cable with a shield. The
earphone may have two small 8 -10 -ohm PM speakers, or

You may find one- or two -inch PM speakers in the clamp -on head-

phone radios. Check the speaker voice -coil continuity with
the low ohm scale of the DMM or VOM. Those small speakers
are easily replaced, providing that you can find new ones.

inexpensive earplug -types.
The continuity of the earphone driver may be checked at
the earphone's male plug. The earphone's speaker cable or
driver unit may be an open circuit. Check the driver terminals
for open conditions. Each cable wire may be checked from
earphone to the male plug for a break with the low-ohm scale
of the VOM or DMM. Wire breaks are sometimes very easy
to repair and restore the headphone to service.
The mushy or distorted driver sounds may be caused by
sharp objects poked through the earphone holes or a hard
drop. Perspiration can do a lot of damage to the delicate voice
coil. In most cases the driver's voice coil rubs against the
center magnet. That's bad news! Replace the small PM
speakers in the earphone with correct impedance replacements. Of course, it is easier and cheaper to buy replacement
earphones for $5.95.
Speakers built into the small radios (if any) are easy to fix
should they go bad; just replace them. If you can't replace
them with an exact fit, disconnect them and use headphones
only.
You could use outboard speakers through the speaker
jacks, hut that's a project for another article.

What Else Is There?

46/

i

Quickly check each transistor in the audio- output stages with
the DMM's diode -test mode for leakage when sound is distorted.
Usually, a couple of small screws hold the radio chassis to
the case. Mark each transistor terminal for easy replacement.

nal. Most small AM -FM headphone radios pull less than 25
milliamperes of current. If the current measurement is over
30- milliamperes, suspect a leaky output IC or transistor. Do
not overlook a broken earphone jack.

Remember. all parts are fitted tightly together in headphone radios. The innards must be handled with extreme
care. Most problems are caused by improper operation and
rough treatment. Universal transistor and IC components
may be used as replacements throughout the small headphone
radios. Use a low- wattage soldering iron when replacing the
defective component. Above all, I can't cover every possible
fault that can occur, so use your head, eyes, ears, nose (sniff),
and touch (detect heat) to pinpoint problems. And, don't
make a business of repairing those products-their replacement cost is less than your repair bill in many instances.

Intermittent Sound
Erratic or intermittent sound may be caused by a broken
board. loose battery, loose components on the printed- circuit
board, or defective headphone cable and connections. Flex
the cable at the top of each earphone for possible wire
breakage with the large earphone radio playing. Determine if
one speaker or earphone is intermittent or both. Suspect a
dirty plug or a male plug with detachable earphones.
Remove the back cover, replace the battery and turn it on
for intermittent checks. With a pencil eraser, gently nudge or
move each component on the small printed- circuit hoard. A
resistor soldered to the hoard is not going to move far, so
don't push it so that it cracks or damages the hoard. Remember, do it gently!
Inspect the printed- circuit board for cracks if the radio was
dropped or has seen rough (teen -age) duty. Move each component on the board until the radio pops on and off. indicating
the break is close at hand. You may locate a cracked resistor
76

Inspect the printed -circuit board for damage if the radio was
dropped. Use the pencil eraser to prod or move the various
components. Intermittent reception may be caused with cracked
resistors, broken connections, and poor solder connections.

learn About
Thyristors
By Louis E. Frenzel, Jr.

The most useful power -control devices are

thyristors. While some articles gloss over
them, we'll show you how they operate!
EIN

THIS MONTH'S INSTALLMENT, WE ARE GOING TO TAKE A

class of semiconductor devices that never seem to
get the same amount of attention and respect as other devices,
particularly integrated circuits. That class of semiconductors
is known as thyristors. While thyristors are widely used in
many electrical and electronic applications, they are less
visible and might be considered by some as boring compared
to the powerful and sophisticated integrated circuits that are
available today.

look at

a

As in previous articles, we start by defining some learning
objectives that state specifically what you will know and be
able to do when you complete this article.
That is followed by a brief tutorial on thyristor fundamentals. The bulk of the article is devoted to a step-by -step
experiment which you can actually follow to study the operation of thyristors and build practical working circuits. Like
other kinds of lab experiments, this one will help you to learn
by doing.

Learning Objectives
When you complete this experiment, you will be able to:
Name three types of thyristors and explain how each
operates.
2. List the main specifications of thyristors.
3. Build SCR and triac phase -control light dimmers and
1.

c

B

A

motor-control circuits.

Background Tutorial
Thyristors are special semiconductor devices used as
switches in power applications. Whenever a thyristor is triggered on, it acts as a closed switch. having a very low
resistance and small voltage drop. When the device is off, it
acts as an open switch having an extremely high impedance.
Thyristors are often called bistable devices because they have
two stable states, off and on.
Most thyristors look like transistors because they are packaged in the same housings used by transistors. The most common packages are the TO -92 and TO -220 plastic packages illustrated in Figs. IA and IB. Very -high voltage /highcurrent thyristors are packaged in the TO -48 stud-mounted
package shown in Fig. IC. Since thyristors are used primarily
in power applications, most are capable of withstanding
either very high voltages or high currents or both. Thyristors
can operate on voltages up to a thousand volts and can switch
currents as high as 5000 amperes.

Thyristor Use
Thyristors are used in applications where it is necessary to
switch very-high voltages or currents quickly. An example of
a high -speed, power -switching application is solid -state relays that use thyristors to replace slower electromechanical

G

T0-92

A

TO 2111

1- Thyristor

TO48

cases come in three- flavorsfrom left to right the power handling capability
of those shown here increases.
Fig.

relays. Thyristors are also used in applications that require
the precise control of power to some device. Some typical
power control applications are light dimmers. motor speed
controls. and power conversion applications, such as inverters used to produce AC from DC.
There are three basic types of thyristors: silicon controlled
rectifiers (SCR), triacs, and diacs. Let's take a look at how
each of them operates. Then, we will demonstrate the operation and application using a low -cost. readily available SCR.

Silicon -Controlled Rectifiers
An SCR (silicon- controlled rectifier) is a three -terminal.
semiconductor device that acts like a silicon rectifier diode.
That means that it blocks current in one direction but allows
current to flow freely through it in the opposite direction. The
current flows from the cathode through the device to the
anode as in any other diode. However. the SCR is unique in
that its third terminal. called the gate. is used to turn the
forward current on.
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Figure 2 shows the schematic symbol ordinarily used to
represent an SCR. Sometimes you will see that symbol
without a circle around it. The cathode, anode, and gate leads
are labelled.
ANODE (Al

'iv

OFF
SCR

CATHODE TO
ANODE
CURRENT

CURRENT

1

FLOW
WHEN

GATE (G)

ON

CONDUCTING
CATHODE (K)

Fig. 2 -This is the commonly used symbol for the SCR.
Note that current flow is restricted to only one direction.

The SCR can operate with both DC and AC, however, most
applications are with AC. We will illustrate the operation
with both DC and AC.
Figure 3 shows the basic DC circuit for an SCR. Resistor
R1 is the load which is being switched by the SCR. As
indicated earlier, the load can be any number of different

kinds of devices, including lights, heating elements, or
motors. Whenever the SCR turns on, the DC supply voltage
is connected to the load.
Ordinarily, the supply voltage in Fig. 3 would cause a
standard diode to be forward biased and conduct. However.
the SCR will not conduct until current is applied to the gate.
The cathode and gate form a PN junction just like the PN
base- emitter junction in a transistor. That junction must be
forward biased to cause gate current to flow. Once a sufficient
amount of gate current is applied between the cathode and
gate, the SCR is triggered on. Current will flow through it as
in an ordinary diode.

SCR

GATE
CURRENT

4 -One tiny blip is all it takes for an SCR to
conduct. Afterward it's on its own. with or without blips.
Power will have to be removed from it to turn it off.

Fig.

through the device below a specific level of current known as
the holding current. Various circuit arrangements, depending
on the application, are used to remove the current in the SCR.
A switch may be connected in series with the circuit to
momentarily disconnect the supply voltage. Alternately, a
manual or transistor switch may be connected in parallel with
the SCR and closed momentarily to shunt current around the
SCR so that its current drops below the holding -current
value. With the SCR off, it can then be triggered on again.

Usefulness
The SCR is more commonly used in control circuits where
AC operates the load. A typical connection is shown in Fig.
5. Again, the load may be a light to be dimmed, a motor
whose speed is to be controlled, a heating element whose
temperature is to be varied, and so on.

Fig. 3 -Once the gate is triggered by closing the switch
the SCR will conduct. But opening the gate will not turn
the SCR off, so current will continue to flow.

During conduction. an SCR has a small voltage drop
across it of approximately 0.7 to 1.8 volts depending upon the
size of the SCR and the amount of current flowing through it.
In Fig. 3, a switch (SI) is used to apply DC to the gate
through resistor Rs. Closing the switch forces gate current to
flow and the SCR conducts. Other triggering methods can
also be used.

Gate Current
Gate current need only flow momentarily to turn the SCR
on. Once it is on, the SCR will continue to conduct even if
gate current is removed. The SCR latches in the on state when
gated as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the second gate pulse has
no effect on the device current.
Gate current cannot be used to turn the SCR off. That can
only be done by decreasing the amount of current flowing
78

5 -Under AC conditions the activated SCR acts as
rectifier, allowing current to flow in only one direction.
That's okay for half -cycle applications only.

Fig.

a

Consider how the circuit would operate if the gate had no
effect. The SCR would simply act as a half-wave rectifier
allowing current to flow through the load on the positive
swings as illustrated in Fig. 6. Pulses of half-sine current
would flow in the load. The average current in the load as
indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 6B is the same as the
average current that would flow in the load of an unfiltered
half-wave rectifier power supply. The average current 1s is
31.8% of the peak current 'peak.
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the negative half-cycle. Instead of current flowing for the
entire 180 degrees of the positive half-cycle. the current now
only flows for only 150 degrees. For that mason. the average
current will now be lower.
Figure 7B shows the effect of turning the SCR on much
later in the cycle. The switch is closed at 150 degrees, turning
on the SCR. But very gitickly the AC voltage drops to zero
and the SCR turns off. Only very short, narrow spikes of
current flow, thus further reducing the average current
through the load.
An independent source of trigger pulses can be used to
eliminate the switch in Figs. 3 and 5. The occurrence of the
pulses can be controlled, thereby varying the load current.

SCR

a
LOAD
CURRENT

o

Fig. 6-The average current output from the SCR is not only
low, but is always positive. For circuits requiring
rectification and power control this feature is very useful.

the level of that average current to vary load power. That is
done in an SCR circuit by applying an appropriate signal to
the gate.
In Figs. 3 and 5, we used a simple switch in series with the
gate resistor Rs to control triggering. If the switch is open, no
gate current flows and the SCR remains off. If the switch is
closed, gate current will flow turning on the SCR. By controlling the point where the SCR is turned on, the average current
through the load can be varied.

RC Triggering
A more- common technique for controlling the gate current, however, is shown in Fig. 8. An RC network is used to
produce a sinewave delayed in time from the applied voltage.
The RC network acts as a phase shifter. In an RC circuit, the
current leads the voltage, however, the voltage across the
capacitor lags the applied voltage. Also, by making the
resistor variable, the amount of delay can be varied. That
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Assume that the switch is closed 30 degrees after the
positive alternation of the sinewave begins (see Fig. 7A). Gate
current flows rapidly, switching on the SCR. The current
through the load would then follow the sine curve for the
remainder of the positive cycle. As the sinewave voltage
drops, the SCR current decreases below the holding current
value and the SCR switches off. No current will flow during

Fig. 8-This circuit allows you to vary the time at which
the SCR receives a sufficient trigger pulse. That is
accomplished by varying the RC time constant.

30°

simple circuit allows adjustment of the phase of the sinewave
applied to the gate to be varied over approximately the 0 to 90
degree range. That permits varying the point where the gate
current is high enough to trigger the SCR. thereby providing
control of the average current in the load.
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Timing the trigger pulses to coincide with the same
part of the AC waveform, each cycle allows one to adjust the
average output current to any desired value.
Fig.

Neon -Bulb Triggering
The triggering of the SCR in Fig. 8 is not always precise as
it relies upon the gradual rise of a sinewave. As a result, it
does not provide as fine a control as is desired in some
applications. To overcome that problem, a trigger device
such as a neon lamp is often used to improve triggering. Such
an arrangement is shown in Fig. 9.
Keep in mind that a neon lamp contains two electrodes in a
glass tube filled with the inert gas neon. When a voltage is
applied across the neon lamp, no current will flow until a high
enough trigger voltage has been reached. That trigger voltage
is usually in the 60 to 70 volt range. As soon as the trigger
voltage has been reached. the neon lamp conducts. Current
through it must be limited by a series resistance. The point of
conduction is very sharp and precise providing an accurate
turn-on pulse for the SCR.
The main specifications of an SCR are: PIV -Peak inverse
voltage. The maximum reverse voltage that can be applied
between anode and cathode. 11- Forward current. Maximum
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triggering device for triacs. It is a two- terminal device that
conducts current in both directions but has a specific voltage
threshold. Figure 12 shows the schematic symbol used for a
diac.
A voltage of either polarity may be applied to a diac. If that
voltage is below a point known as the break -over voltage, no
current will flow and the diac acts as an open circuit.
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12 -Since a device such as a triac requires trigger
signals during either half -cycle the AC waveform the diac
was invented to permit a pulse to pass in either direction.

Fig.

Fig. 9 -This circuit delivers accurately timed amounts of
current since the trigger pulse is independent of the shape
of the sinewave. The lamp delivers very slim blips to the
gate, which enhances the timing accuracy.

allowable continuous cathode to anode current. --Maximum gate current. lgf-Gate current required to turn the
SCR on.
Holding current. Value of If below which SCR
turns off. V,-Forward voltage. Voltage drop between cathode and anode when the SCR is on.
1

Iñ

However, once the break -over voltage point has been reached,
the diac conducts and acts as an on switch. A resistor must be
used in series with the device to maintain the current within
limits. Typical diac break-over voltages are in the 25 -to 45volt range.
Keep in mind that the diac will conduct in either direction
and that the breakdown voltages for both the forward and
reverse directions are approximately equal (at least within 3
volts of one another). The primary application for a diac is as a
gate- trigger device for a triac.

Triacs
Another popular thyristor is the triac. Like the SCR, it is a
three terminal device, however, it can conduct current in
either direction. The triac operates as if it were two SCRs
connected in parallel but with opposite polarities as shown in
Fig. 10. The gates are connected together to form a common

A Diac -Based Trigger

ligure 13 shows a basic triac control circuit with diac
triggering. The RC network delays the sinewave used, allowing triggering up to 90 degrees. Assume that the RC network
is set for a phase shift of 60 degrees. The triac will fire 60

MT1

Fig. 10 -This is a good (but
inaccurate) way of viewing a
triac. The jist of the idea is
that when one SCR is off due
to reverse biasing the other
can conduct if triggered.
MT2

control element. In reality, two SCRs cannot be connected in
that way without some special arrangements for properly
controlling the gates. However, a triac provides bidirectional
conduction with the gate controlling the turn-on time as it
does in an SCR.
Figure 11 shows the schematic symbol used to represent a
triac. The two primary connections to the device are called
nain- terminals I and 2 (usually denoted as MTI, MT2). The
control element is called the agate as in an SCR.
Fig. 11 -Note that the current
control terminals of the triac
are referred to as MT1 and MT2.
The MT's representing main
terminals. The unit can operate
G
during any portion of the AC
cycle allowing control of output
power for AC devices.

like the SCR, the triac was designed for use in AC power
control. Since it conducts in both directions, the full AC
supply is available to the load. However, the gate provides a
way to control when the triac conducts, again permitting the
average current through the load to be controlled on both the
positive and negative half-cycles of the sinewave.
Diacs
A diac is another type of thyristor which is used
80

as a

Fig. 13 -The diac allows the triac to fire during both
portions of the AC sinewave. Making complete AC -power
control possible. The load can be a drill or any AC device.

degrees into the positive half. As the positive half-cycle drops
to zero, the triac switches off. But at 60 degrees into the
negative half-cycle, the triac again conducts. The resulting
waveform is shown in Fig. I4A. Note that current flows
through the load on both the positive and negative half-cycles
but that the duration of conduction has been shortened due to
the time at which the gate is triggered.
The waveform in Fig. I4B shows the effect of turning the
gate on at the 120 degree point. Again, as before, short spikes
of current flow through the load on both the positive and
negative half-cycles. The average current through the load,
therefore, is much less than in Fig. 14A.
In the following experiment, you will demonstrate the
operation and application of SCRs, triacs, and diacs. First
you will learn thyristor operating principles with both DC
and AC voltages using an SCR. You will also build a simple
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Fig. 16-The lead layout for the SCR (A) and LED (B) are
shown here with the lead abbreviations. Why anyone would
abbreviate cathode with a K is beyond me.
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Fig. 14 -Just like the SCR, by varying the time at which
the triac fires varies the average power delivered to the
load. Early timing (A) delivers more than late timing (B).
phase control light dimmer circuit using an SCR. Then
finally you will construct a triac phase control circuit which
can be used for light dimming and motor control purposes.

Parts Required
The components you will need for these experiments are
listed below. You will also need a breadboarding socket and a
DC power supply capable of furnishing 6 volts. A multimeter
is needed for DC and AC measurements. An oscilloscope is
required to view the AC waveforms. You'll also need a
2N5060 SCR; a Q4015L5 triac; and a HT-32 -ND diac. Those
parts are available by mail from Digi -Key Corp., P. O. Box
677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701. Lastly, get your hands on
one LED; a 100 -ohm 1/4-watt resistor, two 1000 -ohm' -watt
resistors; a 3300 -ohm 1/4-watt resistor; a .47 -µf capacitor; a
500 -ohm potentiometer; a 100,000 -ohm potentiometer; a
power transformer to step down 120V AC to 6.3VAC; an AC
line cord; an AC line switch; and an AC receptacle (optional)

Experimental Steps
In the first part of the experimental procedure, you will
demonstrate the basic operation of an SCR with a DC supply.

1 On your breadboard, wire the circuit shown in Fig. 15.
The pin connections on the 2N5060 SCR and LED are
illustrated in Fig. 16. The DC supply voltage can come from
any available electronic supply or can be derived from four
flashlight cells connected in series. If a 5 -volt logic supply is
available, the circuit will operate satisfactorily from it. Do
not connect the jumper wires shown in the diagram until told
to do so.
2 Apply power to the circuit and note the condition of the
LED. It should be off. Momentarily touch the free end of the
I K resistor to the + 6 -volt supply and again note the LED.
Remove the jumper from the free end of the 1K resistor and
move it to ground, continuing to observe the LED condition.
3 Disconnect the 6 -volt supply from the circuit. The LED
should go out. Reconnect the 6 volts, and again note the
condition of the LED. Touch your finger to the free end of the
1K resistor and note the LED. Finally, connect the jumper
wire between the 100 -ohm resistor and ground as shown in
Fig. 15. Note what happens to the LED.
4 Trigger the SCR on by touching the IK resistor to +6
volts. Then connect the IK resistor lead to ground. Measure
the DC voltage across the conducting SCR. Record your
value below.

SCR-on voltage drop

volts

Review of Steps 1-4
That basic DC circuit illustrates the primary operating
characteristics of an SCR. When you first applied power to
the circuit, the LED should have been off. In order for the
LED to turn on, the SCR must be triggered. To do that, you
momentarily touched the IK resistor from the gate to the
supply voltage. That provided sufficient gate current to turn
the SCR on. The LED should have turned on. Removing the

+6V

JUMPER
WIRE
WO NOT
CONNECT

UNTIL
DIRECTED.)

Fig. 15-The LED can be turned on with the small amount of
voltage on your body by touching the gate jumper wire. To
turn it off however you must short the SCR momentarily.

I K resistor from the supply voltage should have had no effect
on the LED which remained on. That shows that the gate has
no effect once the SCR conducts. To turn the SCR off, you
had to momentarily disconnect the supply voltage.
You found that it was possible to trigger the SCR by simply
touching the end of the I K gate resistor. Your body picks up a
considerable amount of 60 cycle AC floating around the
room. Because the gate is very sensitive, even the small
amount of voltage picked up by your body is sufficient to
provide gate current to turn the SCR on.
In Step 3, you saw that you could turn the SCR off by
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momentarily bypassing the SCR with a jumper. The juniper
is a short circuit between the 100 -ohm resistor and ground
and, therelore, the current will flow through it, halting the
current through the SCR. The resistance of the jumper wire is
much lower than the SCR and, therefore, all current is diverted from the SCR, turning it off. Once you remove the jumper,
the LED should remain off until the circuit is retriggered.
In Step 4, you should have found that the voltage drop
across the SCR while conducting is approximately 0.8 volt.
That voltage drop could be higher depending upon the current
through the SCR and may he as high as 1.7 volts.

Experimental Steps (continued)
Connect the circuit shown in Fig. 17. You will use that
circuit to measure the holding current of the SCR. The 5K
potentiometer is connected across the supply voltage to
provide a variable voltage source for the SCR.
There are two ways to measure the holding current. One
way is to use a milliamp meter connected in series with the IK
anode resistor as shown in Fig. 17. The large X tells where to
insert the meter. Remember, to measure current, the ammeter
must be in series with the circuit with the proper polarity.
Your ammeter should be capable of indicating in the 0- to 5mA range.

+6V

5K

which time the SCR will abruptly turn off. Your job is to
monitor the current and note its value just prior to its dropping
to zero. That is the holding current.
You may want to repeat the process several times in order to
more accurately estimate the holding current. Simply increase the voltage and retrigger the SCR. Then again, slowly
decrease it until the current ceases.
If you used a milliamp meter to note the current, you can
obtain the reading directly from the meter. If you used a
voltmeter across the IK anode resistor, you can compute the
current with Ohm's law simply by dividing the voltage reading by 1000 ohms. Since a 1K resistor is being used, the
voltage reading across the resistor will actually be equal to the
current in milliamperes. Once you determine the holding
current for your SCR, record the value in the space provided
below.

Holding Current =

mA

Review of Steps 5 Through 7
Once the SCR is triggered on, it will remain on until the
power supply voltage is interrupted. The current through the
SCR will also cease if the current through it is reduced to a
low- enough level. The current value where the SCR turns off
is known as the holding current. In other words, the current
through the SCR must be higher than that value in order to
sustain conduction.
To determine the holding current, you used a potentiometer to vary the supply voltage to the SCR. You decreased the
supply voltage, thereby lowering the current through the
circuit. At some point, the current ceased. The value you
measured just prior to the current dropping to zero, of course,
is the holding current.
The specifications for the 2N5060 SCR indicate that the
holding current will be less than 5 mA. The values vary
widely. For the device used in this experiment, a holding
current of .75 mA or 750 microamperes was obtained. Your
value could be higher or lower than that, but in all cases it will
be less than 5 mA.

Experimental Steps 8-10
17- Measuring

the turn -on current can be done with
either an ammeter or voltmeter. Using a linear taper
potentiometer will improve your accuracy.
Fig.

If you do not have current -measuring capability on your
multimeter, you can determine the current by measuring the
voltage across the 1K anode resistor. The voltmeter should be
capable of reading up to about 5 volts. Connect it with the
polarity shown in Fig. 17.
6 Apply power to the circuit. Adjust the potentiometer so
that the full 6 -volt supply voltage will be applied to the IK
anode resistor. Then, momentarily touch the 1K gate resistor
to the +6 volt supply to trigger the SCR on. You will know
when the SCR is triggered on by an indication of current on
the milliamp meter or voltage across the IK anode resistor.
Once the SCR is triggered on, connect the free end of the gate
resistor to ground.
7 Begin varying the potentiometer to reduce the applied
oltage. That will be indicated by a drop in the current or a
drop in the voltage across the IK anode resistor. Continue to
reduce the applied voltage slowly while monitoring the current. At some point, the holding current will be reached at
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8 Construct the circuit shown in Fig. 18. That is a phase control SCR light dimmer circuit. Note that the circuit operates from AC rather than DC. A low voltage transformer TI
steps down the standard 120 -volt AC line voltage to 6.3 volts
AC. That provides adequate voltage for operating the SCR,
but is low enough for safety in working with experimental
circuits.
OSCILLOSCOPE

VERTICAL
INPUT
OFF ON
SWITCH
AC
PLUG

LOW VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMER
T1

A

II
120V
60Hz

0

SCR

1

2N5060

AC

Fig. 18- Viewing the output waveform on an oscilloscope is
the best way to get a feel for SCR action. If you don't own
one you can still observe the changes in LED output power.

4
1

9 Apply power to the circuit by turning on the off /on
switch. You should see the LED come on. Vary the I(X)K
potentiometer from one end of the range to the other, noting
the brightness of the LED. You should he able to vary the
intensity of the LED from full on to full off.
10 If you have an oscilloscope, connect it across the 100 ohm resistor in series with the LED as Ag. 18 shows. The
voltage across that resistor is proportional to the current
through the LED load and SCR. It should correspond to the
SCR current waveforms shown earlier in the tutorial (Fig. 7).
While observing the waveform, adjust the 100K potentiometer from one end of its range to the other, noting the effect on
the waveform.

Review of Steps 8, 9, and 10
'l'he SCR phase -control, light -dimmer circuit is very widely used in industrial and consumer products. You will find it
in light dimmers for homes and in entertainment light dimming circuits for theaters and light shows used by music
groups. It is also used in motor control circuits such as mixers
or blenders and in sophisticated, motor -driven machine tools.
Varying the resistance with the 100K potentiometer varies
the phase shift of the AC signal applied to the gate. With
minimum resistance, there is minimum phase shift and therefore, the AC signal applied to the gate is nearly in phase with
the AC applied to the anode. Because of this, the SCR
triggers on quickly in the positive AC alternation and, therefore, current flows through the LED for nearly the full halfcycle of AC. With the IOOK potentiometer set to its maximum
resistance value, the phase shift approaches 90 degrees,
thereby delaying the turn on of the SCR near the end of the
half cycle of AC. The LED will conduct for only a short
period of time or not at all, thereby giving a dim glow or no

illumination.
The waveforms you observed across the 100 -ohm resistor
should be similar to those shown earlier in Fig. 7.

Experimental Steps 10-13
The following steps are optional, but should you desire
first -hand experience with diacs and triacs, the following will
provide it.
Most practical triac circuits are used to control the 120 volt, 60 -Hz power line. The circuit to be described here will
operate directly from 120 volts AC. It can be used to control
the brightness of light bulbs up to 150 watts. Also, AC motors
whose currents do not exceed approximately 150 watts can
also be used. The most important thing to point out is that
working with 120 volts AC on a breadboard is an extremely
dangerous proposition. Should you plan to go ahead with the
following steps, take extreme precautions to prevent shock as
well as damage to components. Never work on a circuit while
power is applied.
Refer to Fig. 19. The circuit is similar to that you have
studied previously (Fig. 13). The load is connected in series
with the triac. The load may be a light bulb or an AC motor.
The most convenient method of connecting the load is simply
to build -in a standard AC outlet receptacle into which the
load, either a lamp or an appliance with a motor, can be
plugged.
11 Construct the circuit shown in Fig. 19. Build it on your
breadboard, but then connect it to the AC line cord and the
AC receptacle into which the load will be plugged. The triac
connections are given in Fig. 20. The diac is fully bidirectional so can be connected in either direction.

Q

AC MOTOR

BULB

LOAD

1

120V
60Hz
AC
PLUG

AC

OPTIONAL
AC

RECEPTACLE

19-Now here comes the fun part. You can use this
circuit to control any device you wish. Note that when the
SCR is off, the load is still going to receive some current.
Fig.

M12

M11

G

MT2

Fig. 20-Note that MT2 is also the heat sink and should be
the lead connected to the ground plane to avoid shorts.
12 Plug a lamp into the load receptacle. Then, connect the
AC plug to a standard outlet. By using the IOOK potentiometer, you should be able to vary the brightness of the lamp from
full off to full on. Vary it several times to get a feel for how it
works.
13 Disconnect the AC power cord. Then disconnect the
lamp and in its place plug in an electric drill or other small
appliance with a motor. A kitchen mixer is an example.
Apply power by plugging in the AC cord. Activate the drill or
other appliance by turning on its switch. Note the speed at
which the motor turns. Vary the IOOK potentiometer from one
end of its range to the other noting the change in drill or
appliance speed. Disconnect the AC plug.

Review of Steps 10-13
That circuit operates as previously described in the tutorial. The RC network provides a varying phase shift for the
gate control. The diac provides positive reliable triggering.
The most important thing about a triac circuit is that the
device conducts in both direction, thereby providing power to
the load on both positive and negative AC swings. Therefore,
both lamps and motors can operate as they normally would
from the AC power line but with full control.
With a lamp as a load, you should have been able to vary its
brilliance from its normal high to completely off. The potentiometer provides a continuous dimming action.
When you used an AC motor as a load, you should have
been able to vary its speed from its maximum normal value
down to extremely low levels before the motor shuts off
completely.
Now you should have thyristors pretty much under your
belt. Next month we'll explore the theory and application of
the two main forms of modulation: amplitude modulation
(what we regular folks call AM) and frequency modulation
(you guessed it, FM). Till then, enjoy your knowledge.

By Charles D. Rakes

the mystery of voice/remote activation circuits

'

['GETTING THE CIRCUITS WORKED OUT
and ready for this month's circus has been
a real ball for me, as I have always wanted
to put together a few special circuits designed to increase and expand the use of
the plentiful and popular portable cassette
tape recorder, and best of all be able to
share the experience with others. In fact,
you can thank one of our fine Circus readers for suggesting a need for a gadget that
became our first circuit offered this
month.

supply voltage just won't do. To try either
of those simple methods, most assuredly,
will end in failure with the motor either
stalling or wobbling up and down in
speed.
If we can keep the motor's supply voltage at it's normal preset value and somehow vary the time that the voltage is
applied to the motor, the speed will be
reduced and should be fairly constant.
The on/off timing interval can not be too
slow or the motor will slow when no
power is applied and speed up when the
voltage is turned on. But if the on/off rate
is just fast enough, say about 200 Hz, the
motor will not be able to respond in a stop
and start operation, and will run smoothly
at a slower than normal speed.
A single op-amp (one of four contained
in the popular LM324) is operating in a
variable pulsewidth, free -running squarewave oscillator circuit, with its timed output driving two transistors that control the
on/off cycle of the tape -drive motor.
The oscillator's positive feedback path
holds the secret to the successful operation of the variable on/off timing signal.
The two diodes and pulsewidth potentiometer R8 allows the setting of the on and
off time without effecting the oscillator's

Extended -Play Circuit
It, more often than not, you tend to
come up just a few feet short of having
enough tape to complete a recording, then

our time -expander circuit (see Fig. I)
should help solve that problem. No, I'm
not suggesting taking the tape and stretching it out to increase the recording time,
but instead to slow down the rate of tape
travel and double, or perhaps even triple,
the recording time of your cassette recorder. Sounds difficult? Not at all if you have
a recorder your are willing to get into and
make a minor modification that will in no
way effect the normal operation of the
machine.
The trick is to slow the DC- powered,
tape -drive motor down without causing it
to stall or vary greatly in speed. No, a pot
in series, or a reduction in the motor's

operating frequency. One diode allows
only the discharge current to flow through
it and the section of R8 that its connected
Dt
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PARTS LIST FOR THE EXTENDED
PLAY CIRCUIT

C1- 220 -p.F,

-

24 -WVDC electrolytic

capacitor

C2- 100 -11F,

25 -WVDC electrolytic

capacitor

C3- .1 -11F,

100 -WVDC
Mylar capacitor
D1, D2, D3-1N914 general-purpose
signal diode
D4- 1N4738, 8 -volt, 1 -watt Zener diode
U1 -LM324 quad op -amp, integrated
circuit
01, Q2- 2N3904 or 2N2222 NPN
general -purpose transistor
2N3055 power NPN transistor
R1, R2, R3- 1.000 -ohm, 1/2-watt
resistor
R4, R6-4700 -ohm, 1/2-watt
resistor
A5- 10,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R7- 470 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R8- 50,000 -ohm, potentiometer

03-

S1- Single -pole,

single -throw

(SPST) toggle switch
Perfboard, cabinet cassette
recorder. 11- to 15 -volt power
source, IC socket, etc
to. The other diode, and its portion of R8,
sets the charge time for the timing capacitor, C3. Since the recorders speed is controlled by the precise off/on timing of the

oscillator, a simple voltage-regulator circuit is included (QI, R3, and D4).
Connecting the speed control to most
cassette recorders is a simple matter of
going into the recorder and disconnecting
either of the motor's power leads (the
ground or common side might be best)
and connecting the recorder through a
length of small shielded cable to the control circuit. In some recorders a remote
input jack is furnished to remotely turn on

off the recorder.
Before going in and modifying a recorder with a remote jack, try connecting
the circuit to the remote. Check the polarity at the remote terminals and connect the
circuit as Fig. I indicates. I found that
about half of the recorders with an external remote input work with the circuit,
without going into the machine at all.
and

If the oscillator's positive going portion

CI

of the timing pulse is set to close at 25% of
the total timing period, the cassette
should be operating at about % or 1/2 of it's
normal speed. Switch, SI is needed to get
the motor started when operating at lower
speeds. It can also be used to speed up the
rewind and fast forward functions of the
recorder.
Even though the circuit won't start the
motor at it's lower operating speeds, it
will (once started) maintain a reasonably
steady motor speed. But don't expect hi -fi
reproduction at the lower speeds. To obtain the best results with the circuit and
selected cassette recorder, expect to spend
some time experimenting with the combination.
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The next cassette- recorder accessory

circuit is one that can serve many fun -time
needs. First, the circuit can set up a cassette recorder to automatically turn on
when a sound or noise is present and start
recording. Another use, which could be
the most -valuable application for the circuit, is when the sound activated switch is

R10

47051

oTO

REMOTE
JACK

-The

used to turn on a cassette player especially
set up so that it turns the combination into
a burglar -alarm detector and sounder.

Fig.

The heart of our multifaceted audio
switch (as shown in Fig. 2) is the LM324
quad op -amp. Op -amps Ula and Ulb are
connected in tandem to amplify the
sounds picked up by the detector's mike.
The amplified audio voltage, output at pin
7 of Ulb, is fed to a voltage -doubler circuit, consisting of DI and D2.
The elevated voltage from the doubler

circuit

PARTS LIST FOR THE SOUND ACTIVATED TAPE SWITCH

C2- 100 -µF, 16 -WVDC
electrolytic capacitor
C3, C4, C5- 4.7 -µF, 25 -WVDC
electrolytic capacitor
100 -WVDC Mylar
capacitor
D1, 02-1N914 general -purpose signal diode
D3-Light- emitting diode
U1 -LM324 quad op -amp,
integrated circuit
Q1-2N3055 (or similar) NPN power
transistor
R1, R2- 1,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt
resistor
R3, R4, R5, R6-10,000 -ohm,
watt resistor
R7-2200 -ohm, 1/ -watt resistor
R8-220,000-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R9-1- Megohm, 1/-watt resistor
R10 -470 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R11- 100,000-ohm, potentiometer,
IC socket, perfboard, terminals,
microphone, etc.
Cl,

/-

2

Sound -Activated Tape Switch

is input to the positive input of opamp Ulc (which is operating as a simple
comparator circuit). The other input of
Ulc is connected to a voltage divider that
sets the switching point for the DC signal
voltage, to turn on when the signal level is
greater than about 1.5 volts.
As the comparator switches on, its output at pin 8 goes positive and supplies a
forward bias to turn on D3 and Q1, which
in turn, starts the recorder. The RC combination of C4 and R9 sets the cassette's
run time after the input sound has ceased,
preventing the recorder from chopping up
or turning off between closely- spaced
sounds or words picked up by the mike.
The delay time is roughly 6 to 8 seconds.
Rll sets the circuit's gain.
Using the circuit is simple. Connect a
low- impedance cassette mike to the amplifier's input, and connect the output of
QI to the cassette's remote input, or internally as in the first circuit. Supply 9 or 12volts DC to the circuit (either a battery or
AC- operated supply) and set the recorder
to record. Talk to the circuit and adjust the
amplifier's gain with R11 for the desired

sensitivity.
Now to use the circuit and recorder as a
burglar alarm, a specially- recorded tape is
required, which you can make yourself.
One scheme in making the special tape is
to use the sound of a vicious barking dog
to run on the tape for a minute or so with a
silent time period between each barking
session for about I5- seconds.
The silent gap will allow the circuit to
shut down the cassette and be ready for

another intruder to make noise, starting
the barking again. The complete tape
should be filled with a time period of the
dog barking and the I5-second spacing
and dog barking, etc. With a little imagination the circuit can be used with a cassette and a specially- recorded tape to
automatically scare tricksters on Halloween.

Telephone Auto -Record Circuit
The circuit in Fig. 3 turns the cassette
recorder into a poor man's secretarykeeping perfect notes of all telephone
(Continued On page /06)
PARTS LIST FOR
THE TELEPHONE
AUTO -RECORD CIRCUIT
100 -WVDC Mylar

capacitor

C2- .01 -µF,

100 -WVDC Mylar
capacitor
Q1-2N4360 (or similar) P- channel
field- effect transistor (FET)
2N2222 or 2N3904 general purpose NPN transistor
2N2102 or 2N3725 NPN
silicon transistor
R1, R2- 10- Megohm, 1/2-watt
resistor
R3- 22- Megohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R4- 39,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
T1- 2,000 -ohm, to 10,000 -ohm, mini
audio transformer
Perfboard, mike and remote plug to
match cassette recorder used, etc.
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By Marc Ellis

ON ANTIQUE RADIO
The Echophone is back on -line!
DURING

THE LAST COUPLE OF COL-

umns, I've enjoyed having you look over
my shoulder as I carried out the restoration work on the Echophone EC -I. For
those who have just joined us, the EC -1
was a low- priced, but nicely made, BC/
SW receiver of the early 1940's.
Unlike most inexpensive all -wave sets
of the time, it was styled and designed
primarily with the SWL in mind. Housed
in a business -like, commercial -looking
metal cabinet, it sports a bandspread control, CW oscillator, earphone jacks, and a
"standby" switch.
Those who've been following this radio revival project will recall that the restoration work consisted mostly of partial
disassembly for deep cleaning. In fact, the
set was so dirty that I decided it would be
best to get rid of the grime on the chassis
and in the controls even before applying
power for the first time. As the work for
this month's column began, the set stood
cleaned and reassembled -with a set of
checked tubes installed- waiting to be
tested.

The Initial Start -up
Following my own earlier recommendation for turning on an AC set after a long
period of disuse, I brought up the EC -l's
line voltage very slowly. That was done
with the help of a tapped- primary, isolation transformer (see the Start -Up Console described in the August 1987 issue of
this column).
Slowly increasing the line voltage
lessens the chance of marginal electrolytic capacitors (within the set's power
supply) shorting out before they've had an
opportunity to "heal" themselves by forming a new dielectric, or insulating layer.
For a complete discussion of the healing,
or reforming, process, see the May, 1987
column.
As the set warmed up, my ears told me
that the strategy had been only partly successful. The hum level from the speaker
was a little too loud to be tolerated, and
the electrolytics definitely needed to be
replaced. A voltmeter connected across
the power-supply output showed normal
voltages, indicating that the capacitors
weren't shorting out. They could be left in

The Start -Up Console (outlined in the August 1987 column) was used to
gradually raise EC -1's AC supply voltage during the initial start up.
A multimeter was used to monitor the set's plate voltages.

place for some of the early testing procedures.
Using a short test antenna, I tuned
through each of the Echophoness three
bands without hearing a signal. Then I
took the radio into my ham shack and
connected it to the lead -in from my 130 foot long -wire antenna. There was still no
reception on the shortwave bands; but on
the BC band, I noted an extremely odd
effect. I was picking up a jumble of voices
at each of three different spots on the dial.
It sounded like the same group of stations
at each spot, though it was very hard to
distinguish the individual programs.

Temporarily Baffled
Ud never run into a symptom like that
before, and I theorized that maybe an uninitiated (and over-enthusiastic) would -be
repairman had gotten hold of the set and
botched up several critical adjustments.
Getting out the surplus Navy "LM" frequency meter that I use as a signal generator for simple alignment work, I checked
the tuning of the IF transformers and
found them very close to correct.
However, no amount of tweaking of the
RF and oscillator circuit trimmers resulted in a response from the set. So I
found myself forced to admit that the
basic problem had probably not been
caused by misadjustment.
Further trouble -shooting localized the

problem in the set's oscillator stage. It just
wasn't working, and the reasons weren't
too clear -the voltages were generally
correct and I knew that the tube was good.
Probing further, I found that a few of the
paper bypass capacitors in the circuit were
somewhat leaky (showing a resistance of
two megohms or so). While I didn't really
feel that that was a serious problem, I tried
replacing all five of the paper capacitors
associated with the oscillator. I also replaced the bad electrolytics, but still the
set was inoperative.
Having ruled out almost everything
else, I now began to wonder if one of the
oscillator coils had opened. If it had, it
would greatly reduce my chances of ever
getting the set to work again. An open coil
isn't an easy item to fix, and I certainly
wouldn't be able to write Echophone for a
replacement!
A

A Dumb Problem
It was while tracing the circuit to identi-

Dumb Cause For

connections that I found the real
cause of the problem. And I had nobody
to blame for it but myself! While reinstalling the tuning capacitor after cleaning it.
I'd connected a small mica capacitor to
the wrong terminal -effectively wiring
the oscillator tube to the tuned circuits for
the receiver's RF input stage, instead of
the oscillator tuned circuits. No wonder I
was getting those crazy symptoms!
fy the coil
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Reader Dan Scheer, bless him, supplied
me with a copy of the original EC -1
instruction manual. Thanks a bunch, Dan!

This surplus Navy "LM" frequency meter was used as
during alignment checks on the Echophone EC -1.
I don't mind telling you how dumb I
felt. And there's something to be learned
from my experience: You can never keep
too many records when dismantling sets
for repair. Readers who have followed the
earlier columns covering the EC- I restoration know that I'm a great believer in
making reference sketches of anything
that must be temporarily disassembled or
disconnected. But I didn't make a sketch
in this case because I thought the connection point for the free end of the capacitor
would be quite obvious during reassembly. Well, I was wrong. That mistake cost
me a few hours of troubleshooting time.

The Set Comes Back to Life
Reconnecting the mica capacitor to the
correct terminal of the main tuning capacitor -and realigning the RI: and oscillator adjustment I had upset during my
earlier fruitless tweaking- brought the
set back to life. Even with a six -loot temporary antenna strung in my basement
workshop, it brings in stations from all
over the world.
So many stations can be "captured"
that moving through some frequency
ranges, using the main tuning control,
produces a noise somewhat like machine gun fire-and the stations are very hard to
separate no matter how carefully you turn
the knob. Considering that the entire
broadcast and shortwave spectrum (545
k
to 30.5 MHz) is covered in just three
hands, it's no wonder that the dial is a
little crowded.
However, the bandspread circuit works
wonders in untangling crowded spots on
the dial. Tightly -packed groups of stations
can be separated easily, with the signals
smoothly tuning in and out as the band spread control is turned.
The tone quality is surprisingly good,
too. Unlike many small radios of its era,

a

signal generator

Memory Lane

key) for it. The set remained in his possession until some time after World War I1. A
few years ago, George responded to an
advertisement and purchased another
EC- I .
Moving shortly thereafter, he stored the
set, and it remained in the attic until he
noticed the first of our restoration articles.
Now George is cleaning up his EC -I and
plans to put it back into use.
He goes on to report that, just after the
war, Hallicrafters (which, by then, had

Readers (il the October column will remember the stories sent in by George
Pearson and Dan Scheer. Both shared
their World War II experiences with the
Echophone EC -I, and both reported that
they've hung on to their sets over the
years. In fact, Dan sent me a copy of the
original EC -I instruction manual, and I'm
running a photo or part of the cover page
with this column.
Recently, I received yet another Echophone story-this one from George Kasdorf, Sr. of Lewiston, PA. George
acquired his set from a Navy radioman,
trading a Vibroplex "hug" (automatic

purchased the Echophone Company)
brought out a model almost identical to
the EC -I. He believes it was called the
S -4I. George bought one for his bride -tobe as part of a campaign to make her a
licensed ham. It didn't "take" at the time,
but a few years later she came through and
got her ticket!
That completes our series on the Echo phone restoration. We'll start with a brand
new topic next month. Until then, I'll be
looking forward to hearing from you.'
Write to Marc Ellis, Ellis On Antique Radio, Hands -On Electronics, 5()n -B BiCounty Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

the set is pleasant to listen to when tuned
to broadcast -band music. All in all, the
little Echophone EC -I packs a lot of per-

formance into a very small package. Now
that mine is running, I think I'll give it a
permanent spot on the bedside table
where it will be ready for an occasional
impromptu late -night listening session.

-

This booth belongs to
one of the friendliest
people you'll find in the
antique radio business.
snapped it at the Dayton
Hamvention a few
months ago. The
proprietor is Bill Rolf.
30131 Center Ridge.
Westlake, OH 44145. Bill
sells at many of the
major hamfests and
antique -radio flea
markets -and he also
responds to mail
inquiries. He has a large
stock of radios, tubes.
parts. books, and
magazines: also does
repair work.

I

By Don Jensen

ON DXING
Would you believe shortwave sports coverage?
SPORTS ON SW? THOUGH YOU MAY NOT
think of shortwave as a sports medium.
there is really quite a lot of coverage of
worldwide sporting events. Right now
there's pro football. for example. If it's
America's NFL you favor, try the New
Orleans Saints live, Sunday afternoons.
on WRNO Worldwide. Since this is being
written before the fall schedules have been
finalized, I can suggest only some probable frequencies to tune: 9,650. 11,705,
15,420 kHz. A bit later, you can also find
Louisiana State University college basketball play -by-play on WRNO too.
For Canadian pro football
bit of a
different thing for Yankee sports fans,
with its three downs and scoring "rouges"- there's CFCX on 6.070 kHz with
its coverage of the Toronto Argonauts.
You can hear Canadians' NHL hockey and
Expo's baseball, in season, via Montreal's
shortwave voice, CFCX on 6,005 kHz.
Both of those domestic and commercial
Canadian SW outlets may be heard in
eastern North America during the prime

-a

sports- events hours.
The single best source for live sports
coverage on shortwave, though, is the
American Forces Radio and Television
Service. AFRTS shortwave has a dual
role. Primarily, those transmissions serve
the crews aboard Navy and Coast Guard
vessels at sea. AFRTS landbased AM and
FM stations. at American military posts
and installations around the globe generally get their program feeds via satellite or
landlines, but shortwave does serve as a
backup for those other programming
sources.
You can be reasonably sure that if there
is a major sporting event "back home"
be it baseball.

-

football, basketball.

hockey (professional and college) boxing,
auto and horse racing, and more-it will
be broadcast on AFRTS shortwave.
AFRTS programs are aired by Voice of
America transmitters, in the US and, by
relay, in West Germany and the Philippines. Check VOA frequencies. including
6,030, 9,700, 11,790, 11,805, 11,890.
15,330, 15,345, 15,430 and 17,765 kHz.
The British Broadcasting Corporation's
World Service can usually be counted on
to cover major international sporting
events. For instance, though many short-
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wave stations provide live play of soccer's

Bulgaria-Radio Sofia features sports

quadrennial World Cup competition,

highlights during its Monday transmissions. Try between 0100 and 0400 UTC
on 6,070 or 11,720 kHz.

most of that coverage is in Spanish or
Portuguese. The BBC is the best way for
English speaking SW listeners to follow
what's happening in what is undoubtedly
the premiere global sports event in terms
of numbers of fans.
Most major, and some not -so-major
shortwave stations offer regular sports
news broadcasts, with spotlights and insights on some meets, matches, and competitions that you might otherwise have
missed.

Kuwait -Radio Kuwait

has

"The

World of Sports" in its English language
service at 1900 UTC Sundays. 11.675
kHz.
South Korea -Radio Korea's sports
news is heard during its "Seoul Calling"
magazine show, Mondays through Fridays, at 0000 UTC on 15,575 kHz, 0600
UTC on 7.275 and 9,570 kHz and 1400 on
9,750 and 15,575 kHz.
Spain-Spanish Foreign Radio has a
sports feature on Saturdays at 0016 and
0116 UTC on 6,125 and 9,630 kHz, and at
0516 on the latter frequency.
Now if you are looking for something
completely different, consider this tip that
I received not long ago from San Francisco DX'er, Bill Sparks. On the west
coast, Bill sometimes gets reasonably
good reception from the Japanese-Ian(Continued on page /06)

ABBREVIATIONS
AFRTS

This attractive sticker is sent by Radio
Universo in Curitiba (ZYJ219), Brazil
to SWL's, who receive its signals.
Fred Waterer, writing in DX Ontario.
the monthly bulletin of the Ontario DX
Association, suggests some of these offthe- beaten -track sports shows that you
may find interesting:
Argentina-RAE, the Argentine foreign service from Buenos Aires, has a
Sports Bulletin on Tuesdays: Sports in

Argentina on Wednesdays. This one
broadcasts in English at 0100 and 0400
UTC on 9,690 and 11,710 kHz.

Austria -Radio Austria Interna-

tional's Sports Review is also on Mondays. The station broadcasts to North
America at 0130, 0330 and 0430 UTC on
6,155 kHz at the time of this writing.
Brazil-Radio Nacional do Brasil
broadcasts Sports along with Brazil news
during the 0200 UTC English transmission on Saturdays, on 11.745 kHz.

American Forces Radio and
Television Service
AM
amplitude modulation
(modulated)
ANARC
Association of North
American Radio Clubs
BBC
British Broadcasting
Corporation
CKFX
C is prefix for Canadian SW
station call signs (CKWX,
CKVP, CFRB, CFCX, etc.)
DX
long distance (over 1000
miles)
DX'er
listener to shortwave
broadcasts
DX'ing
listening to shortwave
broadcasts
FM
frequency modulation
(modulated)
kHz
kiloHertz (1000 Hertz or
cycles)
RAI
Radio Austria International
SW
shortwave
SWL('s)
shortwave listener('s)
TV
television
UTC GMT Universal Time Code/
Greenwich Mean Time
VOA
Voice of America
VHF
very-high frequency

By Joseph J. Carr, K4IPV
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ON HAM RADIO

Radiowaves propagate over greater distances under certain conditions
[_]LAST MONTH WE HAD A GENERAL OVERview of the radiowave- propagation phenomena. This month we will get down to
brass tacks about the details. The ground wave, naturally enough, travels along the
ground (or at least in close proximity to
the Earth's surface). There are two forms
of groundwave: space and surface. The
spacewave does not actually touch the
ground. As a result, spacewave attenuation with respect distance in clear weather
is about the same as in free space.

Of course, above the VHF region
weather conditions add attenuation not
found in outerspace. The surfacewave is
subject to the same attenuation factors as
the spacewave, but also suffers ground
losses. Those losses are due to resistive
loss in the conductive Earth. In other
words, the signal heats up the ground!
Surface wave attenuation is a function
of frequency, and increases rapidly as frequency increases. In the 75/80 -meter
band (3.5-4.0 MHz) the surface wave operates out to about 100 miles or so. At 10meters (29 -MHz), however, attenuation is
so great that communications is often limited to less than 20 miles. It is common in
the upper HF region to be able to hear
stations across the continent, or internationally, while "local" stations-only
25 -30 miles distant -remain unheard, or
are very weak.

For both forms of groundwave, communications is affected by wavelength,
height of both receive and transmit antennas, distance between antennas, terrain,
and weather along the transmission path.
Groundwave communications also suffers another difficulty, especially at VHF
and above. As we discussed last month,
the spacewave is made up of two components: direct and reflected waves. If both
components arrive at the receive antenna,
they'll add algebraically to either increase
or decrease signal strength. There is always a phase shift between the two components because the two signal paths have
different lengths.
In addition, there may be a 180 -degree
phase reversal at the point of reflection
(especially if the incident signal is horizontally polarized), as in Fig. I. The following general rules apply in such
situations: A phase -shift of an odd

/

DIRECT
SPACE

WAVE

\

tenna mounted 150 -feet above the surface
of the Earth. Calculate the radio horizon
(in miles) for such a system.

D = 1.42 (H"2 )
REFLECTED
SPACE

WAVE

D = (1.42X150 FT'

N

2)

D = (1.42)(1225).

1 -The space wave is made up of two
components: direct and reflected waves.
There is always a phase shift -up to
180 -degree phase reversal at the point
of reflection (especially with a horizontally- polarized incident signal)
between the two components because the
two signals have different path lengths.

D = 17.4 miles.

Fig.

-

number of half wavelengths causes the
components to add, increasing signal
strength; A phase -shift of an even number
of half wavelengths causes the components to subtract (e.g., Fig. 1), reducing
signal strength; Phase -shifts other than
half wavelength add or subtract according
to relative polarity and amplitude.

At VHF and above, the spacewave is

limited to so- called line -of-sight distances. The horizon is theoretically the

limit of communications distance. But as
any radio user will testify, the radio hori-

Tropospheric Propagation
The troposphere is the portion of the
atmosphere between the surface of the
Earth and the stratosphere, or about 4 to 7
miles above the surface. Refraction is the
mechanism for most tropospheric -propagation phenomena. Recall from our earlier discussion that refraction occurs in

both lightwave or radiowave systems
when the wave passes between mediums
of differing density. Under that situation
the wave path bends in an amount proportional to the difference in density.
Two general situations are typically

found, especially at VHF and above.
First, because air density normally decreases with altitude, the top of a beam of
radiowaves typically travels slightly faster
than the lower end of the beam. As a
result, those signals refract a small
(Continued on page

1021

zon is about 60- percent farther than the
optical horizon. That phenomena is due to
bending in the atmosphere. Although
more sophisticated models are available
today, we can still make use of the traditional model of the radio horizon shown in
Fig. 2.
The actual situation is shown in Fig.
2A. Distance "D" is a curved path along
the surface of the Earth. But because the
Earth's radius "R" is about 4000- miles,
and is, thus, very much larger than practical antenna height "H." We can simplify the model to that shown in Fig. 2B.

The underlying assumption for trigonometry buffs is that the Earth has a
radio radius equal to about 4/3 its physical
radius. The distance "D" is found from
the expression:
D = 1.42 (H"2)
where "D" is the distance to the radio
horizon in statute miles; "H" is the antenna height in feet.
A radio tower has a 2 -meter radio an-

2 -The horizon is (theoretically) the
limit of communications at VHF and
above. However, the radio horizon is
about 60- percent farther than the optical
horizon, due to beam bending in the

Fig.

atmosphere.
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By Byron G. Wels

THINK TAIL(
Did you

get your copy of the Mohammed Ulysses Fips book yet?

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO MAY

I

I. \\

I

It

S I

joined us, were giving away free copies
of the Mohammed Ulysses Fips book.
What's that? You must have really just
joined us! Wake up and smell the coffee.
Back in the days when radios used vacuum tubes, the founder of many elec-

tronics magazines, Hugo Gernsback,
used to write a story for each April issue.
His stories were hysterically funny to people who understood electronics, and
seemed perfectly logical to those with a
mere smattering of electronics knowledge. Recently, we assembled all of those
April Fool stories into a single book.
How do you get your free copy? Simple: All you have to do is send us a sche-

matic diagram of your favorite circuit.
Keep it simple (two or three transistors or
IC's at the most); make it legible and
readable, and write up a complete description. Be sure to include your return
address. To say thanks, we'll send you a
free copy of the Fips Book (a $12.95 value). We'll publish your schematic diagram, along with your name.
OK, let's start opening envelopes and
see what this month's mail has brought us,
and how many copies of the Fips Book are
going out!
Car Battery Charger
My garage is not heated, and one cold,
snowy morning, I bundled up and went
out to the garage to start the car. Nothing.
Nada. Nienfe. Since I couldn't get out. I
spent the morning in my basement workshop putting this charger together. I
mounted a socket on the car's engine
block that the charger plugs into. and now
when I get home at night, I open the hood
and plug the car in.
I still might have to shovel the driveway
to get out. but I can tell you that if I do get
stuck it won't be because of a dead battery!- Ernest Balbo, Sioux Falls, SD.
Take a look at Ernie's circuit, in Fig. I.

That high -performance charger will
quickly charge gelled lead -acid batteries
and then turn off at full charge. At the
start, the current is limited to two amperes. As battery voltage rises. current
decreases. When current falls to 150 milli amps. the charger automatically switches
to a lower float voltage to keep from overcharging. When you hit full charge. tran-

1 -This high performance charger
quickly charges
gelled lead -acid
batteries. and turns
off at full charge. At
first, the charge
current is held at two
amperes. But, as
battery voltage rises,
current decreases.
When current falls to
150 milliamps, the
charger automatically
switches to a lower
float voltage to keep
from overcharging.
When you hit full
charge. transistor 01
lights the LED to
indicate that status.

Fig.
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sistor QI lights the LED to indicate the
charge status.

Good circuit Ernie! Now keep an eye on
the mail, because I just sent out your copy
of the Fips Book, and you're in for some
happy reading!

Fuzz Box
I'm not sure

I understand the kids today, and I guess that means that I'm
getting old. Any way, my son plays guitar.
I, too, played guitar when I was his age,
and when my guitar developed a crack in
the back, it made the same kind of sound
that he calls fuzz. I quickly had it repaired
so it sounded good again.
Being an electronics hobbyist, I put
together an amplifier for the kid, but he

wasn't satisfied. He wanted fuzz, too.
First I offered to rap him over the skull
with his guitar. That would make it sound
fuzzy, too. I finally gave in and threw
together this circuit. I would urge that all
my brother electronics hobbyists understand that this will not make the amplifier
(or the music) sound any better. Not to my
ears-But then come to think of it, I
haven't heard any decent music since
Glen Miller died. -Fred Calabrese,
Scrannton, PA.

Look at Fig. 2. The 74I's maximum
gain of 20,000 is pushed to nearly 3 million and therefore distorts the output. It is
that distortion that provides the fuzz
sound. The level is dropped by the clipping of the two diodes. You can easily put
the circuit together on perfboard and tuck
it into a corner of the amplifier. But you'll
R2
2.2 K

R4

22K
C3

100yF
R3

=

2.7MEG

OUTPUT
05
560K

C4

0.1

c2
4

01

R6

01

D2

1N914

1N914

47K

CND

Fig. 2 -The 741's maximum gain of 20.000
is pushed to nearly 3 million. distorting
the output, providing the fuzz sound. The
circuit can be easily built on a perfboard
and tucked into a corner of the amplifier,
with an on /off switch on the 9 -volt bus to
Cut the circuit in and out.

need a switch on the 9 -volt bus to cut the
circuit in and out. That switch should be
mounted on the body of the guitar so that
the player can control it. And while we're
on the subject Fred, l just put your copy of
the Fips book into an envelope and it will
be heading out your way this afternoon. I
hope you'll enjoy it.

Light Detector
Byron, I've used this circuit in so many
applications, I can't begin to tell you! I've
used it to automatically open my garage
doors using my headlights; it's been used,
along with a simple flashlight, as a TV
remote control, and I've even used it to
turn lights on at dusk, off at dawn, when
the wife and I are away on vacation. In
fact, I call it my universal circuit. -Mark
Jefferson, Reno, NV.
Thanks Mark. Looking at Fig. 3, note
that circuit threshold is set by resistor R2.
When the intensity of the light falling on
the Light Dependant Resistor (LDRI) is
lowered, the LDR's resistance increases.
That lowers the voltage at the inverting
input of U (a 741 op-amp). Adjust the
reference voltage at the noninverting input
with R2 and the comparator switches
from low to high when the LDR gets
darker. That activates transistor Q1, which
pulls in the relay.
Take your mounting procedure into
consideration with this circuit. If you're
going to use it to open a garage door with
your headlights, mount the LDR at the
end of a long, black tube. If you don't,
you'll have the sun opening and closing
the doors! Also, be sure that you take into
account the power that you're going to
draw through those relay contacts! You
I

EXTERNAL LAMP
TO 350W
R1
12

50K
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MT2

TR

R2

1

40502

Light Dimmer

MT

Every once in a while, we come up with
something that our families hail as near-

genius.

I

built this one for myself,

however, and I use it every morning. Until
you try it, you won't believe the difference
it has made in my life!
In order to get to work on time, during
the winter months, I wake while it's still
dark out. I'd get up, snap on the bedside
lamp, and flood the room with light. All
that light in all the dark was a traumatic
shock to my system. I hated it. After I put
this dimmer together, I was able to wake,
put the light on just enough to heat the
filament, and then when my eyes adjust a
bit more, I crank it up a little, then turn the
TV set on to catch the morning news, turn
a civithe light up a little more, and
lized fashion-prepare myself to meet the
day. -Frank Skinner, Madison, WI.
Look at the schematic diagram in Fig.
4. Using no heatsink, the Triac (TRI) can
handle up to 350 watts. The neon lamp, II,
won't trip the gate until after it conducts
and using RI, you can set the lighting
wherever you want it. Our only recommendation, for additional convenience,
would be an on-off switch mounted to the
back of R1 and wired in series with the
line cord.
Frank, we really appreciate the circuit
you sent in, and we're saying thank you in
a way that you'll appreciate, too. Your
copy of the Fips book is now on the way.

Fig. 4-Using no heatsink, the Trac
can handle up to 350 watts. Lamp 12
won't trip the gate until after it
conducts. Using R1, you can set the
lighting wherever you want it.
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Fig. 5 -This old time radio receiver.
consisting of a Hartley Oscillator (built
around a type 30 triode). a tickler coil,
and earphones connected in series with
the B voltage, used a simple long-wire
antenna to pull in RF signals.

wire antenna) the thing really was a signal
sucker, and pulled in stations so well that
even my dad was impressed! In fact, that
was the first thing I had ever done in my
life that really made an impression on
I heard him asking mom
"Where did he learn the stuff?"
Thanks for the trip down memory lane
Enos, and your copy of the Fips book is in
the mail.

him, and

+9V

LDR1

might want to set up a master/slave system
using an additional relay with heavier
contacts to operate a motor (for example).
Thanks for the schematic Mark. Your
copy of the Fips Book is in the mail, and I
do hope you'll enjoy it.

Old Timer
K1

(RADIO SHACK
275 -004 OR
SIMILAR)

2N

Fig. 3 -The circuit's threshold is set
by resistor R2. When the intensity of
the light falling on the LDR is lowered,
resistance of that unit increases,
lowering the voltage applied to the
inverting input of the 741. The reference
voltage at the noninverting input of the
741 is set (via R2) so that the compar-

ator switches from low to high when the
light falling on the LDR is reduced.
That high activates transistor 01, which
causes the relay contacts to close.

Hey Wels! Looking at your picture at
the head of the column, I figure you've got
to be as old as I am, and maybe you'll
remember my favorite circuit. It's my favorite, because it's the first one I ever
built, and served as my introduction to a
hobby that I've followed all my life.
Enos Franklin, Milwaukee, WI.
If you'll look at Fig. 5. you'll see what
Enos is talking about. It's a Hartley Oscillator built around a type 30 triode. I
built one too, Enos, when I was a rag -tag
nine -year -old, and I built mine on the top
of one of my dad's cigar boxes, using a
surface -mounted receptacle as a tube

socket and plug -in coils. Remember
those? The unit boasts a tickler coil, and
the earphones are connected in series with
the B +.
If I remember correctly (don't quote
me), the filament voltage was three volts,
and the positive B voltage was a 45 -volt
battery. The grid leak resistor /capacitor
eliminated the need for a C battery!
I also remember that (with a high, long-

Battery Monitor
Byron, this one is (See Fig. 6) quick
and easy to put together and install, and
tells you when battery voltage falls below
the set limit as established by RI (a
10,000 -ohm potentiometer), and can indicate, via LEDI, that the battery may be
defective or in need of change if operating
the starter causes the battery voltage to
drop below the present limit. Now is that
worth a copy of your Fips book ? -Paul
Standish, Sioux City, IA.
Sure is Paul! I remember working on an
electronics magazine many, many years
ago, and we got a story in about how this
guy had drilled out the breather holes in
his battery caps, and inserted the carbon
rods from D-size batteries, which he connected to using grid caps. He then used
three small pilot lights to ground, and
could tell battery cell condition by look-
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6 -The Battery Monitor lets you
know when battery voltage falls below
the set limit, as determined by the
setting of R1. a 10.000 -ohm potentiometer. indicating that a new battery
may be defective, or a used battery
is in need of replacement.

Fig.

ing at the lights. If the light was on. all was
OK. If a light went out. it meant the electrolyte level had fallen so the circuit
broke. Right? Wrong! Lead -acid cells
produce hydrogen as a bi- product when
they work. and the little spark when the
electrolyte sloshed around was all that was
needed. It just shows to go you: Bobbie
Burns was right. The hest -laid plans of
mice and men are aft gang aglee!
Paul, your copy of the Fips book is on
the way, and thanks.

Flashing LED Pilot Lamp
OK Wels, pack up a copy of the Fips
hook with my name and address on it and
sent it on out. Also, take a gander at my
circuit, which is a -get this -flashing
LED for use as a pilot lamp. Until now, we
couldn't use pilot lamps except on ACoperated circuits, as the current drain
would deplete a battery supply in no time.
My LED pilot light uses far less in the way
of current drain, and the flashing not only
reduces the drain by quite a bit, it's more
attention getting. -Jerry Matheison, Ft.
Worth, TX.
Now do what Jerry says! Look at Fig. 7.
The circuit is built around a conventional

astable multivibrator, consisting of Ql
and Q2. R2 serves as bias for QI with RI
as collector-load resistor. R3 serves as
base -bias for Q2, with DI and R4 the
collector load. CI and C2 are cross -coupling capacitors whose values are selected
to produce I Hz oscillation. As a result,
the LED (Dl) is pulsed on at about onesecond intervals.
RI's high value produces a low current
consumption when QI is on and Q2 is off.
The average current consumption of the
unit is in the order of 1.25Ma. CI offers
power-supply decoupling and helps suppress transients that might be applied to

ing circuit, which consist of DI, D2 and
C5. The smoothed output drives a simple
LED circuit. R8 and LDRI form an input
attenuator across which the output is fed
via C6 and C7 to the output jack. The
output at the emitter of QI couples to this
socket through C4 and R5. R5 and R7 are
a passive mixer.
When you've got 200 mV or less at the
input, there isn't sufficient voltage across
C5 to make Q2 turn on. Over 200 mV, Q2
does turn on to a limit, and the LED gets
power. That makes the LDR's resistance
fall, and signal loss through the attenuator
increases. Increase the input to 350 mV
RMS, and you get a signal reduction of
better than 20 dB.
OK Joe, You earned it. Your Fips Book
is on the way, and hey! Thanks.

your circuit through supply lines.
So OK Jerry, to paraphrase George M.
Cohan, I thank you, my readers thank
you, and Mohammed Ullyses Fips thanks
you -Your copy is now in the mail.

Portable Amp
Dear By, I'm

Auto Fade

a member of a fraternal
group, and we travel all over the state
visiting other groups, and we do lectures.
The problem, was that often the members
haven't seen each other in awhile, and
tend to talk through the lectures. It's disconcerting to the lecturer, and something
had to be done. I solved the problem with
this eight -watt amplifier built into an attache case. Batteries and speaker are all in
the case also, and the only outboard device is the microphone that plugs into a
jack near the case's handle. My next project is going to be a dual- nine -volt supply
so we can use AC where it's available.
By, I used to renew my subscription to
Radio -Electronics in January of each year
so I wouldn't miss the great April Issue
with Hugo's "FIPS" articles! I hope that
this can get me a copy of the Fips book.
I'm sure looking forward to it. -John
Chattick, West Palm Beach, FL.
You got it, John! It's in the mail right
now. Take a look at Fig. 9. U1, an FET opamp needs a bipolar voltage at pins 4 and
7 with a common ground for optimum
gain. You can calculate the gain by divid-

Byron, my slide shows have tape recorded narration along with sound effects
and background music. They're really
quite spectacular, if I do say so myself.
I've built a little theater in my basement,
and friends and family consider it a real
delight to be invited to one of my travelogues. But when it carne to adjusting
the level of the background music so the
narration could be heard, it took some
really -fancy juggling, and I got as busy as
one -armed paper hanger with the seven year itch!
I put together this automatic fader,
that -all by itself-drops the level of the
background music when the narration
comes up. It adds a bit of professionalism
to the shows. -Joe Ryan, Dyersburg,
TN.
Take a look at Joe's circuit, Fig. 8. The
control input goes through RIO, a preset
audio level control, to the input of an
emitter -follower buffer stage (QI). The
buffer offers a high input impedance and
makes sure that the source impedance is
low enough drive the rectifier and smooth-
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has an average current consumption of
the unit is in the order of 1.25 mA.
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Fig. 8 -The control input is fed through R10 to the base of 01. 01, (which
is configured as an emitter -follower buffer stage) offers a high input
impedance. The output of the buffer is fed via D1 to the base of 02.

GND

ing R2 by RI. Zero-set balance can be had
through pins I and 5 through R3. Put a
voltmeter between pin 6 and ground and
adjust R3 for a zero voltage. Once you've
established that, you can measure the
ohmic resistance at each side of R3's center tap and replace the potentiometer with
fixed resistors. R6, R7, R8 and C3 form a
tone control that will give you added bass
boost if needed.
Sounds like a handy device John.
Thanks a whole, big bunch!
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Shadow Knows
My family operates

T
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GNU

L

small retail busi-

ness, and sometimes when only one of us
is on the sales floor, or taking care of a
customer, somebody else can come in and
we're totally unaware of it. Well, people
will wait around only so long and then

390K
U3

I1

7808
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\.

[IL

Fig. 10 -The Light- sensitive Alarm circuit is built around U1 (an LM386
low- voltage amplifier, configured as an oscillator) and U2 (a ULN3330Y
optoelectronic switch), which is used to trigger the audio alert.

they'll walk out. Other times, not knowing that somebody came in, they can walk
out just as easily with merchandise. That's
called shrinkage. Not being a huge operation, our staff meetings are usually held
around the dinner table and I became
aware of dad's concern about this. That's
when I put this circuit together, and its
unobtrusive warning isn't noticed except
by those of us who know about it. It has
saved the day for us. -Max Holland,
Long Island City, NY.
Max, we appreciate both the problem
and the solution. See Fig. 10. The circuit
is sensitive to the least change of light. A
direct light need not fall on the light -sensitive area of the optoelectronic switch for
the alarm to be activated. UI, an LM386
low- voltage amplifier, is hooked up as an
oscillator. It is disabled by a reference
voltage from U2.
Now U2, a ULN3330Y, is an optoelectronic switch whose output pin I is
kept to 6.87 volts by incident light on the
sensor element. This gives pin 3 of UI a
reference voltage that keeps U I from oscillating. But if the slightest shadow hits
the sensor element, pin I goes low to
about less than half a volt, and current
through RI, D I and R3 goes to pin 5 to set
up a reference voltage. At the same time,
capacitor CI charges by way of R2 to get
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-When light hits the light- sensitive

area of U1. opening the
ground path, pin 3 goes high. feeding one of the gates (set up as inverter) contained in U2. forcing its output to go low. turning 01 off.
Fig.

11

above this reference voltage, making pin 5
(the output) go low. If CI is .011.1.F, the
repetition rate is about I kHz. The output
is coupled to the speaker by C2. We recommend a three -inch, 8 -ohm speaker, but
if you need more volume, try a larger
speaker.

Night Light
Few people are aware why youngsters
are afraid of the dark, or how a night light
works. The fact of the matter is that when
they waken at night they are totally disori-

ented and that glowing night light which
is usually plugged into a convenience out-
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Fig. 9 -The Portable Amplifier is built around U1 (an LF351 FET op -amp,
requiring a bipolar power supply) and provides 8 -watts of output power.
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+9T015V

let helps them to re- orient rapidly.

What I particularly like about this circuit is that while night lights do not ordinarily use a lot of electricity, this one
turns itself off when outside (or even inside) light floods the room. -Tom Landry, Enid, OK.
Tom, I've got two things to tell you.
First of all, yes, we did like the circuit; and
second, start watching the mails. Your
copy is on the way.
Take a look at Tom's schematic, Fig.
11. When light hits the flat side of UI, the
optoelectronic switch, it is off and opens
the path to ground, pin 2. Output pin 3
goes high, and D2 is out of the circuit. Pin
3 is connected to U2's NAND gate, pins I
and 2. When both inputs are high, the
output must go low, and the transistor is
off.
When no light is falling on the IC, pin 3
goes low and the LED comes on. At the
same time, inputs I and 2 go low, forcing
output pin 3 to go high. QI biases on,
applying gate current to the triac, so it
conducts.

That's a wrap! Gonna pull the big
switch now, and I'll see you again next
month. Send those diagrams to Byron G.
Wels, Wels' Think Tank. Hands -on Electronics Magazine, 500 -B Bi- County
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.
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By Marc Saxon

ON SCANNERS

L

Full- spectrum capabilities come to scanners!
LIA

TERM THAT'S BEGINNING TO CATCH
on in hobby monitoring circles is fullspectrum capabilities, in the sense that
it's something to brag about when you've
assembled a station that can monitor all
frequencies between 15 kHz (VLF) and
the microwave portion of the spectrum.
One of the many barriers to accomplishing that is that even most top- of -theline scanners have certain gaps in their
frequency coverage. As a result. there are
frequencies that manage to evade your
ears. The missing frequencies could cause
you to lose out on things like an active
military- aircraft band (225 to 400 MHz),

federal communications (400 to 420
MHz), and other vital activities.
The Regency MX -5500 scanner does
its share in providing the monitor with all
frequencies between 25 and 550 MHz in a
complete and unbroken sweep. That includes the standard VHF/UHF public -ser-

vice bands, four ham bands, CB
channels, two aero bands (108 to 136 MHz
as well as 225 to 400 MHz), space research (136 to 144 MHz). several federal
bands (including 148 to 151 MHz and 406
to 420 MHz). All of that plus FM broadcasters and even the channels used by.
VHF/UHF TV stations!
What with all that coverage, you'd
think that the MX -5500 would be tricky to
program. but not so! To enter a frequency.
simply touch the numbered. computercontrolled keypad. A beep tone confirms
that the instructions that you are feeding in
are being accepted by the unit. Once
you've programmed in your instructions
and frequencies, you can lock the keypad
so that nothing can be accidentally
changed.
The MX -5500 will store and scan twenty frequencies. When placed in SEARCH/
SCAN mode, it will explore frequencies in
steps of 5. 12.5. or 25 kHz (depending
upon the band) in order to locate active
channels. When it locates one, you have
the option of continuing the search or storing the frequency in the MX- 5500's twenty- channel memory bank.
Frequencies are shown on the unit's

Liquid -Crystal Display (LCD). which
also provides information about the receiving mode (AM. Narrow FM. or Wide
FM). the channel number. lockout or de-

The Regency MX -5500 scanner can monitor all frequencies between 25 and 550 MHz
in a complete and unbroken sweep, that includes the standard VHF UHF public service bands, four Ham bands, CB channels, two aero bands (108 to 136 MHz as
well as 225 to 400 MHz), space research (136 to 144 MHz), several federal bands
(including 148 to 151 MHz and 406 to 420 MHz); plus, FM broadcasters and
channels used by VHF/UHF TV stations! Its suggested retail price is 5599.95.
For more information contact Regency Electronics, 7707 Records Street,
Indianapolis, IN 46226; or circle 56 on the Free Information Card.
lay modes, etc. There's also a built -in 24-

hour clock.
The Regency MX -55(X) can be used in

your home or in a vehicle. The complete
package includes a telescoping whip antenna. an AC power supply. a DC power
cord and a mobile mounting bracket. The
suggested retail price is $599.95, and it's
from Regency Electronics. 7707 Records
Street. Indianapolis. IN 46226. For more
information from Regency circle No. 56
on the Free Intimnation Card.

Novice Enhancement
biggest hobby -radio events
has brought many new stations-to-hear within the realms of scanner
owners. That event has (among other delights) permitted Novice -Class Hams to
use voice on the 220 -MHz hand. Scanner
owners have good reason to tune in that
band and hear the increased activity.
That is a band where FM is the predominant mode, with stations communicating through repeaters and also by
direct (simplex) methods. The primary
simplex frequency is 223.50 MHz, alOng
in many

i

Elie
.n

though you can find simplex communications taking place every 20 kHz between
223.42 through 223.90 MHz. Most repeater outputs lie within the range of
223.60 to 223.90 MHz.
Although not available for Novice
Class licensees, the Ham band at 50 MHz
(the so- called 6 -meter band) is nonetheless exciting to monitor, especially when
DX ( "skip ") conditions are right. The
problem is that most communications in
that band are via SSB mode, and the vast
majority of scanners can't receive SSB.
But despair not there are some FM operations there. If your scanner picks up that
band (starting at 50 MHz and going up to
54 MHz) you can try monitoring for FM
simplex operations anywhere between 51
and 54 MHZ. with some FM repeaters
noted from 52 to 54 MHz.
If your scanner can receive AM -mode
transmissions, some die -hard AM'ers can
be heard mixed in with the SSB'ers between 50.10 and 50.60 MHz. And while
we're on the topic of Ham bands, a good
sampler frequency on yet another interest(Continued on page 102)

This will be
coming to you
when you
subscribe to
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I-SINCLAIR COMPUTER1
BOOK SOURCE
20 Program
for the

BP128 -20 PRO-

EX Spectrum
8 161( 2x61

GRAMS FOR THE ZX
SPECTRUM AND 16K

....

ZX81
$5.75. Written
and tested on Sinclair computer but will run on most

machines under most
BASIC Interpreters

BP150 -INTRO TOI/
PROGRAMMING THE

An Introduction
tu Programmng
the Sinclair OL

....

SINCLAIR OL
$5.00.
Helps the reader to make
the best use of the OLs almost unlimited range of fea-

isiso

tures

BP109 -ART OF PRO-

'4

GRAMMING THE 1K ZX81
$5.00. Shows you how

BOOKSHELF
(Continued from page 30)

POWER
CONTROL

Troubleshooting and Repairing the
New Personal Computers
By Art Margolis

SOLID -STATE
DEVICES

Ilerr'\ a practical, hands -on
servicing handbook covering all of
today's popular 8 -bit and 16 -bit
microcomputers. from the IBM PC/
XT /AT and compatibles to the
Macintosh. Apple II Series. Amiga,
and Commodore 64/128. Whether
you're a computer owner who wants to
be able to track down and repair
--

roouecESNOOTING ANO
REPAIIIMO THE NEW

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

....

to use the features of the
ZX81 in programs that fit
into the 1K machine and are
still fun to use.

BP114 -ART OF PRO-

GRAMMING THE 16K
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ZX81....

$5.95. This book
introduces the possibilities
that are opened up by
adding the 16K RAM pack
to the ZX81
Into the
OL Prchwe

4

BP161 -INTO THE OL

ARCHIVE

....

Gives the reader a better
understanding in the use
and application of this

powerful database pro-

1
E

gram. Uses an easy step by -step approach.

ETT- ELECTRONIC

1

TECHNOLOGY....
$2.00. Complete 40 -page
catalog of all of our books.
Includes coupon for $2.00
credit with first order.
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Electronic
Technology

Counting on
OL Abacus

BP162- COUNTING

....

ON OL ABACUS
$5.95. How to get the maximum use from this enor-

mously powerful spreadsheet -type program
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problems that keep your computer
from operating at full capacity. or a
service technician who needs up -todate troubleshooting and repair
techniques for today's new 8 -and I6 -bit
computers. this is where you'll find
the information.
In this thorough and well -illustrated
troubleshooting and repair guide.

Margolis includes all -new information
on "high pin -count chips" used in
newer model computers as well as
providing plenty of use -it -now
information on older 12 -, 14 -, and 16pin chips with both static and dynamic
RAM.
The text sells for $17.95 and is
available from Tab Books Inc.. Blue
Ridge Summit, PA 17214: Tel.
717/794 -2191.

Power Control with
Solid -State Devices
By Irving M. Gottlieb
Whether you're an engineer,
technician, advanced experimenter,
radio amateur, electronics hobbyist, or
involved in any way in today's
electronics practice. you'll find you'll
find yourself turning to this book again
and again as a quick reference and as a
source of circuit ideas.
Focusing on specific digital circuits
used in power electronics applications,
it provides the all -important blend of
basic theory and practical guidance
that you need to quickly adapt various
power-control techniques to your own
individual needs. By employing
descriptive analysis and guidance
wherever possible and the
mathematical approach only where
relevant. it provides an overview of the

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

basic principles of solid -state power
electronics that is neither overly

theoretical or too simplified.
First a nonmathematical review of
the basic principles of solid -state
devices is presented, followed by a
wide potpourri of practical circuits,
each one discussed in terms of
operating principles. parts list,
circuitry features. and practical
ramifications.
The text sells for $29.95, and is
available from Tab Professional Books
Inc., PO Box 40. Blue Ridge Summit,
PA 17214.

Computer Peripherals That
You Can Build -2nd Edition
By Gordon W. Wolfe

It you've got a computer and a hands on attitude, then peek at this book. In
this, the second edition, Dr. Wolfe gives
detailed instructions for creating
interfaces for the IBM PC and all of its
plug -compatibles, all Apple products
including the Macintosh, all Tandy/
Radio Shack products, and the
Commodore 64/128. He also provides
full coverage of serial peripherals,
digital peripherals with parallel output,
parallel digital ports and analog signals,
and complete pinout diagrams of all
integrated circuits used.
Here's a wide range of peripherals
that can be built for a fraction of the
cost of comparable commercial units.
All -new projects include an
amazingly affordable mouse, a bar-code
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reader, paddle- position readers, a
trackball, a z -y plotter for data output,
and a drawing tablet. Other peripheral
projects range from sense switches, joy
sticks, clocks, and interrupt timers, to
four different types of analog -to- digital

converters.
Techniques are revealed for sending

control signals over household wiring,
converting an IBM Selectric typewriter
into a letter- quality printer, and two
different methods for turning an old TV
set into a computer monitor. The reader
will also find out how to use stepper
motors; how to use a computer to
control lights, buzzers, electrical
sockets, and counters: how to add a
second or third disk drive to a computer;
and how to implement tape backup for a
hard disk system. Complete

instructions, schematic diagrams, and
interfacing software given in flowchart
form make it easy to put together and
effectively use an amazing variety of
practical peripherals to expand the
versatility and power of a micro!
Computer Peripherals That You Can
Build-2nd Edition, contains 304 pages
and retails for $16.60 in paperback, and
$22.95 hardbound, from Tab Books, PO
Box 40, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214;
Tel. 717/794 -2191.

UNIQUE BOOKS
FOR PROJECT BUILDERSI
Electrw..c Timer
Prolecte

BP93- ELECTRONIC

14

....

TIMER PROJECTS
$5.00. Covers many of the
possible applications of

timer circuits. Includes
clocks. car wiper delay.
darkroom limer. metronome
and more

BP76 -POWER SUP-

....

NEW PRODUCTS
(Continued from purge 23 )

PLY PROJECTS
$5.75. A variety of low -voltage AC power supplies. Includes simple unstabilized
types, fixed -voltage regulated types and variablevoltage stabilized designs.

DR -M07 Cassette
Designed to bring Donon technology to
a new segment of consumers, the DRM07 has quality features with a good
price.
The Denon deck uses a full IC logic
solenoid transport of unique design. The

Cads*
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1
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transport solenoids are mounted directly
onto a circuit board that carries the logic
circuitry. That design eliminates loose
lead wires, for improved reliability.
The DR-M07 features Dolby B and C
noise reduction systems for up to 20 dB of
noise reduction at 2 kHz. the deck also
includes a manual bias trim control to
assure the lowest distortion and the flattest
frequency response on normal- and high bias tapes.
Other feature of the DR-M07 include
bias trim, LED peak level meters, one touch record standby, full auto stop, and
automatic stop -and eject when the Eject
button is pressed during Play, Fast Forward, or Rewind.
The deck carries a suggested retail
price of $200. For further information on
the DR -M07 contact Denon America
Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, NJ 07006;
tel. 201/575 -7810.

improved versions of their popular home
loudspeakers. The A70 series II bookshelf speaker and the A150 Series Ill
floor- standing unit.
The A -70 Series 11 is a two -way speaker
with woofer, crossover and bookshelf design. The eight -inch woofer uses a polypropylene cone, with more accurate
response through the operating range.
The tweeter is the B.A. CFT I -inch dome.
Suggested retail price is $300 pair.
The A150 Series III is a floor-standing
unit with an all -new driver complement.
The three -way system features a ten -inch
woofer, 31/2 inch midrange, and a CFT (inch dome tweeter. Suggested retail is
$550.00 per pair.
For additional information, contact
Boston Acoustics, 247 Lynnfield Street,
Peabody. MA 01960; Tel. 617/532 -2111.

Hot Speakers

Two elapsed -time meters from Simpson Electric come in at a low -price range
and offer high accuracy, quartz -clock re-
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PROJECTS...

$5.95. Radio- control. infrared. visible light. ultrasonic.
logic ICs and pulse -position
modulation systems are
covered and described

BP65- SINGLE IC Io
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54.95. An
interesting variety of projects for the experimenter.

....

Every one of them is constructed around a single IC.
Easy to build and fun to use.

BP107 -30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS.

....

Book 1
$5.75. Each
protect is designed to be
built on ordinary solderless
breadboards. Each has a
circuit diagram plus a component layout.

.227- BEGINNERS
GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJ-

....

ECTS
55.00. Shows
the complete beginner how
to tackle the practical side
of electronics and learn how
to build their own circuits.

Elapsed-Time Meters
Boston Acoustics recently announced
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BP62 -THE SIMPLE
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT

....

$6.50. All the fundamental theory necessary to
get a full understanding of
the simple electronic circuit
and its main components

BP63-ALTERNATING
CURRENT THEORY....
$6.25. Continues with alternating current theory. without which there can be no

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE
liability and

a choice of AC or DC operation. The Model 112 ETM has a 48mm
square housing, operates at I20V.A.C.
with no adapter and counts to 99,999.99
with 0.0I- percent per 24 -hours accuracy.
It is especially suited for instrumentation,
computer, and many business machine
applications.
The rainproof Model 110 comes in a
compact 60 -mm diameter housing and
operates from IO to 80 VDC. It counts to
99,999.9 hours and is designed for ma-

transmission of speech.
music. radio, TV or even
electric power
fornlcond,rcto/

Tochnolo9Y

:rence Standard 9 k uses a SEMIT'" su)ertweeter.
The 7 k is priced at $599. retail, the 8 k
at $899., and the 9 k at $1199. For additional data, contact Infinity Systems,
Inc., 9409 Owensmouth Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311; Tel. 818/709 -9400.

TOR TECHNOLOGY....
$7.50. Follows the basics of
all elements of semiconductor technology, leading
up to transistors and integrated circuits

El
8P77-

13Z4

BP64- SEMICONDUC-

MICRO-

PROCESSING SYSTEMS

....

CIRCLE 72 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AND CIRCUITS
$5.95. Comprehensive

guide to the elements of mi-

croprocessing systems.
that really starts at the be-

ginning

Shows essential

fundamentals you must
know

BP89- COMMUNICA-

....

TIONS
$7.50. A look
at the fundamentals over
the entire communications

scene. Includes discussions of modern transmis-

sion system techniques
including fine. microwave,
submarine, satellite, digital
multiplex and more.

Audio

chinery which is operated out -of- doors,
like welders and construction vehicles.
Both units are housed in plastic cases
and come with mounting hardware. Both
are available for replacement or OEM
(other equipment manufacturers) applications in single to production -run quantities through electronics distributors.
Model 112 is priced at $16.80. Model 110
at $26.95. For more info, contact Simpson Electric Co., 853 Dundee Ave.,
Elgin, IL 60120 -3090; Tel. 312/
697 -2260.

BP111 -AUDIO .. , .
$8.75. Sound waves. mechanics of hearing, room

acoustics. microphones.
loudspeakers. audio systems and electronic music
are all thoroughly covered
by this text.

MAIL TO Electronic Technology Today Inc.
PG Box 240
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA 8 CANADA
$0.01 to 55.00.... $1.00 530011o40.00...$4.75
$5 0110 510.00 ...51.75 $40.01 to 50.00... 55.75
$10.01 to 20.00 ... 52.75 $50.01 and above $7.00
$20.01 to 30.00...$3.75
OUTSIDE USA & CANADA
Multiply Shipping by 2 for sea mail
Multiply Shipping by 4 for air mail
Total price of merchandise
$
Shipping (see chart)
$
Subtotal
$
Sales Tax (NYS only)
$
Total Enclosed

S
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new radio is also equipped with high performance features like a PLL tuner for
pinpoint accuracy, a HIGH /LOW tone
switch that adjusts signals for peak reception, and a microphone gain control that
adjusts talk power for maximum range
and clarity.
Midland's marine CB also offers a Brute noise filter that controls electrical power
system noise, a LOCAL/DISTANT control
that adjusts dynamic range for zero distortion of close -in signals, an easy-to -read S/
RF meter to monitor signal strength RF
output, instant emergency channel 9, a
Public Address system, and high- intensity green readout.
The Model 77 -157 has a suggested retail price of $169.95. For more informa-

tion, contact Midland International,

Name

Address
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High -Performance Marine CB
Midland has a 40- channel, marine CB
radio with all the frills for you DX'ing
boaters. The Model 77 -157 has come
ashore with a specially designed, waterproof seal and water resistant speaker for
protection in marine environments. The

Multi- Driver Speakers
The Kappa Series from Infinity Systems are finished in hand -rubbed, oiled
oak. The series consists of three models;
The I2 -in. three -way Reference Standard
7 k, the I2 -in., four-way Reference Standard 8 k. and the I2 -in. five -way, dual

fl

City

woofer Reference Standard 9 k. Each
speaker uses a newly-developed cast
frame woofer with a cone molded from
polypropylene and graphite fiber. The increased stiffness -to -mass ratio of the cone
improves bass response.
Both the 8 k and 9 k contain the Polygraph k, a five -inch dome-shaped driver
optimized for 80 Hz to 500 Hz.
The midrange driver, a three -inch poly dome k is used in all three speakers. It
features flat wire, edgewound voice coils
and a polypropylene cone that offers low
mass and excellent self damping.
Each model is equipped with the EMIT
k tweeter. The new tweeter's diaphragm
weighs half as much as its predecessor,
and is surrounded by exotic, rare-earth
neodymium magnets.
For frequencies above IO kHz, the Ref-

State -

Zip
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Consumer Products Division, 1690 N.
Topping, Kansas City, MO 64120.
(Continued on page 105)

HEATHKIT COURSE
(Continued from page 66)
that makes their exams a lot tougher than
they appear; which is the reason why, for
almost the entire history of regulated
communications, most employers valued
an FCC commercial license above school
learn' n. Heath's software is very good in
that regard; it conditions you to give the
answer that is correct all of the time. Answers which are correct only some, or
even most of the time, are usually never
the correct answer on an FCC exam.

The Code Made Easy
If you've made a previous try at learning the Morse code and have failed, or if
you've been at it for months and still can't
get your code speed up, you're obviously
not using the Heath software. The computerized CW software isn't just good, it's
great. If the program takes more than a
week to get your speed up to 5 WPM so
you can pass the code exam, you ain't
never going to learn the Morse code. In
fact, if you put in as little as 15 minutes a
day on the CW software, you should be
cruising at 13 WPM in about two weeks.

Elba*,
=MS

REPRINT
BOOKSTORE

Special Projects #1 (Winter 1980) ..
SP4 Special Projects #4 (Summer 1982)
SP5 Special Projects #5 (Winter 1983)..
SP5 Special Projects #6 (Spring 1983)
SP7 Special Projects #7 (Summer 1983)
SP8 Special Projects #8 (Fall 1983)
SP9 Special Projects #9 (Winter 1984)
SP10 Special Projects *10 (Spring 1984)
111 Hands -On Electronics #1
112 Hands -On Electronics #2
113 Hands -On Electronics #3
114 Hands -On Electronics #4
115 Hands -On Electronics #5
115A Hands -On Electronics #6
11M Hands -On Electronics (Jan-Feb '86)
1180 Hands -On Electronics (Mar /Apr '86)
116C Hands -On Electronics (May /Jun '86)
116D Hands -On Electronics (Jul /Aug '86)
116E Hands -On Electronics (Sep /Oct '86)
1181( Hands -On Electronics (Nov '86)
1161. Hands -On Electronics (Dec '86)
117 Hands-On Electronics back issues
(1987)

WI

150
151

152
107
106

$6 00
.

$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00

LJ 105 Radio -Electronics back issues (1985)

104

$6 00

$6.00
$6.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.00
$4.00
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53.75

160

Write in issues desired
TV Descrambler
$3.00
Build Your Own Robot
$12.00
Antenna
8 -Ball Satellite
$5.00
Radio -Electronics back issues (1987) 53.25
Radio -Electronics back issues (1986)
S3.75
Write in issues desired

161

.

N

102

.

153
154
155
125
126
156
157
158
159

162
163
164
165
166

N

187

order any of the items indicated above, check off the
ones you want. Complete the order form below, include
your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND
CASH), and mail to Hands -on- Electronics, Reprint Department, P.O. Box 4079, Farmingdale, NY 11735.
Please allow 4 -6 weeks for delivery.
To

$4.25

(Jan. 85 not available)
Write in issues desired
Radio -Electronics back issues (1984)..$5.25
(December 1984 issue is not available)
Write in issues desired
Radio -Electronics back issues (1983)....$5.50
(Jan., Aug., Dec. are not available)
Write in issues desired
Radio -Electronics back issues (1982)
$5.75
(Jan. is not available)
in
issues
Write
desired
Etch your own PC boards
$3.00
How to Repair VCR's
$3.50
IBM Typewriter to Computer
$3.00
Radio -Electronics Annual 1985
$5.95
Radio -Electronics Annual 1986
$4.95
How to Make PC Boards
$2.00
All About Kits
$2.00
$5.95
Electro Importing Co. Catalog (1918)
Low Frequency Receiving Techniques
Building and using VLF Antennas
$6.00
New Ideas - 42 Circuits
$3.50
Descrambling (Feb., 1984)
$3.00
Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiver $7.00
Receiving Satellite
$7.00
Modern Electrics (April, 1908)
$3.00
How to Repair CD Disc Players
$5.00
Collected Works of Mohammed Ullyses Fips
$7.50
(62 pages, April Fools Collection)
Designing With IC's
$4.00

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we
indicate is unavailable you can order it directly from us.
We charge 50C per page. Indicate the issue (month &
year), pages and article desired. Include payment in
full, plus shipping and handling charge. Make checks
payable to Gernsback Publications, Inc.

ARTICLE

YEAR

MONTH

PAGES

TOTAL PRICE

@50C each

TOTAL PAGES

MAIL TO: Hands -on-Electronics
Reprint Bookstore, P.O. Box 4079, Farmingdale NY 11735
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA & CANADA
$0.01 to 55.00
$1.00
$5.01 to $10.00
$1.75
$10.01 to 20.00
$2.75

All payments must be in U.S. funds

....

$30.01 to 40.00
S4.75
$40.01 to 50.00....$5.75
$50.01 and above ... $7.00

SORRY -WE ONLY
SHIP TO USA R. CANADA

$20.01 to 30.00
S3.75
Total price of merchandise
Sales Tax (New York State Residents only)
Shipping Charge (see chart)
Name

City

3
S

Total Enclosed

Address
L

S

State

_Zip

..
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The CW training software uses the tone
generator and the speaker built into the
computer. Like the theory software, it is
menu driven. The main (opening) menu
provides four functions: the type of code
generation, the code speed (default 5
WPM), the tone (default 700 Hz), and a
print mode. The print mode has your
printer display the code groups that were
displayed on the screen.
The code generation sub -menu allows
selection of random 5- character code
groups, random groups I -IO characters
long, creation of a text file to be sent in
code (you write it), CW from a disk -stored
text file, and keyboard entry of the code
character (i.e., press the letter B and dah
dit dit dit is heard in the speaker). The
screen always displays the characters after
they are heard. The printer mode prints an
exact copy of the screen display.
The tone generation sub -menu allows
you to set the speed in WPM, the tone
frequency, the time unit between letters,
and the time unit between words.
A group -type sub -menu allows you to
select the alphabet (A-Z), numbers (0-9),
alphabet and numbers, and alphabet,
numbers, and punctuation. In that way
you can learn the code one module at a
time (which is not the way to do it), or you
can plunge in and learn everything at the
same time, with equal practice to the alphabet, numbers, and punctuation (which
is the best way to learn the code).
The spacebar is used to control the CW
function: The ESC key interrupts the CW
session

Summing Up
Over the years we've seen a lot of theory and code training materials. Some were
good, others were abysmal, but until the
Heathkit CAI software for the beginner,
none were great. Heathkit's is great! Of
course, you will need an IBM PC /XT /AT
or clone computer in order to run the software. Fortunately, many school and public libraries now have PC's available for
general use, so even if you don't have your
own PC, but would like to use the Heath
software, check with your library. They
might have a computer you can use. In
fact, they might even be interested in
stocking the software, after all, most libraries do have books on how to become a
ham. They might also go for the best computer course.
The prices for the five courses are:
Novice ($39.95), Technician ($34.95),
General ($34.95), Advanced ($49.95),
and Extra ($49.95). We took a close look
at the Novice package, HDP-1601, because the Novice License is a convenient
entry level into amateur radio. For more
information on the Heathkit HDP -1601
software, write to Heath Company, Benton Harbor, MI 40922. If you wish, circle
Free Information Card number 92 and we
will do the contacting for you.
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SAXON ON SCANNERS
(Continued from page 96)

CARR ON HAM RADIO
(Continued from page 9!)

ing band is 1294.5 MHz (FM mode). Several of the newer scanners tune up to that
band, which has also just been opened to
Novice Class licensees.

amount. Such propagation provides
slightly - longer surface distances than

Weather or Not
Most areas of the nation are within
range of an NOAA weather broadcast station in the 162 MHz band. Unfortunately.
scanner owners tend to check out those
frequencies only for weather forecasts.
The fact is, there are several frequencies available for such transmissions; and
few people ever bother to see what's on
any of them other than the one used for
their own local area. Try tuning in those
other frequencies-they may bring you all
sorts of NOAA weather stations located in
distant cities!
The complete list of weather broadcast
channels is 162.40, 162.425, 162.45,
162.475, 162.50, 162.525 and 162.55
MHz. Since stations on those frequencies
are intended to have wide area coverage,
they usually use antennas located atop tall
buildings. Reception from 150 miles or
more isn't at all uncommon.
If you tune around 410 to 411 MHz, you
may hear similar weather forecasts. Those
are the frequencies used for point -to-point
links between the NOAA offices and the
remote 162 -MHz transmitter sites.

Latest Federal Station Listings
The new 6th Edition of the well -known
"Top Secret" Registry of US Government
Radio Frequencies has just been issued.
Covering (primarily) the 25- to 470 -MHz
frequency range, the huge 192 -page directory provides more than 150,000 listings, including frequencies, callsigns,
locations, tactical ID's, codes and code words, ship/aircraft rosters, etc. A revised
and expanded edition, it covers more than
80 agencies, including all military forces,
the FBI, Secret Service, DEA, Treasury,
ATF, Customs Service, Boarder Patrol,
Immigration, FCC, all National Forests,
CIA, NSA, GSA, State Dept., Dept. of
Labor, US Marshall, Federal Prisons,
NORAD, FEMA, and others. A newly
added section provides many Canadian
federal frequencies.
The new 6th Edition is the largest one
yet compiled. It is available at $17.95
(plus $2 postage/handling to North American addresses) from CRB Research, PO
Box 56 -GP, Commack, NY 11725.
Before we go, just a reminder that we
invite your questions, comments, ideas,
news clippings, shack photos, and anything else relating to scanners that you'd
care to send us. Write to Marc Saxon,
Saxon On Scanners, Hands -on Electronics, 500 -B Bi -County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.
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might be expected from calculating the
distance to the radio horizon. The phenomenon is called simple refraction.
A special case of refraction called
super refraction occurs in areas of the
world where warmed land air goes out
over a cooler sea. Examples of such areas
have deserts adjacent to a large body of
water: the Gulf of Aden, the southern
Mediterranean, and the Pacific Ocean off
the coast of Baja, California. VHF/UHF/
microwave communications to 200-miles
are reported in such areas.
The second form of refraction is
weather related. Known as ducting, this
form of propagation (Fig. 3) is actually a
special case of super refraction. Evaporation of sea water causes temperature-inversion regions to form in the atmosphere. That is, layered air masses in
which air temperature of the upper layer is
greater than that of the layers below.
(Note: air temperature normally decreases
with altitude, but at the boundary with an
inversion region it increases.)
The inversion layer forms a "duct" that
acts similar to a microwave waveguide. In
Fig. 3, the distance Dl is the normal radio- horizon distance, while D2 is the distance over which duct communications
can occur. Ducting allows long distance
communications at VHF through microwave frequencies, with 50 -MHz being a
lower practical limit and l0-GHz being an
ill- defined upper limit. Airborne operators of radar and other microwave equipment can sometimes note ducting at even
higher frequencies, but it is uncommon.
Antenna placement is critical for duct-

ing propagation. Both receive and transmit antennas must be either inside the
duct physically (as in airborne cases); or
able to propagate at such an angle that the
signal gets trapped inside the duct (the
usual situation when amateur stations use
duct communications). The latter is a
function of antenna-radiation angle.
Distances up to 2500 -miles or so are
possible through ducting. Certain paths
where ducting occurs frequently have
been identified: the Great Lakes to the
Atlantic seaboard; Newfoundland to the
Canary Islands; across the Gulf of Mexico
from Florida to Texas; Newfoundland to
the Carolinas; California to Hawaii; and
Ascension Island to Brazil.
Another condition is noted in the polar
regions where colder air from the land
mass flows out over warmer seas. Called
subrefraction, this phenomena bends EM
waves away from the earth's surface;
thereby, reducing the radio horizon by
about 30 to 40 percent.
All tropospheric propagation that depends upon air-mass temperatures and humidity shows diurnal (i.e., over the course
of the day) variation due to the local rising
and setting of the sun. Distant signals may
vary 20 -dB in strength over a 24 -hour
period. Those phenomena explain how
TV, FM broadcasts, and other VHF signals can (under certain conditions) propagate over great distances -especially
along seacoast paths -while under others
be weak or nonexistent.

Next Month
Be with us next time around when we'll
get into the DX'ers delight: skip communications. Until then. if you have any
comments and suggestions for this column. write to: Joe Carr, K41PV, PO Box
1099. Falls Church. VA 22041.

TEMPERATURE
INVERSION ZONE

tiQ

02

e4

F

Fig. 3 -The troposphere is the portion of the atmosphere between the Earth's surface
and the stratosphere (about 4 to 7 miles up). Refraction, the mechanism for most
tropospheric propagation, occurs when the wave passes between mediums of differing
density. The level of refraction is proportional to the density of the mediums.

SEEING THE LIGHT WITH FLASHMATE
(Continued from page 34)
meter faceplate to give you an indication of the dry cell's
health in the future. Your calibration of Flashmate is now
complete: However, you may want to repeat what you have
done -practice makes perfect!

Putting It in Use
In use, Flashmate will sit where your model sits, facing the
camera and lights. You set off the flash, or flashes (simultaneously or separately), then read the./ stop directly from the
meter. You could set Flashmate in a chair or on a tripod at the
location your model will occupy. Fiddle with lights and
reflectors, take readings, wash away shadows with multiple
bursts from your flash, use any combination of situations and
lights, making notes on the Flashmate's readings. When your
model arrives, you need only duplicate the setups read earlier
from the meter and appear very professional without constantly taking readings. You can concentrate on creativity
instead of hassling over those inscrutable little wheels on the
back of your strobes. You can also throw away the old tape
measure and forget guide numbers: let Flashmate do the

light is used in studio photography. At least two, usually three
or four. lights are used whether the subject is a gorgeous
model or a bowl of bananas. To use more than one flash unit
or strobelight, you can use a multiple -flash adaptor which is a
small p.c. (nothing to do with computers) connector with
more than one synch cord socket on it. That adaptor can
connect your camera to as many as four flash -unit synch
cords.
More often in studios, the pro will use one main flash unit
connected to the camera and several other flash units fitted
with slave units. A slave unit is provided with an optical
switch (some kind of solar cell) which sees the main flash go
off and triggers the slave unit(s) to fire at the same time. In all
those multiple flash situations, you need to measure the
combined result at the point of focus: your model. Just the
first few applications of Flashmate will save you enough cash
(by not wasting film) to repay you for your Flashmate's parts.
Good shooting, and may the Flashmate be with you!

,'

r'
,:

computations.
The chief advantage of Flashmate is that it will allow you to
start making full use of your electronic flash. The computer
wheels on the back of the flash unit are for full light, shot
directly at your subject for the distances indicated by the
settings. If you want to soften that harsh light and erase hard
shadows on your subject by bouncing the light off the ceiling
or a wall (or more professionally, off an umbrella reflector).
The light must travel farther and be scattered, so that at the
model it appears that many small spots were shot off at the
same time, rather than just one large one. Therefore, less of
that light reaches the model (because some is misdirected
away from the model and some is absorbed by the walls, floor,
and ceiling) and the direct -flash setting is no longer valid.
Except in rare instances for special effect, more than one

.
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We are a well informed family. Dad has BBC, Voice of
America, Radio Moscow, Kas Israel, Radio Japan, and
Radio France International. Mom has AT &T."

NEW IDEAS is packed with 42 practical circuits for the Electronics Experimenter and Project Builder. In addition to the headlight alarm,
the voltage freezer, and the remote telephone
ringer, you get complete plans for a simple Tesla
coil project that can generate 25.000 -volts AC
and draw one -inch sparks. Other interesting
projects are: a sound -effects generator, a crystal tester, a stereo remote control, and much,
much more! Each protect was selected for its
low cost of parts!

$aso

f'

WANT TO EXPAND your knowledge of electronics? Build gadgets that only you can have on
your block? Acquire a library of projects? NEW
IDEAS is the gold mine of circuits you should
own and read. You could start the first night
building a project that will have others praising
what it can do and admiring you for building it.

THERE ARE PROJECTS for everyone -automotive, household, test equipment, audio and
hi -fi, and projects just for fun.

so

NEW IDEAS -Circuits for Experimenters and Project

Builders!
Please send one copy of NEW IDEAS at $3 50 First Class postage and handling
Canada only) All other countries: $2.00 for sea mail. $3.00 for air mail.

$1

00 (U.S and

Please send
copies of New Ideas. Total costs sum of copy price and First Class postage
and handling cost multiplied by number of issues ordered.
Allow 6 -8 weeks for the material to arrive.
Please print
Detach and mail today:
HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS
Reprint Department
(Name)
500 -B Bi- County Boulevard
Farmingdale. NY 11735

NEW IDEAS
42 PROJECTS
COMPLETE PARTS LISTS
ONE -EVENING PROJECTS
EASY TO BUILD

(Street Address(

In

(City)

All Payment must be in U S.
Funds'
(State)

(Zip)

H
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HANDS -ON MARKETPLACE
AMPLIFIER breakthrough-The current amplifier
drives loads push -pull without voltage gain. Op
amps now drive speakers. Amplifiers are quieter.
freer from distortion, easier to construct. Plans for
audio amps, all wattages. $10. AMPLIFIERS UNLIMITED, Rt 2, Box 139, Highmore. SD 57345.

PLANS /KITS
STRANGE stuff. Plans, kits. items. Build satellite
dish 569 00. Descramblers. bugs, adult toys. Informational photo package $3.00. refundable. DIRIJO
CORPORATION. Box 212 -H, Lowell. NC 28098

CATALOG: Hobby circuits, licensed unlicensed
broadcasting, transmitters, antennas, books,
scramblers. bugging devices, science projects.
more! PANAXIS, Box 130 -HO11, Paradise, CA.
95967.

DETECTIVE Equipment micro (voice) transmitter.
UHF band (highly sensitive and tunable). Will fit
inside an aspirin box, including battery, inch antenna. Micro (telephone) transmitter FM VHF band
(tunable). Powerful, clip -on type. All parts available
at local Radio Shack store. Detail plans $10.00 ea.
or $15.00 for both when purchased together. Free
catalog listing many other devices of this nature with
order. Catalog only, $5.00 (refundable). WILSON.
P.O. Box 5264, Augusta, GA 30906.
1

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
To

run your own classified ad. put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to:

Hands -on- Electronics Classified Ads, 500 -B Bi- County Boulevard, Farmingdale. N.Y. 11735
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For
special headings, there is a surcharge of $10.00.
(
) Plans Kits
(
) For Sale
(
) Business Opportunities
(
) Wanted
(
) Satellite Television
(
) Education Instruction
(

Special Category: $10.00

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

VOICE disguisers! FM bugs! Telephone transmitters! Phone snoops! More! Catalog $1.00 (refundable): XANDI ELECTRONICS. Box 25647. 32G,
Tempe. AZ 85282.

PROJECTION -TV...Convert your TV to project 7
foot picture...Results comparable to $2,500.00 projectors...Total cost less than $30.00... Plans and 8 "
lens $21.95._Illustrated information free. MACROCOMA-HC, Washington Crossing. PA 18977.
Creditcard orders 24 Hours. (215) 736 -3979.

TUBES

6

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

12

13

14

for 20 page wholesale catalog.

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY

17 ($23.80)

18 ($25.20)

19 ($26.60)

20 ($28.00)

($29.40)

22 ($20.80)

23 ($32.20)

24 ($33.60)

25 ($35.00)

26 ($36.40)

27 ($37.80)

28 ($39.20)

29 ($40.60)

30 ($42 00)

31 ($43.40)

32 ($44.80)

33 ($46.20)

34 ($47.60)

35 ($49.00)

PRINT NAME

85281.602/894-9503

2716 Eprom programmer -plans. plus two additional projects- plus -free bonus! $2.50 plus $1.00
S H. GALLIUM JUNCTION, 540 -C N.E. Northgate
Way. Suite 542, Seattle, WA 98125.

ELECTRONIC house. Bimonthly magazine covering, smart houses. integrated electronics. security,
energy. sensors, more. Send $14.95 for one year
subscription to: ELECTRONIC HOUSE, Dept. HO,
524 East McKinley. Mishawaka, IN 46545. (219)
256-2060.

Expiration Date

FM transmitter kit, matchbox size, super sound sensitivity, adjustable frequency gain. Board, parts, educational instructions, $14.95. PTS, Box 1951, Fort
Worth. TX 76101.

COMMODORE 64/128 owners. Design your own
custom circuits, oscillators, amplifiers, layouts, and
more! Just enter specifications and the computer
designs the circuit. Free information or send $5.00
for complete line catalog and demonstration disk.'

tape. Refundable with $20.00 purchase.

SIGNATURE

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE

NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services)
51.40 per word prepaid (no charge for ZIP code)... MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6
issues within one year; 10% discount for 12 issues within one year if prepaid NON-COMMERCIAL RATE:
(for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.15 per word, prepaid.... no minimum. ONLY FIRST
WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 25c
per word additional (20% premium). Entire ad in boldface, add 20% premium to total price TINT
SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: add 25% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD
PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. EXPANDED TYPE AD: $1.85 per word
prepaid. All other items same as for STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE
EXPANDED TYPE AD: add 25% premium to total price TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED
2' i'
TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. DISPLAY ADS: 1"
$160.00: 2"
2,4-$320.00: 3- 2' +-- S480.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment
discounts are available. ALL COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS
USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER
WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Hands -on Electronics is published monthly.
therefore copy to be in our hands for Dec. 87, 8 19, Jan. 88, 9 18. Feb, 88. 10 19.
-
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AZ

FREE microprocessors, memory chips. etc. Free
electronics magazine subscriptions. Free education
in computers. For information write MICRO SATELLITE CORPORATION, 2401 N.E. Cornell. Bldg. 133
mail stop 140, Hillsboro, OR 97124.

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill
in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted.):

Card Number

Tempe.

15 ($21.00)

16 ($22.40)

21

2000 TYPES

Earty, hard -to-find. and modern tubes
Also transformers. capacitors and
parts for tube equipment. Send $2.00

688 W First St
11

-

DISCOUNT PRICES!

--

WEASELGRAPHISC, Dept. H9. 606 Thomasville,
Pocahontas. AR 72455.
BUILD this five-digit panel meter and square wave
generator including an ohms, capacitance and frequency meter. Detailed instructions $2.50. BAG NALL ELECTRONICS. 179 May, Fairfield. CT
06430.

FOR SALE
LASERS: Surplus parts, and units. "the source for
laser surplus!" Free catalog. MEREDITH INSTRUMENTS. P.O. Box 1724, Glendale, AZ 85311.
APEX screwdriving bits. Any size. Complimentary
illustrated list. H. SHOCKEY'S, 5841 Longford,
Dayton, OH 45424. (513) 236 -2983.

CABLE -TV converters. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold,
Oak. Zenith. Hamlin. Many others. "New" VIDEO
HOPPER The copy killer" VHS wireless remote
$239.00. Visa MC & Amex. accepted. Toll free 1
(800) 826-7623. B8B INC., 10517 Upton Circle,
Bloomington, MN 55431.

PICTURE flyer lists quality surplus electronics at
low prices Since 1970. Send for the last 3 issues.
STAR -TRONICS, Box 683, McMinnville, OR 97128.
IMPORT 21,689 products direct from 2.876 con fidential foreign sources. Details. MERCANTILE,
1023 115J Adams, Olympia, WA 98501.

WANTED
INVENTORS! AIM wants ideas, inventions, new
products, improvements on existing products. We
present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiality
guaranteed. Call toll free 1 (800) 225-5800 for infor-

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE
(Continued /ion/ page /00)

Gang Programmer for Intel's
A new module for the PP40 series of
programmers from Stag Microsystems,
Inc. allows gang programming of up to
eight Intel (or equivalent) single -chip microcomputers.
Microcomputers from Intel (or other
compatible types) packaged as 40 -pin
DIP's can be gang and set programmed
quickly and efficiently, using the new
41M200 module from Stag. Up to eight

IT'S
TIME TO
GET OUT
OF THE

DARK.

mation kit.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
HOME assembly. Assemble PC boards for video
accessories. We supply materials. No experience
needed. $7.50 per hour. Send self- addressed.
stamped envelope, to: MICRON ELECTRONICS,
Box 4716, Akron, OH 44310

CABLE EQUIPMENT
CABLE -TV Secrets- the outlaw publication the
cable companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel,
Showtime, descramblers, convert ers, etc. Suppliers list included. $8.95. CABLE FACTS, Box 711H, Pastaskala, OH 43062.

EDUCATIONAL /INST.
SATELLITE and cable equipment schematics, service manuals, booklets, diagrams, information
packets, construction manuals, covers converters,
receivers, decoders. Catalog $3.00. PONDEROSA
COMPANY, 3624 Citadel Drive North # 289H, Colorado Springs, CO 80909

ADVERTISING INDEX
HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS magazine
does not assume any responsibility for
errors that may appear in the index below.
Free Information No.
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CIRCLE 94 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

devices can be inserted and programmed
simultaneously, either from data held in
the programmer's RAM, or from a master
EPROM or microcomputer.
Like the earlier MI(X) and MI01 modules for EPROM's. the 41M2(X) mounted
on a PP40 series programmer uses fast
programming algorithms to reduce programming time. Other t'eatures of the system include recognition of Electronic
Identifiers of the devices inserted. Programming of the security' bit to prevent
devices being read, a time saving auto)
recall feature of the set parameters, and
extensive self-test routines on power-up.
Status LED's in conjunction with the
built -in alphanumeric display and key pad
operation make the PP40 series of programmers easy to use. The extensive editing capabilities include list, edit, fill,
RAM, string search, insert, delete, and
block move.
The suggested retail prices for the
model 41M200 module and PP4I programmer are $975 and $1555 respectively. For further information contact
Stag Microsystems, 1600 Wyatt Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95054; Tel. 408/988 -1118.
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MCM Electronics
24
17
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Marcraft
NRI

12
13

Pacific Cable
Panavise
Silicon Valley Surplus

Wind Jammer

Consumer

Information Center
Department TD

12

Pueblo, Colorado 81009

21, 28
5
8

25

CV4

Open your eyes and see just
how many subjects are covered in the new edition of the
Consumer Information
Catalog. It's free just for the
asking and so are nearly half
of the 200 federal publications
described inside. Booklets on
subjects like financial and
career planning; eating right,
exercising, and staying
healthy; housing and child
care; federal benefit programs. Just about everything
you would need to know. Write
today. We'll send you the
latest edition of the Consumer
Information Catalog, which is
updated and published quarterly. It'll be a great help, you'll
see. Just write:

5,-« irrr

l' P

"I just couldn't find
so

the short

I went to a bigger fuse!"

A public service of this publication and the

Consumer Information Center of the
U.S General Services Administration
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JENSEN ON DX'ING
(Continued from page 88)

guage home -service shortwave stations of
the NHK network. Japanese professional
baseball is sometimes broadcast around
1100 UTC by NHK stations at Nagoya on
6,005 kHz, and at Kumamoto on 6,130
kHz.
If the signal is clear (says Bill), it is
possible to follow the ball /strike count
since English baseball terms are commonly used by the Japanese play-by -play
announcers.

tening after an absence of about 20 years,
had another question. Both would like to
know of various books or newsletters
about SWL'ing.
Two small books that can serve as an
introduction to SWL'ing for beginners are
The World Is Yours; Enjoy Listening to

ish Foreign Radio, Broadcasts in English

International Radio by Samuel R. Alcorn, and So You Bought A Shortwave
Radio by Gerry L. Dexter. The former is
available for $2.95 (plus postage and handling) from the publisher, Gilfer Shortwave, PO Box 239, Park Ridge, NJ
07656. The Dexter book is brand new and
is available for $6.95 (plus postage and
handling) from Tiare Publications, PO
Box 493, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.
Newsletters? There are a number of listeners' clubs in the US and Canada that
publish monthly -some even more frequently- bulletins for SWL's and those
who tune in other segments of the RF
spectrum, AM MV radio, VHF UHF
scanner bands, FM, TV, etc.
Nearly 20 of the best such clubs are
linked together by the Association of
North American Radio Clubs. ANARC
will send you its club list, which gives
information about its affiliated clubs,
what they offer, and how to join. The club
list is yours for a self-addressed stamped
envelope and 25 -cents in US, or 60 cents
in mint stamps in Canada. Write to ANARC Newsletter, PO Box 462, Northfield, MN 55057.
If you have questions, or SW logging
information to share in our "Down the
Dial" segment, or if you'd like to send in
your photo, with your listening equipment, to appear in these pages, the address is Jensen On Dx'ing, Hands -on
Electronics, 500 -B Bi- County Blvd.,
Farmingdale, NY 11735.

Madrid 28080, Spain, about text material
for the continuing course of lessons.
George and another regular reader, Bob
Moms, who is returning to shortwave lis-

Down The Dial
Here are some shortwave loggings
being noted in North America recently.
The listings are in Universal Coordinated

The Mailman Cometh
George L. Rice of Lexington, KY.,
writes, "I'm a beginner in shortwave listening. I have a portable Realistic Radio
Shack radio with shortwave coverage
ranging from 6 to 18 MHz." He goes onto
ask which shortwave station broadcasts
Spanish language lessons.
It probably won't come as a big surprise, George, but it is the Spanish Foreign Radio from Madrid that has a regular
Spanish lesson for English- speaking lis-

teners.
The program-called Learn Spanish, A
Language Without Bounds
presented
each weekday evening during the Spanish
Foreign Radio's North American programming. Currently, the lessons, which
run about five minutes each, can be heard
at about 0050 UTC, with a repeat at approximately 0150 UTC, on 9,630 and
11,880 kHz. Listeners in the western part
of the US and Canada may find that a later
repeat at about 0550 UTC, on 6,125 kHz,
comes in better.
If you're serious about learning the language, I'd suggest that you write to Span-

-is

for North America, PO Box 156202,

TO

CIRCUIT CIRCUS
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Dominican Republic -15,045, Radio
Discovery in Santo Domingo is operated
by Jeff White, an Illinois SWL turned
broadcaster. This one has programs in English and Spanish, and can be heard in the
afternoons, say, around 2030.

Iran-9,022, Voice -of the Islamic Republic of /ran has English news at 1945.
Iraq -9,875, Radio Baghdad can be
heard with its version of the Iran -Iraq war
news less than an hour later, 2025, in
another corner of this 31 -meter band.
New Zealand -17,705, Radio New
Zealand is another station sports fans
should check out periodically. Recently it
was heard at 0030, broadcasting a live
cricket match.
Venezuela- 3,275, Radio Mara.
Some years back, it seems there were Venezuelan stations all over the lower shortwave frequencies, the so- called tropical
bands. Today their numbers have
dwindled for some reason. One of the
more reliable of those Spanish -language
outlets is this one located in the city of
Maracaibo. Try during the early evening
hours.

Credits: Sheryl Paszkiewicz,

WI;

Christos Rigas, IL; Michael Hawk,
VA; Cathy Turner, NY; Rufus Jordan,
PA; Gladys Martin, Brooklyn, NY;
North American SW Association, 45
Wildflower Road, Levittown, PA
19057; Ontario DX Association, PO
Box 161, Station A, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, M2N 5S8).

PHONE

LINE
Q1

(Continued from page 85)

calls coming in and going out from the
same phone or phone line. And to top it
off, the circuit requires neither a battery or
AC supply to make it work. A really
cheap circuit indeed.
Two voltmeter readings are necessary
before the circuit can be placed in service.
First the polarity of the phone lines must
be determined and then connected to the
circuit as shown in the schematic diagram. The polarity of the remote input
leads on the cassette recorder must be
checked out and connected to the circuit
as shown. Set the recorder to the record
position and when the telephone is taken
off hook the recorder starts to record all.
The circuit's operation is simple: When

Time (UTC), which old timers like ye ed,
still like to think of as Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT). Frequencies are in kilohertz
(kHz).
Albania- 6,080, Radio Tirana is
known to SWL's for its heavy propaganda
broadcasts and programming that is dull,
dull, dull. Still, when it features Albanian
folk music, there's some good listening to
be had. Look for this one prior to its 0200
sign off.

TO "+ "INPUT
OF THE REMOTE

TO

MIKE
INPUT

2K

TO " -" INPUT
OF REMOTE
TO ° -°
PHONE LINE

Fig. 3 -The Telephone Auto -Record Circuit

the phone is on hook, in most cases, the
voltage across the phone lines is about 48volts DC; when taken off-hook, the line
voltage drops below 10 volts. When the
line voltage is near 48- volts, the FET is
biased off and no current can flow through

Q2 and Q3, but when the receiver is off
hook the voltage drops, allowing Q1 to
conduct turning on Q2, Q3, and the cassette recorder. Try one or more of the
cassette control circuits and have fun until
next time.
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BP125 ---25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND ANTENNAS
$5.00. All are Inexpensive
to build. yet perform well Diodes. beams. triangle and even a mini rhombic

BP33-ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR USERS HANDBOOK $5.75. Invaluable
book for all calculator owners Tells how to get the most out of your calculator

BP128 -20 PROGRAMS FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM AND 16K ZX82
$5.75.
Included with each program is a flow chart and a description of what happens
Notes for converting programs for use on other computers are also included

BP36 -50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM, SILICON
ODES

$10.00. Complete guide to semiconductor power devices. More than 1000 power handling devices are included. They are
tabulated in alpha -numeric sequency. by technical specs. Includes power diodes.
Thyristors. Triacs. Power Transistors and FETs

BP39 -50 FET TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
ment. tuners. receivers. tone controls. etc

BP234- TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE

$10.00. Companion volume to
BP235 Book covers more than 1400 JEDEC. JIS. and brand -specific devices. Also
contains listing by case type. and electronic parameters. Includes Darlington
transistors high- voltage devices high- current devices, high power devices.

BP42- SIMPLE

&

ZENER DI-

want in your library

LED CIRCUITS

$5.50. RF amplifiers. test equip-

$5.00. A large selection of simple applications

for this simple electronic component

BP99 -MINI- MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS
$5.00. Here are 20 useful circuits
that can be built on a mini-matrix board that is lust 24 holes by ten copper -foil strips

BP127 -HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
$5.75. Helps the reader
to put protects together from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of trial and
error

BP157 -HOW TO WRITE ZX SPECTRUM AND SPECTRUM
GAMES PROGRAMS
$5.95. A crystal -clear step -by -step guide to writing your own graphics
games programs
1

II

BP37 -50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS. SCR'S á TRIACS
$5.00. Build priority indicators, light modulators warning devices. light dimmers and more

BP235 -POWER SELECTOR GUIDE

BP117- PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS -Book

$5.00. A collection of useful circuits you

BP122 -AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
$5.75. Construction details for
preamps and power amplifiers up through a 100 -wan DC- coupled FED amplifier

$5.75.

BP92- CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION

Oscillators. Timers. Noise Generators, Rectifiers. Comparators. Triggers and more

$5.00. Everything you need to know

about building crystal radio receivers

BP184-INTRO TO 68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
$6.50. The 68000 is a
great new breed of microprocessor Programming in assembly language increases
the running speed of your programs Here's what you need to know.

BP45-PROJECTS IN OPTOELECTRONICS $5.00. Includes infra -red detectors. transmitters. modulated light transmission and photographic applications

BP179- ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL

BP48- ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

ROBOTS

OF
$5.00. Data and circuits for interfcing the computer to the robots

FOR BEGINNERS
$5.00. A wide range of
easily completed protects for the beginner Includes some no- soldering protects

motors and sensors
BP126-BASIC á PASCAL IN PARALLEL
$4.95. Takes these two programming languages and develops programs in both languages simultaneously

BP49- POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

224-50 CMOS

BP51- ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE

$5.50. Radio. audio, household

and test equipment projects are all included

IC PROJECTS
$5.25. Includes sections on multivibrators.
amplifiers and oscillators. trigger devices, and special devices

Shows how you can make electronic music
inexpensive equipment

at

TAPE RECORDING
$5.50.
home with the simplest and most

225-A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION

TO DIGITAL IC'S
$4.95. Mainly concerned with TTL devices Includes several simple projects plus a logic circuit test
set and a digital counter timer

BP56-ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES $5.00. Inc udes both simple and
more sophisticated burglar alarm circuits using light. infra -red. and ultrasonics

BP170- INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

BP59- SECOND BOOK

$5.95. Shows how

OF CMOS IC PROJECTS
$5.00. More circuits showing CMOS applications Most are of a fairly simple design

to use a variety of co computer add -ons in as non -technical a way as possible

227- BEGINNERS GUIDE

TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
$5.00.
How to tackle the practical side of electronics so you can successfully build
electronic projects

BP72
MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
$5.00. We start by designing
computer and show how we can overcome its shortcomings

BP169-HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS RUNNING
Shows how to identify error in program and what to do about them.

BP74- ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS

-A

$5.95.

with a variety of practical circuits including
Unit. Tremelo Generator and more

BP194- MODERN OPTO DEVICE PROJECTS $6.25. Crammed with great
projects for the experimenter Includes sections on Fiber optics, passive Infra -Red
detectors. plus an assortment of miscellaneous projects
OF
$6.25. Its easy to interface home computers to model
railroad control The main problem is in interfacing the computer to the system.

MODEL RAILROADS

PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS
$5.00. Fifteen
simple projects that you can use with your car or boat All are designed to operate
from 12 -volt DC supplies
xn.re c
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Address

.

City

State

Zip

H1187

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA & CANADA

$001to$500

$100

$5 01 to $10
$10 01 to 20
$20 01 to 30
$30 01 to 40

$1 75

00
00
00

00
$40 01 to 50 00
$50 01 and above

$5.95. Provides the experimenter
Fuzz Box. Sustain Unit. Reverberation

BP94- ELECTRONIC

BP110 -HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
$5.00.
How to find and solve the common problems that can occur when building projects

Name

small

BP91 -AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
$5.00. How you can tune in on
those amateur and commercial broadcasts from around the world in the comfort of
your home

BP180- ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
PO Box 240. Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240
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SORRY No orders accepted
outside of USA & Canada

Number of books ordered

75

Total price of merchandise
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75

Sales Tax (New York State Residents only)
Shipping (see chart)
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All payments must
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be in U.S. funds
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East of the sun.

Vest of the moon.
Windjammer.

A place to live your fantasies.
A place to free your soul.

cozy up to the Caribbean sun.
dance among o thousand stars
to the rhythms of steel drums.
To ploy on sparkling white and
To
To

pink sand beaches.
discover the underwater
paradise of the reefs.
To find a new friend and shore the
intimacies of o sensuous night.
To

come olive and live.
remember for a lifetime.
6 days and 6 nights. From 1,();''J
To
To

Reservations toll free
1- 800 -327 -2600
In Florida 305/373 -2090.

'[kiraGuiICI
Post Office Box 120.
Miami Beodi. Florido 33119.
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